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STREET KIDS-HOMELESS AND RUNAWAY
YOUTH

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, FAMILY,

DRUGS AND ALCOHOLISM,
OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:25 p.m., in room

SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Christopher Dodd
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Dodd, Kassebaum, and Coats.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

Senator DODD. Again, I want to welcome all of you who are here
today before the Subcommittee on Children, Family, Drugs and Al-
coholism. Today's hearing, as you all know, focuses on street kids,
runaway and homeless youth.

This is the second in a series of hearings examining the impact
of homelessness and dislocation on young people in America.

Our very first hearing explored the trauma to young people and
their families that results from dislocation and uncertainty. We
heard eloquent and worrisome testimony about homelessness and
its pi ofound threat to normal childhood development.

Today we are going to look at older homeless and dislocated
youth. I would note that this afternoon's session coincides with the
National Conference of the National Network of Runaway Youths
here in Washington, and I want to welcome all of the people who
are associated with that conference to this hearing room and con-
gratulate you on the fine work that you have been doing in this
subject area. It is wonderful to see people who are deeply commit-
ted to that issue.

We particularly appreciate the participation of Dr. Wade Horn,
the new Commissioner of the Adminietration for Children, Youths,
and Families in the Department of Health and Human Services. I
believe, Doctor, this is your first Senate heaarsiref, and as such I
want to welcome you to the Senate. I am ple that the subject
we'll be covering today is one of importance and priority to you as
well.

Homeless and runaway adolescents are a very special group of
people. They have very special and specific needs. They have spe-
cial importance as members of the next generation of adult Ameri-
cans to the future of our country.

(1)
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Also, the issue of troubled adolescents is of special personal inter-
est to me. I would like to read you a quotation Normally, it is diffi-
cult to find quotes that you think are particularly applicable, but
I'd like to share one with you today. This quote from this gentle-
man said: "We can build new institutions and programs This is
talking about homeless and runaway youth and the importance of
therapegtic intervention. This individual said: "We can build new
institut ons and programs by the dozens, and we can create em-
ploymrat and education opportunities for every delinquent in the
count y. But these alone will not work miracles unless the delin-
quen also gets professional treatment. This treatment is what we
tode:i know as counseling, therapy, or probation casework. At its
best it brings about an interaction between a skilled practitioner
and L delinquent, which can change the latter's attitudes and be-
havior, and perhaps, the whole course of his or her life. This treat-
ment cannot be substituted with anything else. By the time a
young boy or girl gets in serious trouble with the police, they
almost always have other problems as well. They may be problems
in the family, problems in school, at work, in the community. They
have problems of rejection, of misunderstanding, of discrimination,
and often of cruelty. They are painful experiences for a young
mind. They are experiences which, little by little, cause distortions
in the personality which warp emotions and which build a wall of
loneliness and isolation."

Now, that quote is from my father, and that was part of a hear-
ing 22 years ago on runaway youth. He was the late Senator from
my home State, and he introduced the Juvenile Delinquency Pre-
vention and Control Act of 1968, which became the parent legisla-
tion for the Runaway Youth Act of 1974

Normally as children, we don't know what our fathers are doing,
and 22 years ago I was certainly vaguely aware of what he was in-
volved in. Never did I think 22 years ago that I would be sitting at
this table, chairing this subcommittee, quoting my father on legis-
lation that he had introduced 22 years ago So it was particularly
pleasant going back and doing the research to find that he had
been deeply involved in this question almost a generation ago.

Unfortunately, we simply don't understand and haNen't ad-
dressed the problems of homeless and dislocated youth since that
time. Since the legislation in my father's era, Federal assistance
has been largely limited to temporary shelters. While temporary
shelter is vital, the complex needs of these adolescents require a
continuum of other services as wellongoing counseling, outreach
programs, alternative school programs, medical care.

We also need to better understand who these children are and
why they are where they are. Popular misconceptions abound and
obstruct our ability to sericusly confront these problems. Runaways
have been romantically portrayed in literature as Tom Sawyers or
circus boys and girls. The media, conversely, often presents an
oversimplified picture of teenage drug abusers or prostitutes. Many
in the public presume that "street kids" are solely children of pov-
erty. These stereotypes need to be dispelled.

The fact is that their backgrounds, runaway youith, are as di-
verse as this Nation. They are rich, poor, black, white, rural,
urban. More ani more, they are simply products of separation and
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divorce, of stress or inability to cope, the results of dysfunctional
famiPes Many of them are middle-class. Street kids are perhaps
the most telling evidence of the increasing unravelling and disinte-
gration of so many American families. And the numbers of street
kids are growing, and growing rapidly.

I want to mention a bill that I have introduced, which will deal
at least, we hope it will deal with many of the issues that will be
raised today. It is called the Young Americans Act, and the
number is S.1911. This legislation spells out or tries to spell out a
national policy of commitment to providing children and youth
with the best possible conditions as they grow up. At the Federal
level, it also makes the Administration on Children, Youth and
Families a permanent statutory entity and would generate policy
recommendations through a new advisory council an d through a
White House Conference on Children and Youth.

Finally, the bill authorizes grants to State to increase coordina-
tion of programs for youth and to demonstrate methods of filling
service gaps.

Today's witnesses will describe the need for multiple services for
homeless and runaway youth, and the need to be as effective as
possible in providing these services. We know that greater coordi-
nation and planning is needed.

Today we are all hear to learn. We are fortunate to have experts
in this field who will appear before the subcommittee this after-
noonprogram directors who will each discuss different aspects of
the help and services that these young people need And we will
also hear from the real experts, the very children who have lived a
st reet life.

I want to thank all of you again for being here today and for the
work that many of you are doing in this field already

We will now receive an opening statement by Senator Hatch
[The opening statement of Senator Hatch follows:I

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Senator HATCH Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here this
afternoon to hear the views of these dininguished witnesses re-
garding homeless and runaway youth. Surely, this is a matter of
serious concern to us all.

I have noted the statistics that show increased numbers of run-
away and homeless youth and the difficult emotional and physical
problems these children have. I am eager to hear good suggestions
of what we in Congress can do to help homeless and runaway you
get off the streets. They deserve an opportunity to pursue the
American dream.

I want to commend those of you here today who have dedicated
your lives to working with these kids. And, without the attention
and concern of thousands of dedicated volunteers, these kids would
have no where to turn I look forward to hearing from you on how
we can facilitate your work without microimanaging it.

An estimated one million children and youth run away from
home each year. Studies show that most leave home because of
poor relationships with their parents. Many of these kids have
been physically or sexually abused According to Joe Leiker, Youth
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Program Specialist for the Division of Family Services in Utah, of
the 1,529 runaways that were served by them in 1988, over half of
these kids left because they were abused. But, their problems are
not solved once they leave home and hit the streets.

In the past 10 years, there have been some dramatic changes in
the types of problems these kids are dealing with out on their own.
The street are dark and scary places to lye. Shelters have found
that teenage runaways and homeless youth become easey targets
for exploitation, and many end up resorting to prostitution or drug
dealing as their only menas of income. This situation not only
leaves these kids in emotional shambles, but they may also suffer
physically in a variety of ways such as contracting a sexually
transmitted disease or becoming a drug addict.

Mr. Chairman, these kids need our help. The odds are against
them. And, as I look at the younger generation, I see this country's
future. We need to do what we can to prevent these young people
from leaving or losing their homes and make sure they are given
every chance for a family, a home, and a job in a secure env iron-
ment that too many of us take for granted

I look forward to today's testimony, and I hope we can find some
workable and realistic solutions.

Senator DODD. As our first witness this morning, we have Dr.
Wade Horn, who is the Commissioner of the Administration for
Children, Youth and Families. With him is Ms Carol Behrer.

Dr. Horn, we appreciate your being with us today. We know the
importance which you place on these questions, and we want to
thank you again for taking the time and making this your first
Senate appearance. We are anxious to receive your testimony.

I would say to you, Dr. Horn, as well as to all of our witnesses
that we will accept every piece of testimony you have as part of the
record, but for the purposes of expediting the hearing, if you would
try and paraphrase your statements, so we can move on to the
questions as soon as possible.

Again, we thank you for being here, and you can proceed in any
way that you find most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF DR. WADE F. HORN, COMMISSIONER, ADMINIS-
TRATION FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES, DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY
CAROL BEHRER, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, FAMILY AND
YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU

Dr. HORN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before
this distinguished subcommittee to discuss the issues of homeless
youth, especially as they concern the programs of my agency, the
Administration for Children, Youth and Families.

I am well aware of the subcommittee's concern for the well-being
of America's homeless youth, and I assure you that I share this
concern. Indeed, although I am a child psychologist by training
who has dealt with troubled youth on a professional basis, within
two weeks of being confirmed as Commissioner for ACYF, I made a
special effort to visit two runaway and homeless youth shelters in
the State of New Mexico to learn first-hand of the needs of this
population of young people.
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I am accompanied today by Carol Behrer, who is the Associate
Commissioner of the Family and Youth Services Bureau.

Today I have submitted to the subcommittee a document that de-
scribes briefly four programs through which my agency is actively
seeking to address the problems of our homeless youth. I'd like to
summarize for you today the highlights of my written submission.

The Runaway and Homeless Youth Program is the central and
oldest component of my agency that addresses the problems of
homeless youth. When established by Congress in 1974, the pro-
gram was called simply the Runaway Youth Program, and its
major goal was to reunite runaway youth with their parents.

Back in the mid-1970's, most of us assumed that runaway youth,
even street youth, had homes to which they could return. The first
runaway projects were built on the assumption that once the youth
were reunited with their parents, followup counseling and other
social supports would enable the parents to carry out their respon-
sibilities.

In 1977, the runaway program was broadened to include home-
less youththose youth who can't go home again because their
earlier homes or families no longer existed, or because to return
home is not safe.

Since that time, our program has served both types of youth
those who can go home egain and those who can't.

In fiscal year 1989, the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program
provided over $24 million in financial support to 343 grantees
called "basic centers". These basic centers provide shelter, bod,
clothing, counseling and other services to an estimated 63,000 run-
away and homeless youth annually.

The services of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Basic Center
Program are essentially short-term crisis interventions. During this
time, shelter staff counsel, feed and clothe the youth in their care.
When appropriate, they refer them to local social, health, educa-
tional and other institutions that can provide long-term support.
Above all, they try to reunite the youth with their parents.

Approximately half of the youth receiving ongoing services in
our shelters return to live with their parents or guardians. One-
third are placed in other safe living arrangements such as with
other relatives or friends, in foster homes, or in group homes. Un-
fortunately, about 14 percent of the youth literally return to the
streets or leave with no planned destination.

In addition, over the past four or five years some of the shelters
began informing us that they were serving more and more multi-
problem youth, youth who were not only in conflict with their par-
ents, but also in conflict with their peers and their schools, youth
who had profound emotional problems and who were also in trou-
ble with law authorities, often for drug and alcohol-related behav-
ior.

Because of this apparent trend toward more troubled, multiprob-
lem youth being served by Federally-funded shelters, ACYF is pres-
ently reexamining the regulation that limits shelter stays to 15
days. We are concerned that this limitation on the length of time a
youth may receive s!%elter has contributed to shelter-hopping by
some youth, that it is inconsistent with several State regulations,
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and that it does not allow sufficient time to effectively intervene in
the lives of these troubled young people

Let me emphasize that we do not intend to change the primary
focus of this program from crisis intervention and emergency serv-
ices to long-term placements for young people However, it does
appear that the Federal 15-day limitation may need to be revised
to enable Federally-funded shelters to better serve runaway and
homeless youth.

I am pleased to inform this subcommittee that ACYF is now
launching the new Transitional Living Program for Homeless
Youth. An announcement of the availability of funds under this
program is now being developed, and we plan to award grants this
summer to projects that will provide long-term shelter for up to 18
months and services to help older homeless youth become inde-
pendent and responsible adults.

A third program within ACYF, the Independent Living Initia-
tives Program, provides funds to State governments for services
that help youth make a successful transition from foster care to in-
dependent living. In doing so, we believe we are preventing epi-
sodes of homelessness among these youth

The Drug Abuse Prevention Program for Runaway and Homeless
Youth is our "mirth program, which focuses directly on services to
homeless youi.n We first implemented this new program in fiscal
year 1989, awarding 104 grants to public and private nonprofit or-
ganizations and agencies to address the drug abuse problems
among runaway and homeless youth. The activities of these grant-
ees include counseling, referrals to treatment, community and
school-based prevention, education efforts, and the development of
community support systems and other resources where services are
min imal.

In addition to these lour service programs for which we are di-
rectly responsible, ACYF is collaborating closely with the Public
Health Service, the National Institute on Drug Abuse, and the Cen-
ters for Disease Control to provide medical and AIDS prevention
servAces to homeless youth

With this testimony, and especially in my written submission, I
have briefly traced for you the evolution of the Runaway and
Homeless Youth Program from the modest number of projects that
initially focused exclusively on runaway youth to a comprehensive
set of programs that take into account the problems of both run-
away and truly homeless youth Programs administered by ACYF
now include components that deal with transitional living for older
homeless youth, with independent living for youth coming out of
foster care, and with drug abuse prevention among homeless youth.

We will continue these efforts to improve and make more respon-
sive the ACYF programs that are designed to serve this population.

I hope this information has been helpful, and I will be happy to
answer any questions that you may have

[The prepared statement of Dr Horn follows ]

: U
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WADE F. HORN, PH.D.

;;;TR::;:::::,

Mr. Chairran, I ar pleased tc appear befcre tnIs
distinguished SJbcc7-:ttee to discuss the issues cf
homeless }outh, especially as the concern the prcgra-s c:
ry agency, the Adrinistration for Children, }c,Ith and
Farilies (AC1F). I ar uell aware of the SL.bccrrittee's
concern for the wellbeing of America's homeless youth, arj
I assure you that I share this concern.

I ar accorpanied today by Carol Behzer, Associate
Commissioner of the Farily and Youth Services Bureau.

Today I would like to describe briefly four progrars
through which my agency is actively seehing to address the
problers of our horeless youth. The first is our Basic
Center prograr, which provides short-terr shelter, food,
clothing, and counseling tc runaway and horeless youth
uhlle ue try to reunite 7,....,th ..Ith the:r fa-ilies. The
second is cur Transitional Living Progra-, 0-ich provides
longtr-terr care to cider hcrEless youth and uhich
tasic living siills. ThE thIrd Is our Independent LI\.7
Progra- uhich Irparts tas:c 11%Ing sii11s tc yo,.th :n
foster carc, erat:1-g the- tc ass--E restd,--" t. fcr
the-se:%es cz,E thE 'Elfare sste- The fd_rt- Is c..r
Crug Ar-SE Fre.e-t.:- Frcora- fcr 1....r.a.a., a-d Hc-e:ess
'iowth, .0,1ch fodL.ses c- C-E cf t-e 7.7.5.": 5,,-r1:-S pr7t:E-E
fading street }outr.

-1-rrc.ig' tb-ese Frogra-s, rcreiess : _t- ate
supp:rt, tra_ning a-d s..:.s t--1-.t .,..: erarie
tedc-E ad-:ts ir the f.._. se-se InoeFer:e-t
responsit:e, hea:t',, pr" -'"E, anti car.ro

I ,..0'.,:d a1sd Ilie td :nterpret triefl') these proora-F f::
you ir, 1:ght of fl tadigrc-nd as a F-adt:cing
psich:::g.st. uhic, .as r, Frcfessic- for a ru-ter ci
1.ears tef:re teing apF:_-,te:

THE V:NA1AY AN: HCMELESS Y:TH PPOZ:Ri,"

The Runaway and Horeless Youth Prograr is the central, ana
oldest, corponent of ry agenc} that addresses the proble-s
of homeless youth. When estat:ished t. the Congress in
1974, the prograr uas ca:led si-ci the Punaay loth
Prograr, and its ra7cr gca: uas to reurite runa.a yout'
with their parents.

1 I
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Ba:). in the rid 197O's, rest cf us ass.;-ed that rJ-a a,
youth, even street yot.th, had hones to ..hic' the cc..::
return. The first runauay projects were built on the
assurption that once the youth were reunited ..itt the.:
parents, follov...ip counseling and other social supp:rts
would enable the parents to carry out their
responsibilities. The principle behind this apprca:' lE
that parents have the first responsibility in helpinc
their children become mature adults.

/formless Youth. In 1977, the runaway progra" was
broadened to include homeless youth--those youth uhc can't
go home again because their earlier hones or farilies no
longer xist, or because to return home is not safe.
Since that tim, our prograr has served both types of
youth: those uho can go hone again, and those uho car'*...

Basic Centers. In fiscal year (FY) 1989, the Runawa ard
Horeless Youth Prograr provided $24,23C,-C: in financ-a:
suppert to 343 grantees, called Basic Centers. These
BASIC Centers provided shelter, food, c:othIng, c:-e2.-
and other services to an estirated 63,C:0 rl.na.to ard
honeless youth annuall.

The services of the Runty...ay and Hc-e:ess 'sc'..th Bas::
Center Progra- ate essential].) shcrt-terr, crls:s
interventions, By reg',..:atio-, stays in our she:ters are
lirlted to 15 das. D-ring this tire shelter staff
cc..msel, feed, and clothe the )out' in their care. ''E-

ape.,,..eite, the) refer the- t: Ic:a: sccia:, hea.t',
edJcationa: and otter irstItrs that ca- pro',..de
long-ter- sJpiocrt. Atc.e all, the) try tc reun:te tre
youth u:th their parents. Apprcrlrate:) ha:f cf tre
recelving ongoing services 1r cr shelters ret'..r- t: :e
with their parents or guardians. One-third are place: .-
other safe living arrangenents, such as uith other
relatives or frienis, in foster hares or in grop hc-es

Lnfcrtunately, about 14 percent of the )outh litera:_,
return to the streets or leave with no planned
destination. We are keenly aware of the dangers cf :1%;-:
on the streets and of leaving our centers uith no plannea
destination. However, participation in our progran Is
cumpletely voluntary. These centers have been established
outside the juvenile justice syster. We can pers,,adc, h-t.

we cannot force youth to stay or accept referrals.

2 _
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muirmi_ludy. In 1962, ACYF initiated an effort tc
determine the effectiveness of the services provided by
our Federally-funded runaway and homeless youth shelters.
Se ate encouraged by the preliminary results of this
Study. The study involved follow-up interviews of runawrq
and homeless youth and their parents during the period
from 6 to 24 months after receiving Molter services.
Were are highlights of the changes reported in the lives
of the youth we serve:

o SO percent reported that their family
relationships were either much or somewhat
better. Only 7 percent reported their
relationships were much or somewhat worse.

o 60 percent of the youth reported that their
employment situation was either much or somewhat
better. Only 4 percent reported their situaticr
was sorewhat worse. \

o 63 percent rept.rced their rental health as
either ouch cr sorewhat better. Only 5 percent
reported their rental health as someuhat worse.

o Self-reported suicide atter;ts dec:ined ty
percent.

o Weekly use of alcohol arong the youth decline.:
fror 40 tn lt percent.

These findings clearly derrnstrate that the Runa....ay and
Mc.-elesc YcJth Prograr trings about dra-atic irproverents
in the lives of the youth it serves.

Ucidenctof Runaway and Homeless Youth. we estirate that
the-s L:te approximately one r.11ion youth who run away

11.4.;N. in the course of a year, and who stay awa at
halt onu night. This estimate is based on a survey
co-'iuctell in 1976. No comparable national :Ptudi has bet:.
o: .ductsd since that time.

This early survey, while it gave us at the tire an overa:1
picture of eh^ dimension of the runaway youth probler, is
becoming less and less relevant to our current needs.

In the first place, the issue of homelessness was not
addressed. And it has become Ar:reasingly clear the last
several years that, for all their similarities, homeless
youth and runaway youth are distinguished both by the
problem they present and by the interventions they
require.

- 3 -
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Homeless youth are a hidden population. They are not
Static; they novo around. They avoid contact with all tte
major institutions of our society: the schools, the
police, medical services. They are hard to find.

Accordingly, we are now initiating a nationwide study that
will give us more accurate data. Our current study hill
be based on direct contacts, direct interviews with a
nationwide sample of youth, including both runaways and
homeless. Our investigators also will investigate records
of youth maintained by shelters, welfare agencies, and the
juvenile justice system.

Further, the current study will survey the incidence of
drug abuse among runaway and homeless youth, and will
examine the role of drug abuse by family members in the
decision of youth to run away. This information will be
useful to us in implenenting our new programs dealing With
drug abuse prevention among runaway and honeleis youth.
The study will also examine the relationship of drug at.st
by youth or by farily nerbers to youth suicide atterpts.

Characteristics of Runway and Honeless Youth.
Information reported to us by our funded progrars indicate
that youth do nct run away fror home casually. Instead,
one or more problems, often serious, trigger a young
person's flight from shelter, food, clothing, and faril2.
These problers generally arise from conflicts between a
youth and his or her parents, or fror conflicts v:th
social institutions, such as schools and the juver:le
justice or law enforcerent systers.

During entrance interviews into our shelters, f! percert
of the youth cite a conflict with parerts as their certra.
reason for running away. While there exists great variet
In the specific nature of these problem
relationships--emotional conflict, alcohol protlers, and
physical and sexual abuse--it is evident that difficult,
unhealthy interactions with parents are the prinary
reasons our youth run away.

To be specific, parental physical abuse is cited by 2C
percent of the youth, parental domestic violence by 9
percent, parental sexual abuse by 0 percent, physical or
sexual abuse by other family members by 5 percent, and
physical cr sexual abuse by non-family members by 4
percent of the youth. These percentages reflect the
extremely violent homes from which many runaway youth
flee. Other significant family problems are parental
neglect (20 percent) and parental drug and alcohol abuse
(17 percent).

- 4 -
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Moreover, the psychological problers or emotional burdens
the youth carry within therselues as they enter the Basic
Centers are equally troubling. Fifty percent have a poor
self image; 45 percent are depressed; and 13 percent are
possibly suicidal.

These problems, which may be xplained in large part by
the dysfunctional homes in which many of the youth have
been reared, say be coupled with difficulties they
experience in dialing with institutions outside the home
such as the schools and the police. Problems with school
attendance and truancy, bad grades, inability to get along
with teachers, and learning disabilities are cited
respectively by 32, 29, 11, and 7 percent of the youth.

In addition, significant numbers of the youth have self-
reported personal problems with drug abuse (15 percent)
and alpohol abuse (13 percent).

The shelter interviews show clearly that the troubled,
dysfunctional, self-destructive youth who present
themselves at our basic centers often core fro- troubled,
dysfunctional, self-destructive fanilles.

Often, intervention by a runaway shelter, especially if
the intervention includes counseling the parents, preverts
the farily situation fror worsening, possibly leading to a
case of long-terr horelessness for a young person.

Kulti-Frobler Youth. Over the past four or five years
have started to notice sone disturbing shifts in the
characteristics of youth seeking safety in our shelters.
Early lerts care fror the directors of sore of the
shelters who began Inforrin us that they were servingrcrs
and more multi-probler youth. Youth whc were not only in
conflict with their parents, but also in conflict with
their peers and their schools. Youth who had profound
emotional problems and who were also in trouble with
authorities, often for drug and alcohol-related behavior.
Youth who were ngaged in prostitution and who also needed
medical help. Some of the presenting youth were even
physically threatening to shelter staff, to the point that
ome of our shelters have been forced to provide training
in how to deal with hyper-aggressive, violent youth.

- 5 -
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Because of this apparent trend tnward more troubled,
multi-problem youth being served by Federally-funded
shelters, ACYF is presently re-examining the regulation
that limits shelter stays to 15 csys. We art concerned
that this limitation on the lengtl' of time a youth may
receive shelter has contributed tc "shelter-hopping" by
some youth: that it is inconsistert with several State
regulations; and that it does not allow sufficient time tc
effectively intervene in the lives of these troubled young
people.

Let me emphasise that we do not ntend to change the
primary focus of the Basic Center Prograr from crisis
intervention and emergency services. Nor do we intend
that these shelters become 1-utine, long-terr placemer-s
for young people who are more appropriately served by
child welfare agencies. However, it does appear that t'lt
Federal 15-day stay limitation may need to be revised to
enable Federally-funded shelters to better terse runa:ey
and homeless youth.

Distinctions Between Runaway Yo.ith and Horeless Youth.
The Administration for Children, Youth and Families has
oistorically rade a distinction between runaway and
homeless youth. The terr "runawa} youth" is defined as a
person under IS years of age who absents hirself or
herself fror home or place of legal residence witho-t the
pernission of parents or legal guardians. The term
"horeless youth" is defined as a person under 1S years of
age who is in need of services and without a place of
shelter where he or she receives super\ision and care.

A )ust-corpleted study conducted by the General Accounting
Offl:e (GAO) of youth receiving services at
Federally-funded shelters offers further infcrration and
extends our understanding about the characteristics that
distinguish runaway youth fror homeless 1r.th. Cher a
period of approximately two years, staff of the GA:, in
response to a request from your colleague, Senator Paul

Simon, studied that portion of the youth in our centers,
approximately 21 percent by GA0 estimate, who nay properl}
bit called homeless. They noted a number of differences
between the two groups.

Although similar in many respects to runaway youth, the
GAO study reveals that homeless youth tend I'D be older,
art less likely to be female, and are less likely to be
attending school than runawal3. Also, homeless youth are
more likely to have been away fror their legal residences
for longer periods than runaways.

- 6 -
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The malority of homeless youtn f55 percent) are rale,
while only ono-third (35 percent) of runa.:ays are nale.
TWentrilight percent of horeless youth entering our
Sheltere are Black, compared with only 1, percent of
reneways who are Black.
Fifty percent of homeless youth ages 16 and older have
dropped out of school or have been expelled or suspended,
compared to only 23 percent of runawei youth ages 26 and
older.

Parental neglect, such as failure to provide food.
Clothing, medical care, or shelter, is cited as a probler
by 36 percent of homeless youth who enter our shelters,
while it is cited as a problem by only 28 percent of
runaways.

The GAO findings confirm our view of the honeless youth
population. As these charateristics of homeless youth
have become evident, we have undertaken a twc-prcnged
effort, first to uncover the underlying causes cf ywith
homelessness, and second to provide services that focLs
directly on the needs cf homeless youth.

$tudi of the Underlvino Causes of Yol:thlic-eessmess.

To gain an understanding cf the underling ca.:ses cf
homelessness, we have engaged a contractor to exarane the
various pathways leadlno to youth hcrelessness. Under
direction, this contractor Is no :. looY.ing at such
variables as farilies cf origin, characteristics cf tne
social er.vironrent, ratters cf ed4cation, erployrent and
health, involvement with the legal syste-, sexual and
physical abuse and exploitation, pregnancy and parenthooc,
mental health, and related issues. We have forred an
advisory body to this propect corposed of representataves
from the various Federal agencies nol, grappling with the
problems of homelessness. We anticipate having
preliminary results from this study by the end of this
fiscal year, which we will distribute as they become
available.

THE TRANSITIONAL LIVING PROGRAM .OR HOMELESS YOUTH

Develoi,..tnt of Transitional Living Models. Since FY 15E4,
the Family and Youth Services Bureau has funded over 25
research and demonstration grants targeted to the
development of prograr models that specifically address
the needs of older honeless youth. Funding for those
projects totaled over $2.2 million.

17



The general purpose cf the grants was to strengthen the
capacity of runaway and homeless youth centers to address
the problems presented by older homeless youth who were
unprepared to to live independently.

specific projects focused on the development of local
level, holistic approaches to self-sufficiency including
acquisition of basic life skills; alternative education;
employment preparation and placement; health care and
treatment; financial management; and housing opportunities.

In addition, in cooperation with the National Youth
Resource Center, an ACYF grantee, a manual entitled

e_

ingasandinLuyins was published in May 1988. This manual
is now in use by shelters and other youth-serving agenciro
as a resource for developing a variety of independent
living program models.

The Family and Youth Services Bureau has also supported
projects that demonstrate the use of volunteers to work
with shelters, child welfare agencies and the police to
facilitate family reunification or other appropriate
living arrangements for honeless youth. These projects
focus on coordinating mechanisms, )cint planning, and
communications networking to assist existing conmunity
organisations to recruit volunteers tc serve as youth
mentors, family counselors and facilitators in developing
and providing alternative living arrangements.

These efforts in the area of services to older hcreless
youth have resulted in a body of knowledge and a s)sto- cf
services and providers that provide an exce:lent
foundation for the implementation of the nel,l} estatlishez
Transitional Living Program for Homeless Youth.

Launchina the Transitional Living Proarar. I ar please::
to inform the members of this subcommittee that ACIF is
now launching the new Transitional Living Program for
Homeless Youth. An announcement of the availability of
funds under thip program is currently being developed, and
we plan to award grants this summer to projects that will
provide long-term shelter and services to help older
homeless youth become independent, responsible adults.

Funds for this program were first made available to us
this year, FY 1990. The purpose of the transitional
living program, is to provide support for youth "for whor
it is not possible to live in a safe environment with a
relative" and for whom there is "no other safe alternative
living arrangement." The new program, in short, will
provide for those youth who can't go home again.

- 8 -
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Ws believe that this prograr, which is spocificall}
targeted to homeless youth, will be an excellent
complement to the Basic Center program I described
earlier.

In FY 1990, almost $10 rillion is available to implement
the Transitional Living Program for Homeless Youth. With
these funds, we anticipate awarding 40 to 60 grants for
the provision of direct services and shelter to homeless
youth.

The helter services offered may be in group homes, host
family homes, or supervised apartments. Participating
youth will receive training and experience in basic life
skills, ducational advancement, job attainment Skills,
and mental and physical health care.

Project staff will prepare a written, individualized plan
for ach youth, based on the youth's particular needs,
designed to prorote the transition to self-sufficient
living and to prevent long-terr dependence on social
services.

W anticipate that grants 11 be awarded and that the
projects uill be ir operaticn by the end cf ts fisra:
year.

IME INDEPENDErT L:":Na PR3:3RAY

A third prograr withlr. ACYF, the Independent living
Initiativs Prograr (ILP) , does not target hcreless ycut'
specifically, but it does serve as an impertant mechanis-
for the preventicr of youth hcrelessness.

The Independent Living Initiatives Prograr prcvides funds
to State govermrents for qervices that help youth make a
successful trarsition fro; foster care to independent
living. The program was first implemented in F1 196E,
when $45 million dollars in unmatched funds was
distributed to State governments, based on a formula that
included the nu: 1r of children in foster care in the
respective States.

Reports for FY 1966 from 45 States and the District of
Columbia indicate that ILP services were provided to
approximately 19,000 youth ages 16 through 16-1/2, which
is 6 months beyond the age at which nost yOuth leave
foster care.

- 9 -
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These funds are not available to provide roor and board
for the youth: the youth concerned are already housed in
foster homes. Beyond this limitation, States have
considerable flexibility in how they spend the funds. In
FY 1911, most States provided basic skills training tc the
youth, either directly or through contracts with private
agencies. Many States trained foster parents to help the-
teach their foster youth the skills needed for independent
living. Many States also provided supervised practice
living arrangements or transitional living settings. Sons
States provided subsidies to encourage youth to remain in
school.

Prior to the enactment of the ILP, 25 States provided sone
sort of basic living skills training to youth prior to
leaving fowter care. Now, virtually all States provide
this training, along with assuring development of
individualized independent living plans for all youth in
foster care.

/HE DRUG ABUST PREVENT:ON PPOGRAM FOP RUNAWAY Arr POMELEEZ
=Ili

The Drug Abuse Prevention Progra- for Runa..a; and Hcre:esr
Youth is our fourth prograr which focuses directly on
services to homeless youth.

Drug abuse has had an increas:rg:y severe inpact arcng
American youth. In 15E5, 350,000 youth (including
runaway, homeless and other street youth) were arrested
for drug abuse violations and other drug-related
offenses. As mentioned earlier, anong youth entering c'Jr
Basic Centers, 15 percent cite problems of drug abuse and
13 percent cite problems of alcohol abuse as reasons fcr
running away or being homeless. Equally disturbing, 1,
percent cite drug and alcohol abuse problems of the:r
parents among their reasons for leaving hone.

The street life environment of runaway and, particularly,
homeless youth places them at exceptionally high risk of
involvement in the abuse of illicit drugs and the related
consequences of contracting and transmitting the AIDS
virus through contaminated needles or sexual contact.
There is no doubt that an increase in substance abuse has
contributed to the trend of youth entering the Basic
Centers today who are meaeurably more disturbed and more
difficult to deal with than those served in the past.

20
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The Runaway and Homeless Youth Prograr, throug'' :s

network of Basic Centers, has traditionally been ...nvolved
with the problens of drug abuse prevention, reduction, ana
treatment among this population. The passage of the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, Public Law 100-690, has
brought added resources for addressing the prevention and
reduction of drug abuse among runaway and homeless youth
through support for services, research, and demonstration
activities.

The Adminis%ration for Children, Youth and Families first
implemented this new program in FY 1989, awarding 104
grants to public and private non-profit organisations and
agoncies to address the drug abuse problems among runaway
and homeless youth. The activities being conducted by
these grantees include group, individual, family and peer
counseling; referrals to treatment; community and
school-based prevention and education efforts; and the
development of community support systems and other
resources where services are minimal. Two projects in
particular are focusing exclusively on the needs of
homeless youth.

One project, the Youth Continuum of TRI-RYc, Inc. of New
Haven, Connecticut, will provide drug abuse prevention
services to 250 homeless youth in the State of
Connecticut. The project is providing medical,
psychological, and other counseling and casework services
to adolescent homeless parents and homeless pregnant
teenagers. Through formal working agreements, 35 outreac'
workers are being trained to identify at-risk horeless
youth, and the project IS coordinating drug abuse
prevention and treatrent services region-wide.

In addition, model for collaboration between emergenci
shelters and community health centers for drug abuse
prevention among homeless youth is being developed. The
project is also conducting activities to increase public
and provider awareness of the problem of drug abuse among
homeless youth.

The second project, Northside Ecumenical Night Ministry of
Chicago, is using a motor home vehicle to provide
intensive substance abuse prevention, education and
medical outreach services for up to 300 homeless youth.
The target area is the business district and several
northside neighborhoods in Chicago, Illinois.
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The rotile vehicle provides a street-based approach tc
providing physical exars, emergency food and clothing,
health education on substance abuse, AIDS, basic hygiene
and related topics, and counseling and referral services.
The project also enhances outreach and prograr
coordination among youth service providers by having
provider representatives ride in the vehicle at least once
a month to disseminate information about their services
and programs.

In FY 1990, ACYF will solicit applications for additional
demonstration and service projects for drug education and
prevention among this population.

Also under the Drug Abuse Prevention Prograr fof Runaway
and Homeless Youth, ACYF has contracted for the
development of a drug education training curriculum for,
and the provision of technical assistance to, runaway and
homeless youth service providers.

Finally, in FY 1990 a contract will be awarded t)o evalt.ate
the incidence of drug abuse among runaway and homeless
youth. In part, this study will assess the number of
runaway and homeless youth abusing drugs: the relationsIg
between parental drug abuse and its affect or these
and the correlation between drug abuse and youth suicide.

$ER-ICES FRV=E: THRV:Cl1 CCLLABCFAT:CN w:TH CT4Ep FE:ERA:
AGENC:ES

In addition to the service progrars for which we are
directly responsible, ACIF ls collaborating
several other Federal agencies through which ue have been
able to leverage services to horeless youth.

bealth Care Services for Homeless Youth. In FY 1986, a
metorandur of understanding was signed with the Putlic
Health Service, which had received funds under the Health
Care for the Homeless Program of the Stewart McKinney
Homeless Assistance Act to set up 109 medical clinics
across the country. Through this agreement, the directors
of our 343 Basic Centers ir all the States were put in
touch with the directors of the medical clinics nearest to
ther. The result has been provision of medical care to
many homeless youth who would otherwise have gone unserved.

22
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Also through this agreement, we were able tc arrange for a
pilot program of medical students volunteering their tire
in a number of our shelters, providing training to shelter
staff, screening youth for their medical needs, and in
sone cases, because of their very youth, acting as the
first friendly contact that a number of alienated homeless
youth have ver had with professionals in our medical
system. We anticipate that this volunteer medical student
aspect of our collaboration with the Public Health Service
will be expanded this year.

AIDS Prevention Training. Additionally, through
collaboration with the National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA), we have been able to provide AIDS prevention
training to the staff of many of our Basic Centers.
Because homeless youth are at high risk of contracting the
AIDS virus, it is important that those agencies serving
homeless youth are properly trained in this area.

At our request, !LIDA developed an AIDS prevention
curriculum and is providing training to youth service
providers across the country. The curriculum focuses
precisely on the risks of acquiring AIDS for which street
youth are extremely vulnerable, that is, through use of
dirty needles when taking drugs, through proniscuous sex.
and through prostitution. A contractor hired ty NIDA son:
small tears of trainers to several cities across the
country to conduct short but effective twc-day workshops
based on this curriculur. In approximately 20 cities, we
arranged tc have the directors and staff of runaway ard
homeless youth shelters participate in the training
sessions.

This effort is continuing and is being coordinated with a
sirilar program which has been funded by the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC). The CDC program is being
implemented through the National Network: of Runaway and
Homeless Youth Services, Inc., a private, non-profit
organization with a membership of over 500 youth-sening
agencies.

We are also exploring potential future collaborative
efforts with the National Institutes of Mental Health tc
improve access to mental health services for runaway and
homeless youtS, and with the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and
Mental Health Administration to provide more drug
treatment services to this population.

- 13 -
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COHCLUS/ON

With this testimony, I have briefly traced for you the
evolution of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Program fror a
modest number of projects that initially focused
exclusively on runaway youth to a comprehensive set of
programs that take into account the problems of both
runaway and truly homeless youth. Programs administered
by ACYF now include components that deal with transitional
living for older homeless youth, with independent living
for youth coming out of foster care, and with drug abuse
prevention among homeless youth.

I have also touched on some of the research and
demonstration projects that have provided us with solid
foundation on which to develop programs for homeless youth
and on our continuing efforts to analyze and understand
the problems of runaway and homeless youth.

'Finally, I have described ou.: collaboration with other
Federal agencies in addressing the problers of runal.ay ard
homeless youth.

we will continue these efforts to inprove and make more
responsive the ACYF progrars that are designed to serve
this population.

I hope this inforratich has bean helpfJl: 1 would be harp,
to answer any T.lestions.

24
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f

: would like to say soms:hing

about ty experience, strength, and hope over

ths past five years.

Pisan take into acoount :he ::---

Stories : tol: aro for the purpose of those

adolosoonts who have gone through nd are

soizg :trough hardstips similar to ty own,

that they tight benefit. from tnet.

At the age of fifteen : had

loft :ty hoz. by tn. wi:: of ny parents. .4

anti: ttis tlme : was aotive:y tr.gt

and alocnc:, wtior. was naeing te protlems

lit tons ant soh:::. ,Itoording to parents

: was an *tnotnrro:atio ohl:d". St, with :nit

botavior cf. nine and :he charges brozght

against me ty ny siver tenure :f poysin:

spa to we tad t was j.tiii.d :nal I te

sent away.

The juvenile court had a hand in

to whore : Was going, but it was mainly up

to sy parents to decide. Tin court re:conned

me going away to school. They described it

to no as a boarding school onviortatt. al

was agreed upon that it would be a suitable

and tslthy tfiabilitation.
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Ins 11 months I spent there was

in fear of those living with me.

TAO schoo/ was segregated into

White, alazio. and Spanish groLps. The unspoken but

4nderstood rule was tc "stay with your own kine:

Wnen inzers.::Lons did cmour =Ink was slways dr4s,

violence and sexual abuse inTolved with residents Ls

we:: as witn staff. : had made atts:4.-os to leave

there, tut temat of tnt protlens of over-crouding

many :tn.? sums run daoilitys it wet diffiou:t.

:vice : hat run away %%itn sone other residents,

tut wt wer always found and trough: back.

Eventually I was to go tone on

vaoation for two weeks and =en return tack to school-

never

I. place

came back neither did I tohei.- Mao

where I was not accepted into anymore.

was

This xperience started my merry-go-round into Conneeticut*$

state shelters, drug and alcohol rehabilitation facility*,

and group homes.

Iwas homeless many times while

waizIr4 f:r an :71,n be at these progrars. again.

WM- 1:nays a ;r:b:0: over-:r:.1=ng.

E-
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During sy early childnocd years

/ could never :athoc sots day not having a

Sac, to cal: hone. Ky fatzer being en attornity

and my aothor an R.N. we lived without many wants.

Eating at soup kitotons, sleeping

at noluert and living on tno street the

day beeste rea:i=;. wtIon ttougnt at one

:1=4 neTer happon t: to-

:: wot very scary for ne wh n

: turned :E legsil:; on ny own. h.: tsing cn

ny *Aim al: slong. Forr.unattl : gained sone

aztition. and deoiedid to do scnetning aholt ny

lift. knowing : nave to live tnit way

any:ore.

Today I have a bright futurs

with *allege comeing soon and a stab:. direction

ahoad. :.at 19 no% and -.sing. that was thin, this

is now.
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Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Dr. Horn, for your testimo-
ny.

I have just a few questions. One has to do with the way the data
is collected. You pointed out that shelter-hopping is a problem.
What would be your response if such data collection were made
mandatory rather than voluntary? What do you think the effects
would be?

Dr. HORN. Well, as you know, the current system is a voluntary
system, and only about 60 percent of the shelters are currently pro-
vided with information through the voluntary information forms.

In addition to that, some percentage of those who do provide us
with information only provide us with pa-tial information. I think
that that system is inadequate for addressing the information
needs that we need in order to administer this program properly.

So we are currently studying within the agency the feasibility of
developing a system where information would be required from
each of the centers that receive Federal funds.

Senator DODD. Well, we know that some of the people who work
in these shelters have objected to that kind of an approach. but
their objection is not just a paperwork objection; a lot of it has to
do with what is being collected, the type of information being
sought, rather than the importance of having a solid database on
which to consider legislation.

In fact, some of them, which you heard before, say that the
Youth Information Form needs to b.) updated to include more spe-
cific questions about behaviors that could expose youth to the AIDS
virus, involvement in gang activities and the problems in the
youths' families. I wonder if you might share with us what specific
changes you think need to be made in the form that HHS is using
to collect data on the youth recovering in shelter care.

Dr. HORN. I have examined the Youth Information Form, and I
believe although there may be some changes that are required, ba-
sically the form is not a bad form. In my opinion, the major prob-
lem is not the information that is contained in the form, but the
fact that we are not getting it from all of the shelters. In fact, we
are not sure whether there might be some biases in terms of the
kinds of shelters that provide information to us, so when we ex-
trapolate from the information we do get, it is not clear as tc
whether we are getting a total picture on what is going on out
there in terms of the shelter population.

I do think there may need to be some changes in terms of the
way we categorize homeless and runaway youth on the YIF form.
In particular, I am concerned that there seems to be a separate cat-
egory for a throwaway/pushout and that may create some confu-
sion in terms of how to categorize kids as homeless or as runaways.
But on the form itself, there are places to indicate whether a use is
in fact engaged in the use of illegal substances; there is a place to
indicate whether they are engaged in prostitution, as well as homo-
sexual behavior, and those behaviors seem to be the ones that place
them most at risk.

Senator DODD. Let me raise this with youand I appreciate that.
But if your problem is trying to get people who work in these she I-
ters to be more cooperative in terms of the information you are
seeking, and if they are saying one of their problems is what is on
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the forms, what is being sought is not getting to the point. Obvious-
ly, that is not suggesting that they are all right or you are wrong
on this, but here you have an agency and a group vf people who
are working in this area, and you have common goals. It seems to
me that sitting down and trying to work out the kind of a form
that would satisfy both you and what the people who work in these
shelters believe is necessary, it seems to me you might be able to
achieve the desired results without having to get what none of us
want to see, and that is trying to mandate this, because that is self-
defeating. When you get into a mandatory collection of data, you
run into all sorts of court actions and; people are not being cooper-
ative; the people who work in shelters see you as the enemy rather
than someone who is trying to help them achieve, as I said a
moment afgo, the desired goals.

Wouldn t it make some sense to try and sit down with some of
those folks and try to work this thing out in a way that is satisfac-
tory to both of you?

Dr. HORN. There is no question that once we are fully into the
process, as we are internally, and once we move that process for-
ward, that we will be seeking the advice and counsel of those out-
side groups that have to deal with this population and with this
form.

It seems to me that the best way to take a look at this form itself
and look at revisions, would be to seek outside opinions, and the
best place to seek those opinions are frorn the people who in fact
use this form on a regular basis.

There is no question that we will in fact, broaden the discussion
to include outside groups as well when it is appropriate to do so.

Senator DODD. A week ago Monday, I spent several hours with
the New York Childrens Health Project in a van that travels to
homeless shelters in that city, which serves around 8,000 homeless
children in New York City alone, and that number is growing. It is
a medical van, and there are two of them in the city. It is one that
you may have read about or heard about that has been primarily
funded and supported by the artist Paul Simonour colleague
Paul Simon also has a deep interest in this subject matter (and in
fact, as a result of his efforts we have a GAO study, so the two
Paul Simons are interested in this subject matter). The vE... is in-
teresting; one of the reasons it is so successful, is because of its
data collection capabilities. Using a computer (this is medical infor-
mation) enables the project to tract these children and their fami-
lies who are moving around all the time.

They have had some 18,000 visits. Parents are bringing these
children back, and now the average visits exceeds two. So you are
beginning to get people coming back with children who need to
have the second round of immunizations or whatever else. More
importantly, these children are now identified and efforts are made
to get them into the system; on to medicaid and WIC etc

This computerized system has its limitations. A lot of it is not
collected because they are nervous about scaring off that parent
from coming back in the second time. They would like to know
more about their living conditions, about drug abuse and these
other questions that come up, but the people who are in that van
collecting that information are worried that they are going to scare
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off the very people they are trying to bring into that process. So
there is a legitimate concern, I think, about mandating some of
these things, and yet a very worthwhile purpose to collect data and
then to be able to collate it effectively so that when you get a
young person who is shelter-hopping, you are really able to track
him or her and provide better services for them.

So I would be curious to know whether or not that kind of ap-
proach is also being considered as a means of centralizing data in
either cities or hospital networks.

Dr. HORN. I agree with you that computer technology does allow
one to create databases that can be very useful for a variety of pur-
poses. What one has to weigh when one considers creating such a
database with a computer-based system is the confidentiality con-
cerns of the individual youth. So I think we are going to have to
look very carefully and weigh the advantages of having a database
that is in some ways interchangeable among shelters with the con-
fidentiality needs of the individual client.

I think that it is doable; it is doable through some system of iden-
tification numbers that are essentially kept, perhaps. It is some-
what premature to get too specific about that, but on the basic
point that computer technology does give us the ability to create a
database that may then be used for a variety of purposes, both
from the policy standpcint, from an administrative standpoint and
from an individual client standpoint, I think is well-taken. We do
need to be sensitive to the confidentiality needs of the individual.

Senator Doom What are you doing with the information you are
getting now? One of the criticisms is there hasn't really been any
analysis of the data by HHS. Is that a legitimate criticism?

Dr. HORN. Well, we do take a look at that information, and we
include that information in any reports.

Senator DODD. But analyzing it.
Dr. HORN. Well, again, the problem that I have with that data-

base at the moment is that it is not clear to me that we are getting
a representative sample of the shelters that are participating in
this voluntary system. That is why we are looking at the pwsibility
of having some data required from each of the shelters. We are still
very early in the discussions about what might go into such a
system, and we are a long way from implementing something like
that. But I think you are quite right; I think we need to take a look
at that database and do more analysis of what is in there. But
again, I am not convinced that what we have right now is a repre-
sentative sample, and if we start to do too many analyses based on
something that may not be representative, we may come up with
conclusions that are just erroneous.

Senator DODD. Well, I would like to be keptand I think my col-
leagues would be on thisinformed as you move forward on this
decision on whether or not to mandate ;nformation. Please keep
me posted before you make any announcements on that; I want to
know what you are planning in that area. I don't disagree with
what you ere trying to achieve here, but I am a bit uneasy about
being self-defeating with that approach.

Dr. HORN. And I agree with you, Senator. I think that if we
create a system that then keeps kids from coming to a shelter for
fear that information will be required and then therefore they stay
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away from the shelters, we defeat ourselves. I agree with you about
that.

Senator DODD. Yes. You are funding a study to be conducted by
Macro Systems, Inc., that will analyze the causes of youth home-
lessness. I wonder if you might share with us in what form these
findings will be released and how the findings are going to be used
by HHS, based on what you know at this point.

Dr. HORN. Well, we are in the beginning stages of developing
that project along with Macro Systems, and they are going to be
doing interviews with actual youth as well as agencies that have
interaction with the youth. Basically what they are interested in
taking a look at is what kinds of pathways might lead a particular
youth to become a runaway or homeless. So we are going to be
taking a look at family characteristics as well as characteristics of
the youh and other kinds of social pressures that might be impact-
ing upon the youth in their decision to run away or that leads to
the circumstance where they are in fact homeless.

Three reports are going to be developed from thisa report on
the findings on the causes of youth homelessness and the ch. .ac-
teristics and needs of homeless youth, and two stand-alone reports
on the relation of parental and youth substance abuse to youth ho-
melessness and on the relation of child abuse and neglect to youth
homelessness.

Senator Door) All right, Dr. Horn, I appreciate that very, very
much, and keep us posted. I know some of my colleagues on the
committee may have some additional questions they would like to
submit to you, and I would ask if you'd respond to those as soon as
possible in writing to the committee so we can have your answers.
And again, if you would keep us posted on both your own approach
on the data collection as well as on the Macro Systems study, that
would be very, very helpful in terms of the legislation which we
are drafting and moving forward on.

Dr. HORN. Thank you for having me.
Senator DODD. Thank you very much for coming to the hearing.
Our second panel is Ms. Della Hughes, Executive Director of the

National Network of Runaway and Youth Services in Washington,
DC, and she will be discussing the estimated 100-300,000 young
people living on the streets or in shelters in this country.

She is going to be accompanied by two young people, Brigit and
Rashida, and I would ask you both if you would come up and join
Ms. Hughes at the table.

Let me at the outset first of all thank you, Ms. Hughes, for your
efforts, but also a special thanks to you, Brigit, and to you, Ra-
shida, for being willing to come forward and talk. It is one thing to
be an expert in the field where you have spent a life professionally
involved in these questions; it is another matter entirely to appear
as a witness where you have been directly involved. It takes a lot
of courage to come forward and publicly talk about a lot of tough
times and difficult periods in your life. And I know I speak for all
of my colleagues on this committee and everyone in this room, and
many people who are not in this room, who appreciate very much
that kind of courage to come forward and to be willing to discuss
your lives openly with people and with the committee.
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So I really want you to know how much I appreciate your being
here today, and thank you I'll get to you both in a minute I just
want you to relax and talk as if you were with someone else who
was a good friend.

Ms. Hughes, we thank you for being here, and we'll take your
testimony and then hear from both Brigit and Rashida.

STATEMENT OF DELLA M. HUGHES. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL NETWORK OF RUNAWAY AND YOUTH SERVICES, INC.,
WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY BRIGIT CULdANE AND
RASHIDA

Ms. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Chairman Dodd, and thanks
for holding this hearing on homeless youth.

Robert Frost once wrote, "Home is where, when you have to go,
they have to take you in."

As you have said, there are an estimated 100,000 to 300,000
homeless adolescents who don't have any place to go. And when I
say that, I mean literally no place to go except the streets. They
can't go back home. They have been ejected from the welfare
system. They are not in any kind of relationship with the court nor
are they in a relationship with any of our shelter systems or with
the State departments of human services They really, literally,
fending for themselves.

These young people don't have stable living arrangements, obvi-
ously. They are very mistrustful of adults and other helpers. They
lack access because of their own ability to have access to funds for
services, for administrative barriers. They are afraid, ignorant of
how you even access systems, and generally are ill-informed about
what is out there, what is even available.

The young people that I'm going to talk about may be a part of
that 100,000 to 300,000 young people. They are young people who
have been seen by the runaway and homeless youth service system;
that is how we know about them

The reasons for their homelessness are varied. Many young
people flee their homes because of parental abuse, neglect There
are chaotic family situations in which they exist where there may
be parental alcoholism or other chemical abuse. They may be
forced from their homes when their parents cannot deal with their
own economic situations, with their own marital problems or other
emotional problems, and they find that caring for a teenager is
simply beyond their own capabilities.

Some youth become involved with alcohol and drugs. They
engage in substance abuse or other kinds of delinquent behaviors,
and their parents and the youth themselves cannot manage their
own behaviors; they cannot control themselves.

Sometimes when youth become seriously out of control, they
know that, they are aware of it. They frequently experience depres-
sion and suicidal tendencies. Sometimes they may run away, as one
young man told me, simply to save their own lives. They hope they
can have another chance by going out into another environment
even if that environment is as dangerous as the streets.

Young people also who are homeless are young people who have
been through the social service system. A study in Massachusetts
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found that young people coming to their shelter averaged six differ-
ent out-of-home placements in the year before they put their foot
in the front door.

Young people who are forced or feel forced to go to the streets
have their vitality and their vulnerability exploited. These young
people have very few life skills, very few life experiences that pre-
pare them for what they experience on the streets. How many of
that would have that ourselves? Many rely on "survival sex" just
to ensure that they have a place to stay or food to eat, clothing to
wear, or transportation.

They appear invisible to many because they hide; they don't
want to be seen. They fear for what might happen to them. And
again, they lack access to those so many needed services. They
need that mental health care, they need educationthey just need
adult support and guidance.

So what can we do? The problem is overwhelming to them. It is
sometimes overwhelming to us. As we begin the last decade of this
century, we face many challenges and hard decisions.

The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act established a very impor-
tant and very effective intervention point for both runaway and
homeless youth. The basic shelters are 24-hour access points, crisis
intervention access points, that our young people need when they
need it, any time of the night, 365 days of the year. These basic
shelters can be compared in many ways to emergency rooms in
hospitals. It is the place of access that they have to get that imme-
diate, intensive triage, that assessment of what is goini; on with the
young person, what needs to happen, but very, very impt,:t.ntly,
the kind of support and care that can help them stabilize the crisis
that they feel at the moment.

It is really important that as we look forward to what needs to
be done with our system, that we build from these shelters rather
than weakening them by expanding them to take care of other
needs that really need to be dealt with by specialized programs.

We have done a disservice to our young people and to our service
providers by forcing programs over and over and over again to take
young people who don't really belong, and we set them up for fail-
ure in that way. The programs are not designed to meet their
needs, and so they fail.

We need the coordinated continuum of care that you referred to
earlier in which funding follows the young people in need and not
the other way around. We need prevention services that act to
strengthen families. We need increased out.each efforts to get the
young people off the streets. We need aftercare and transitional
services for youth who are leaving the shelters. And we need other
specialized kinds of programs dealing with substance abuse, more
intensive behavioral or emotional problems, vnd sr, forth.

Research and demonstration projects can helr, us identify which
of those we need to be looking at.

Senator Dodd, you have certainly been a leader in terms of the
Young Americans Act. We appreciate very much your introduction
of that legislation in the last session. We whole-heartedly support
that and will do everything that we can to assist you in passing
that.

Senator DODD. Thank you.
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Ms. Hymns. The government needs to support efforts to identify
who the youth are. You were asking about data collection. We
agree; we need to know who the young people are. But we need to
know also what works for them. We need to have a better and
more comprehensive understanding of what the needs are, what
the various circumstances and presenting problems are that they
bring to us as they come to us and what the disposition is when
they leave. And we need to ensure that they receive quality serv-
ices.

Federally-funded runaway centers, we also believe, should be re-
quired to link with health care providers. The Primary and Pediat-
ric care for Disadvantaged Children Act that was introduced last
week by you is an important step in helping us make that kind of
linkage and making that health care available.

In conclusion, we need to see homeless young people as more
than just a collection of problems. We mst value their energy, their
resilience, their ability to survive an often hostile world. We must
see and help those young people see who it is that they can
become.

The Nation's young people await our leadership, and the Nation-
al Network looks forward to working with you as you move for-
ward to meet the challenges discussed today.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hughes followsd
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DELLA M. HUGHES

Chairman Dodd and members of the Subcommittee, my name is
Della Hughes. I am Executive Director of the Nationa: Network of
Runaway and Youth Srvices. Thank you for holding this hearing
today, and thank you for this opportunity to speak before this
esteemed Subcommittee whose work is so critical to the health and
welfare of millions of children and youth.

Robert Frost once wrote, "Home is whore...when you have to go,
they have to take you in." There are an stimated 100,000 to
300,000 dolescents who don't have a place where they'll always
take you in. These young people are living on their own -- often
on the streets, eating out of dumpstors -- without the supervision,
nurturance, or support we expect from a parent or other adult.

The National Network of Runaway and Youth Services represents
youth-serving agencies and programs from across the country, as we
tell the stories of these young people and their families.
Implicit in our statements is a challenge to the nation to provide
support and services for high-risk youth, so they may lead safe,
healthy, and productive lives.

Charactristics of housliss youth

Efforts to count and characterize these youth are limited by
the fact that these young people are profoundly isolated from
community life -- they do not have stable living arrangements, they
are often mistrustful of adults and helpers, and they lack access
because of economics, administrative barriers, fear, and ignorance
to health, educational, mental health, and other social services.
Homeless youth do not conform to a single profile and often
attempts to define them tell more about the writer than the young
people who are seen daily by street workers and shelter staff.

Data frov the federally-funded centers that serve runaway and
homeless youth indicate the following:

o About 21% of the youth served at these centers conform
to the Department of Health and Human Services definition
of homeless -- youth under 18, needing services, and
without a place of shelte- providing supervision and
care.

o Although a homeless youth is most often white, male, and
at least 15 years old, young people who are homeless
represent every segment of American society: they are
every color, ethnicit Y. and religion; they are rural,
urban, and suburban; they are straight, gay, lesbian,
and bisexual; and they were affluent, poor, and in-
between before they became homeless.

o When compared to runaway youth, homeless youth tend to
be older, more likely to be male, less likely to be
attending school, and more likely to have been away from
home for a longer period (GAO, 1990).
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taLSIIIns_stiiilutaLitaalalliatis
Estimates and dfinitions of these youth may differ, but

service providers know these young people: they know who they are
and where they come from. Youth workers know that these young
people are not living on their own to realize drams of personal
autonomy and adventure. Life on the street appears to be the most
viable option for youth who can not return to their families or who
can not receive services through service systems already in place.

The reasons for their homelessness are varied. Many of these
young people flee their hoMes to scape parental neglect, sexual
nd/or physical abuse, or othr chaotic situations (e.g., family
violence, parental alcoholism or substance abuse) which they can
not tolerate. Other youth are forced from their homes by parents
who can not cope with their own marital, economic, or emotional
problems and find caring for a teenager beyond their capabilities.

Some youth become involved with drugs and alcohol. They
engage in substance abuse and/or other behaviors that thei::

parents, and the youth themselves, can not manage. Youth who
become seriously out of control frequently experience depression
and suicidal tendencies. They may run, as one young nan said, "to
save their lives." They hope they can have another chance by
radically and completely changing their environnent.

Many homeless young people were removed fror their homes years
before due to abuse, sexual exploitation, neglect, or abandonment
by their caretakers. After a series of foster hores and other
placements, too often they either age-ou oi the child welfare
system with no living skills, run away from placement and are not
found, or prove to be such a "difficult case" that they are given
early emancipation.

A 1985 study in Massachusetts of youth-emergency shelters
indicated that the young people served had averaged 6 different
out-of-home placements in the ye,r prior to their shelter stay.
Further, children removed from their homes due to abuse or neglect
before their 11th birthdays averaged 11 moves per year. In the
year preceding the study, only 5% of the young people surveyed
remained in a stable placement, and 65% had sought emergency
shelter up to 5 times (The Greater Boston Adolescent Emergency
Network, 1965). After years of shuffling between foster homes,
emergency shelters, psychiatric hospitals that take medicaid-funded
youth for 30 day-assessments, and juvenile justice or mental health
facilities, many youth "finally conclude that the streets meet
their needs better than the child services system...(Athey, 1989)."

Some youth are refugees or undocumented immigrants who are
living in the United States to earn money to send to their
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families. They often face language barriers in addition to the
problems :.,xperienced by other homeless youth.

Other youth are separated from their families when the family
becomes homeless and can no longer care for the children or when
the fasily seks rfuge in a shelter and the adolescent child is
denied admission -- e.g., shelters for battered women usually do
not admit older children.
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While youth who become homeless may have had little in common
vith each other when they were living at home or were in a sore
stable court-mandated placement, living without adult support and
guidance is great equalizer. Homeless youth often lack access
to things sany adults take for granted: bathrooms, places to bathe,
warm places to sleep, regular and balanced meals, transportation,
and people in their lives whom they can trust.

These young people have few skills or life experiences with
which to earn a living. They are extremely vulnerabl and are
easily exploited. Many must rely on "survivol sex" just to ensure
a place to stay ach night or for food, rides, nd clothes. They
appear invisible to many, because they are disconnected from
community life. They lack access to schools, health care,
families, counseling services, and other community support systems.
Many of them are in need of mental health care due to substance
abuse or depression.

Their behavior and life circumstances put ther at risk for a
number of debilitating problens:

o HIV infection/AIDS. Some programs for runaway and
homeless youth in high-incidence areas report that 7%
(and more) of their clients who have been tested for HIV,
the virus that causes AIDS, are infected. Homeless
youth, infected cr not, often lack HIV prevention
information, the negotiation skills necessary to practice
safer behavior, and access to condoms or bleach to
disinfect needles. Also, the adults who sexually assault
and exploit homeless youth are rarely interested in risk
reduction and pay youth more if they forego condom use.
Too often, because of their profound isolation, homeless
youth lack the will to save their lives through less
risky behavior.

o Emotional Problems. suicidal ideation and attempts run
as high as 60% among homeless youth. Reported rates of
clinical depression among homeless youth range from 29
to 841 (Shaffer i Caton, 1984; Yates et al., 1988).
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o Early Pregnancy. In a study that focused on health
services to homeless people in 19 cities, homeless girls
aged 16-19 had the highest pregnancy rate of any other
age group. Thirty-one percent of the 16-19 year-olds
receiving health services were pregnant, as compared to
9% of the control group used (Wright, 1989). Other
service providers estimate the rate of pregnancy for
homeless young women is as high as 50%.

o Health problems. Homelss youth are nearly twice as
likely to suffer from chronic pL,sical ailments as their
non-homeless counterparts (Wright, 1989). Most of these
health problems can be easily trested and many can be
prevented; however, youth lack access to services.

o Drug and alcohol abuse and dependency. Rep^rted rates
of substInce abuse among homeless adolescents range
between 70-85% (Shaffer i Caton, 1984, Yates et al.,
1988, Rotheram-Borus, Koopman i Bradley, 198E).

Preventing or treating these problems is very difficult given
the lack of stability in these young people's lives. Just securing
shelter on a day-to-day basis and remaining relatively safe from
assaur: is consuming.

Barriers to Service

Youth who reach out for help unfortunately may face numerous
barriers to service. For example, too few residential services are
targeted for these youth. Often runaway programs are full and must
turn away runaway and homeless teens seeking residence in order to
stay in compliance with state licensing requirements. Program
expansion is difficult given that federally-funded youth shelters
receive annual grants of less than $150,000.

Youth emergency shelter programs are designed for a short-term
stay of two weeks or less. The focus is on crisls resolution,
stabilization, and reuniting families. Runaway programs act as the
point of access for runaway and homeless youth into the servi:e
delivery system, and programs consistently broker for additional
services (e.g., getting the child welfare agency to take custody
when the youth has been abused or neglected). In most cases,
programs successfully execute these activities.

However, the increasing numbers of youth who oral not return
to their families, who can not get into a treatment program, or who
are not appropriate for foster care still need a safe and nurturing
environment after the initial two-week stay. At that point, non-
crisis, on-going shelter and other support services are needed.
Currently, youth who need longer periods of assistunce may be
forced back on the streets if their community does not have
transitional living or other alternative long-tern residential
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services. Most communities do not have these services, leaving
youth with few safe options.

Shelters for the adult population often refuse to serve youth
younger than 2$ years, and shelter life presents many dangers for
teens -- e.g., sexual and physical assaults. No system of service
is mandated either by the states or the federal government to
provide for these almost totally disenfrsnchised youth. They are
xcludd from xisting service systems and are often outside of
research, planning, and funding efforts.

There are other barriers faced by youth who can not live with
their families. The promise of self-sufficiency for those homeless
young people who are lucky oi old enough to tave the education,
skills, and maturity to secure and keep jobs is threatened by sub-
minimum (or training wages) for new workers that make meeting basic
e xpenses difficult. The lack of affordable housing negatively
affects young people as well as single adults and families.

Homeless youth characteristically lack money, insurance, or
medicaid-coverage with which to buy needed services. They are
often excluded from appropriate services (e.g., public welfare,
ducational, health, mental health, )ob training) because of
administrative policies and procedures that make service provision
contingent upon parental notification or consent, presentation of
positive identification, or proof of permanent Address. In
addition, an over-burdened child welfare system and often
unresponsive mental health system too often are at the root of a
young person's homelessness.

eurinLIIIMICALIkr_112,21211_12.uth

Having personal histories often filled with incidents of adult
betrayal and failure to support and protect, homeless adolescents
do not trust adults and most professionals wishing to help them.
However, we find that good srvice and respect consistently
mitigate this tendency. Essential services that help reconnect
youth with their communities include: prevention programs; street
outreach programs; emergency shelter and food; street clinics or
mobile medical services; alternative school programs; youth
mployment programs; outreach and residential programs for young

mothers: counseling services, out-patient and residential; and
transitional living programa that promote skill-building to ensure
e conomic self-sufficienc Y, educational proficiency, personal
health, and strong interpersonal relationships.

Challenaes far the Future

As we begin the last decade of this century, we face many
challenges and hard decisions. In the interest of the next
generation, we believe the following commitments must be made.
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A coordinated, continuum of oare, in which funding follows
young people in need and not the other way around, aust be
provided.

o Prevention and services that act to strengthen families
must be emphasized. Runaway centers have proven their
ffectiveness in reuniting young people with their
families. The centers also provide an alternative to
running eway for youth -- i.e., distraught young person
goes to the center instead of out on the streets and
remains in a safe and supportive environment as family
mediatizr begins. However, there ars many opportunities
for prevention long before the youth calls hotline or
knOcks at shelter's door that need to be taken. In
addition, home-based and other services designed to keep
families intact need further development and adequate
funding.

o Outreach efforts to get these young people off the
streets must be supported. Too many respected street
outreach programs have ended because their reseerch and
demonstration money ran out and they could not find other
interested funders. Aggressive, street outreach services
ere basic and should not remain in the realm of
demonstration. As a NNRYS memb:.r from Connecticut
recently said, "The pimps and drug dealers alreedy have
a very sophisticated street outreach program for kids;
we need to be able to compete."

o Aftercare and transitional services for youth leaving
shelter must be provided. The new transitional living
program for homeless youth is critical. It should be
closely monitored, essential components should be
delineated through research and evaluation, the cost of
making those services more available and accessible to
homeless youth should be calculated, and services should
be funded at a level that begins to address the need.

o Other specialized-care research and demonstraticn
programs for homeless youth should be provided -- e.g.,
programs for young mothers and their children.

A national youth policy should be established. We applaud
your leadership, Senator Dodd, in this effort and thank you for
introducing S. 1911, the Young Americans Act, last session. This
legislation is very important to our members. In fact, the initial
impetus for the Act came from one of our annual public policy
symposiums and a Wingspread conference the National Network hosted
in 1985.
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The Young Americans Act needs to be enacted this year for
several reasons;

o The Young Americans Act represents comprehensive
approach and takes the first steps to developing a
national plan for children and youth. Even economically-
strapped parents don't raise their children in a

pit.omeal fashion, deciting for example to only focus on
edurIcional maids while ignoring their child's physical,
mental, and d velopmental needs. The federal government
shouldn't, either.

o In addition, the provision of White House Conference
on Young Americans and statutorily establishing the
Administration of Children, Youth, and Families as a
permanent entity can further move the nation toward a
unified plan.

o Just as families in crisis at times jettison their oldest
children, America's service delivery system too often
drops or excludes youth from its attention and services.
The Young Americans Act represents plan that includes
youth.

o Programs serving runaway and homeless youth face the
challenges of uneasy neighbors, inadequate physical
plants, holding onto to poorly paid, overworked staff,
and the difficulty of secaring educational, medical,
long-term residential, and other services for homeless
youth. To survive organizationally and to holp reconnect
disenfranchised yooth to community life, these community-
based organizatins have had to create strong linkages
wito other sv4tems e.g., child welfare, educational,
vocati.inal juvenile justice, law enforcement, health
care, mental health. Strong coordination of services at
the local level is weakened when parallel efforts are
absent at state and federal levels. The Young Americans
Act emphasises the need for strong collaboration and
coordination between public agencies.

The government needs to support efforts to identify who these
youth are, what works, and ensure they receive quality services.

o Appropriate data collection should be mandatory for
federally-funded public and private programs.

o Funds to pay for data collection, program evaluation, and
travel budgets for program monitors should be provided.

o The Administration for Children, Youth, and Families
should provide plans for dissemination of information and
training/technical assistance for service providers.
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Communities and runaways centers which wish to adopt new
services should not have to reinvent the wheel. For
xample, although successful street outreach programs can
be found in some communities Across the nation, how to
develop and maintain these programs remains anecdotal.
There is no written guide on outreach programs or a plan
of training and technical assistance to facilitate
replication of successful programs.

B arriers to services must be recognised and eliminated.

o Services should be available for homeless young people
who are older than 18.

o Various parental consent requirements need to be
reexamined, so homeless youth who are in need of service
but not in need of custodial care from the state, can
receive crucial services. In such cases, the kind of
support and guidance we assume when parents are involved
could be provided by an adult friend, counselor, or youth
worker.

The Administration of Children, Youth, and Families should
examine the problem of adolescent abuse and begin to generate
remedies. The very existence of homeless young people points to
the failure of the child welfare and other child-service systems:
it is assumed that if a young person can not be cred for by their
parents, the state should and will assume custodial duties. Public
agencies need adequate funding to bring down caseloads. They
should be required to ensure services for all children under 18 who
fall under CPS and other guidelines, whether they are boarder
babies or young children or teenagers.

Increased coordination of programs within the Department of
Msalth and Rumen Services (NMI and between Justice and HMS is
needed to avoid duplication of fforts.

Affordable housing must be national priority. To that end,
we support an amendment to S. 566 that would allow rent subsidies
for homeless youth and tr,ose youth who age-out or leave foster care
and have no family or other safe living arrangement. Rent
subsidies should also be made available to families who have been
identified by social service agencies as lacking adequate housing,
when that condition is the primary factor in imminent removal of
a child for placement in foster care or prevents a child in foster
care from being reunited with the family.

Nealth education and prevention demonstration projects should
be supported. Technical assistance and training to providers is
needed to ensure that staff and residents of youth shelters receive
frequent training (including accurate information and skills-
building opportunities) about the prevention of sexually
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transmitted diseases (e.g., HIV), pregnancy, and drug and alcohol
abuse.

Federally-fusded runaway centers should be required to link
with health care providers and encouraged to overcome barriers that
keep youth in emergency shelter from receiving educational
services. The Prisary and "ediatric Care for Disadvantaged
Children Act of 1990, introduced last week by Sen. Dodd, is an
important step in making health care more available to
disadvantaged children and youth and should be enacted.

Finally, young people should be included in the planning and
implementation of policies and programs that affect them. we lose
an important resource when we devalue their ability to contribute.
Through youth participation and empowerment we not only increase
the probability that youth programs will have the intended effects,
we prepare the next generation for la derShip.

In conclusion, we need to see homeless young people as more
than a collection of problems. We must value their energy,
resilience, and ability to survive ar often hostile world. We must
see, and help young people to see, who they can become. The
nation's young people await our leadership. The National Network
looks forward to working with you as you move foruard to meet the
challenges discussed today.
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Senator DODD. Thank you very much for your testimony, Ms.
Hughes. I thank you for your support as well for the two other
pieces of legislation which are still pending here, and we believe
they will be of some help as well.

Let me tell our audience a little bit about our two witnesses who
are with Ms. Hughes. They are Brigit and Rashida.

I will point out we've got several young people in the back of the
roomhow many people from Connecticut in the back of the room?
[Applause]

Senator DODD. This is called "committee packing". [Laughter]
Brigit is from Connecticut, and we again thank you for being

here.
Let me just give a little background on Brigit, and if I am incor-

rect in any of this information, you correct me immediately. As I
understand it, you left home at age 14, and you were in a series of
foster homes and institutions for child delinquents until the age of
17. You were under the care of the Connecticut Department of
Children and Youth Services in our home State.

You eventually entered the Greenwich Youth Shelter where you
successfully went through that program. You are now working and
attending a junior college, and we commend you for those efforts.

What I tried to say in the opening statement, Brigit reflects.
Your dad is a lawyer, and your mom is a nurse. You are not from
an impoverished family at all, but came from the upper or middle-
income strata as we normally would think of it. And you are going
to share with us some of your own thoughts and feelings about
what it was like during those years. We again appreciate your will-
ingness to talk about your experiences.

Rashida is 18, and she is from the District of Columbia. She is
going to describe how it was to be living with a mom who had a
serious health problem, an alcohol problem, and also living in a
home situation where there were some serious problems with her
stepfather during those years, forcing you to I'nve to make a deci-
sion to leave home.

I understand you sought help in a number of places before get-
ting some strong support from the Sasha Bruce House, and you are
going to discuss the difficulties that you have gone through as a
young person.

One point that my colleague and dear friend from the House,
George Miller, who chairs the Select Committee therehe has
spent a great deal of time on this issue and has really been in-
volved with it over a number of years. And one nignt, while just
the two of us were talking, he said something I have never forgot-
ten in looking at this question. He said the decision of a young
person to leave home in most casesand I'm not talking about
someone who runs away for the night or the weekend or gets upset,
but the person who really makes that very difficult decision
makes a very adult, rational decision. Many young pecple make a
very mature decision that an adult, confronted with anything like
the circumstances they were living under, jC uy were thinking ra-
tionally, would arrive at the same conclusic:i.

I remember being stunned by_ that conclusion he had reached,
and yet as I listen to you, Ms. Hughes, and Hate to others, I am
reminded of that quote, and it seems to me thai is what you are
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saying, that in many cases here, these are not adolescent or child-
ish decisions; these are very mature decisions, reached only after
having given up on every other possibility that could exist at home.

If that is the case, I'd like to hear all of you address that.
Briet, why don't we begin with you. If you've got a statement,

we'll be glad to hear it, and the same with you, Rashida, and then I
will address some questions to all three of you.

Brigit.
Ms. CULHANE. Hi. My name is Brigit Culhane, and I am from

Norwalk, Connecticut, and I am 19.
I would just like to thank the subcommittee for allowing me to

speak today about some of my past experiences. I am a bit nervous,
so please bear with me.

Senator DODD. Don't worry about it.
Ms. Omura. At the age of 14, I had left my home because of a

number of reasons. I was involved in drugs and alcohol, truancy,
just basically a lot of misbehaviors. Because of an incident that
happened in my home, I was involved in the juvenile court system
in Connecticut, and they suggested that I be sent away. And both
court and parents agreeing, and I not really having much of a say
in the matter, I left, and I was at a so-called boarding school for
about 11 months, and I would just like to share with you some of
my experiences there.

nlere were many different racial groups at this school. My best
description of the school would be the streets of, say, Hartford,
Connecticut brought to the back woods of East Hadham, Connecti-
cut. It was really a very unsuitable environment. There was sexual,
physical and emotional abuse going on with the residents as well
as with the staff members.

After being there for 11 months, I, on my own, decided to leave,
discharged myself and never returned.

From there, I was not welcome back at my home because I had
never discussed my leaving with my parents, plus the fact that
there was a certain amount of dysfunctional family. And since I
was not able to go home, I was going from sheltersthe Greenwich
Youth Shelter, which you spoke aboutand I was involved in
group homes, and drug and alcohol rehabilitation. I never really
found that these programs helped me out too much.

I really was struggling to find a place to live for a few months at
a time and really not being able to choose where I would go, but
just really going there just to have a bed to sleep in.

But I do feel that these programs are good for the people who are
suitable to be in the programs. I feel that there is a problem with
overcrowding. I would at times have to wait a number of days,
staying on the streets or staying at shelters, to get into a program
because there were no available beds, and unfortunately, people
who were court-appointed to these programs got priority over the
people went in voluntarily, and I was going voluntarily.

I am 10 now. I was in group homes and shelters, and then really
making the transition, not even being prepared to go into the adult
system, which is a big change from the youth agencies that they
have, in Connecticut.

Unfortunately, I have had to experience the reality of eating in
soup kitchens, and to tell you the truth, because my family situa-
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tion, never really thought I would end up living on the streets and
in these adult shelters. I just never thought it would happen to me.
But it does happen to many, many youth in the United States.

I just really feel that it is important for me to say today that I
am doing well, and I know you don't have to stay in a situation if
you don't want to. And I know I don't belong on the street, and I
know I don't belong in soup kitchens, and I don't have to be there.
Therefore, I made steps in bettering my life.

I think that's about all I want to say--
Senator DODD. So you consider yourself lucky, in a sense, to come

out of ityou didn't get the sense that the system at the time was
providing the kind of help to you, but rather, you did it sort of on
your own?

MS. CULHANE. Basically, yes.
Senator DODD. But did you see a number of people during that

process who did not have that same whatever it took in your case
to make the decision to move away from the kind of life that you
were leavingothers who were not in that situation?

MS. CULHANE. There were some in the same situation as mine. I
remember running away several times from some programs. I'd
like to say that I never did complete a program. I was either kicked
out, I ran away, or there was just some reason why I could not
finish the program.

Senator DODD. All right. Thank you very much, Brigit.
Rashida, we thank you for coming this afternoon as well.
Ms. RASHIDA. Hi. My name is Rashida, and I am 18 years old.
I lived with my aunt since I was 7 years old because my mother

was an alcoholic, and most of the time she was sick. A few years
ago, my aunt and I argued all the time. We just constantly argued,
and we were not getting along at all.

A man who lived upstairs from me, Mr. Clarence Bond, who hap-
pened to work at Sasha Bruce House, talked to me and he referred
me to the program. I stayed there for less than two weeks while
my aunt and I participated in family counseling.

The family counseling worked out, so I went back home. Shortly
after, my aunt was set out of her apartment, and she had nowhere
to go. I went to live with my brother. My brother's wife and I did
not get along. We always argued, fussed and fought. About three
months after moving in with my brother, my brother pulled a gun
on me. I left and moved in with a manager I used to work with.
Her oldest daughter started living back at home, and we didn't get
alone, so I returned to the Sasha Bruce House.

During the time that I was moving around a lot, I didn't want
people to know about my situation at school, so I stopped going reg-
ularly. I often worried about someone stealing my clothes, and
when I was at my brother's, I had to worry about how I would eat,
because I had to buy my own food.

I think that if me and my brother and his wife had sat down and
talked, everything would have been all right, and if my mother
were living and were here now, things would be better.

It was helpful for me and my aunt to get counseling because we
started communicating better and doing more things together.
Also, my being referred to Sasha Bruce Youthwork's Independent
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Living Program really made a difference in me getting my life
back together.

I feel great to be able to say that this year, I will be graduating
from high school and plan to go to college.

Senator DODD. Very good, and we thank you for sharing that
statement with us.

Ms. Hvghes, we have been joined by two of my colleagues, Sena-
tor Coats of Indiana and Senator Kassebaum of Kansas, who have
a deep interest in this subject, and we have all been involved on
the Floor on a lengthy debate on another matter, so I know they
are tied up over there and I am anxious to hear what went on over
there, but I'll have to find out at another time, I guess, so the dis-
cussion can go forward.

Let me just ask you a couple of questions, if I can.
One is, when I read the numbers between 100,000 and 300,000,

my reaction, as I presume it may be from others, is that is an aw-
fully wide gap in estimates. And the thought occurred to me that,
well, you are getting people who are coming in and out of this
system all the time, so it may be fairly difficult to get a number
that may more closely approximate that number.

Is that the reason? What is the reason why you've got a 200,000-
person gap in those statistics?

Ms. HUGHES. I think it does have something to do with the fluc-
tuation and transition of the population. I think that it has to do
second with the invisibility of the young people. There are young
people who are homeless who live in abandoned apartment build-
ings, who sleep in parks and places where there may not be access
to really counting them.

And third, I think that we are learning how to define the popula-
tion, and our definitions sometimes impact how it is that the num-
bers turn out. So when we talk about the number of runaway
youth, if we have a very clear and distinct definition, that will give
us one number; if it is a little broader, or if it is used in a different
way, then it may produce different numbers. And that is certainly
the case with the term "homeless youth".

Senator DODD. Why don't you help us a little bit on that? What
are we talking about here in definitional differences between a
"runaway", a "throwaway" and a "homeless" youth? Where are
those distinctions made?

Ms. HUGHES. I think that the GAO report uses the DHHS defini-
tions. And I do have a problem with some of the definitions that
are currently being used. The runaway is described as a young
person who is under 18, away from home without parental or other
adult permission. That really may be too narrow a definition in
some cases. I would be happy if we used a narrow definition for
some of those youth as long as we don't exclude some youth, but
we just find another way to count them. We have so many youth
who are running away from child welfare placements, who are in
the child welfare system, and they may not technically be counted
as runaway youth. We need to be sure that we capture those young
people.

Senator DODD. By the way, did you agree with what George
Miller told me about young people making adult decisions?
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Ms. Humus. Absolutely, absolutely, The case that I talked to you
about of the young man who chose to run away in order to save his
life because of being out of control with his substance abuse prob-
lemhe thought he would kill himself if he stayed in his family
situation

Senator DODD. Now, "homeless" againthere are "families"we
are seeing the largest increase in the number of homeless are chil-
dren, and the overwhelming majority as I understand itand you
correct me if I am wrongare there with family. Now, it may be
just a mother, it may be someone else, but there is a family unit of
one kind or another that is in that homeless shelter; am I correct
in that?

Ms. HUGHics. In terms of adolescents?
Senator DODD. Not necessarily. I am curious, because the chil-

dren I saw the other day in the homeless shelters were being
brought in by family members; they were not coming in on their
own.

Ms. /Imam Yes. Typically, children will come into homeless
shelter kinds of situations; very typically, also teenagers, unless
they are young womenif they are males, particularlywill not be
seen in homeless shelter situations, 1) because there are limitations
in terms of their being able to be in that shelter. Young males are
perceived as being troublemakers. They may be somewhat out of
control in terms of their behavior.

The other thing about homeless youth again is that we have
homeless youth who may not tit any of the current definitions who
are fugitives from the child welfare system, or having been ejected
from the child welfare system; they are still under 18, but they
maybe don't get counted in some of the other systems that we have
for reporting.

Senator DODD. OK. And the throwaways?
Ms. Humus. Throwaways again are a segment of the homeless

youth population if you use a broader definition. They are the ones
who have been ejected by their parents, told, "Don't come back;
pack your bags"if you get bagsand "We don't want to see you
again.

Senator DODD. What percentage of that 150,000 or 200,000, to use
an average number, would fall into that category, in your opinion,
roughlyI realize it is impossible--

Ms. HUGHES. I honestly don't know. Do you mind if I ask a col-
league?

Senator DODD. Not at all.
Ms. BUCEY. A lot depends on what day you are asking the ques-

tion.
Senator DODD. Tr::
Ms. BUCEY. Children leave home, and their parents may have

forced them away; they may get into some sort of system and they
are forced out of that system; they may be applying for another
system. The lives of these children over that chaotic period, they
can be classified in numerous ways as you go along the steps. And
once a child is a "free kid", he can be included in those young
people who have entered into choices of being prostituted or per-
haps involved with drugs, but have begun to internalize and feel
themselves as "free kids" who are caught in that and can't get out.
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So there are steps as you go along, and you don't know just what
day they are there.

Senator DODD. All right, I appreciate that. What is your name?
Ms. &icy/. June Bucey.
Senator DODD. Thank you, June.
One of the things that occurs to me here is that we can end up

having this lengthy discussion about narrow definitions and so
forth of "runaways", "throwaways" and "homeless", and what we
are really talking about is kids who are out of a normal hme set-
ting for whatever reason and need help, and if we have to start
trying to break this thing down, I'm going to go crazy trying to
figure this thing out. And I suspect it would be well worth all of
our efforts to stop trying to come up with these sort of narrow defi-
nitionsam I correct in that?

MS. HUGHES. I think that your approach to that is precisely what
we need in terms of dealing with the problems of these young
people. They need services designed specifically for the problems
that they are facing.

It is helpful at times, in terms of designing programs, to get some
clarity in the definitions, as long as we don't make them exclusion-
ary, and continue to embrace the fact that there may be kids
who fall Aside of our defmitions.

Senator DODD. Tell me a little bit about people who work in
these shelters. What sort of training and background, if any, do
they have, particularly with young people? I suppose that runs the
gamut, but what are some of the best examples and some of the
worst?

MS. HUGHES. I can speak to you from my own experience of
having been executive director of an agency in Nashville, Tennes-
see, Oasis Center.

We specifically look for people with training and preparation in
the human services arena. We look for people who have some expe-
rience in working with youth.

But I will tell you we also are somewhat flexible about that be-
cause some of the best people who work with youth may not neces-
sarily have that experience that could fit into a box that makes it
seem to be the most acceptable or have the appearance of being ex-
actly what might look like should be needed. It may be a volunteer
type of experience, or it could be an experience that they had as
they were coming through college.

I do want to say, though, that it is very, very important for the
ople who staff our programs that they get professional training.

INe have a dearth of programs in our country that are designed to
help train our people to deal specifically with the needs of the
youtn :-.Itat we are serving. As you said, the youth are increasingly
more trouhled that we see or perhaps it was Dr. Hornthat we
need to stab on top of what it is that these problems are and what
are the best vays in which to treat them.

The professional programs that we have have typically been de-
signed to be either child welfare-oriented, to be oriented toward
children, toward mental health, but not toward youth service
issues, and with the emphasis of looking at the strengths that these
young people have, the strengths that they have in order to survive
in very, very adverse circumstances and being able to have the
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skills needed to draw upon those strengths to help them move
ahead and really make it.

Senator DODD. We've got a bill that is going to be coming up, and
we hope it will be supported, that includes the President's Points of
Light Foundation. It is called the National Community Services
Act, and Senators Mikulski and Kennedy and others have been
deeply involved in the question. One of the parts of the bill is one
where we try to plug into State programs that take young people
who could be volunteers who have not necessarily attained the edu-
cational levels, but can do a lot of good things. And in fact, 11
States have such programs, urban youth programs as well as con-
servation programs. One of the best is right here in Maryland,
where high school dropouts get involved in these programs. The re-
sults are that once they are in these programs, they turn out to be
excellent volunteers, then returning to college, returning to school,
getting their degrees, getting their lives straightened out because
they have had a chance to do something larger than themselves, to
become involved in something bigger than themselves, a sense of
contribution and of giving.

I am wondering if for instance there would be some wisdom in
taking a look at people like Rashida and Brigit here as pretty good
workers in shelters, working with youth. Here you've got some
people with some real what I'd call on-the-job experience, in a
sense, who could be plugged into these programs.

Is any effort being made to get some of these young people who
are coming out of this, show the talents and abilities to be good
workers in these shelters, and see if we can't bring some of them
into the program? Is that being done at all?

Ms. Huctur.s. Many of our programs have mechanisms to involve
youth who have either gone through the programs or who are in
the programs currently, to be involved in designing, planning the
activities of the program, in peer counseling activities. There are a
number of organizations that use youth in helping to look at the
policies of their agency and how they impact the services that they
provide in general. Youth are involved in advocacy activities as a
way of having them, as today, speak about their own concerns and
also, as you have mentioned, in volunteer types of activities that
give them a chance to give back.

SenatOr DODD. So you would agree with it, and there are some
efforts being made.

Ms. HUGHES. I do agree with it. I think that there is a caution,
and that is that we have to be very careful to understand that
young people who are in crisis, who are in that very transitional
stage of their lives, have a lot of issues that they are trying to deal
with at that time, and that we don't put them into situations that
may cause them more confusion and disturbance.

Senator DODD. I don't disagree with that, but give them a chance
to do something--

Ms. Hymns. Other than that, I agree, absolutely.
Senator DODD. There are 50,000 kids in 11 States, working in vol-

unteer programs, the overwhelming majority of whom would never
qualify for a VISTA program or a Peace Corps program because
they haven't achieved the academic levels or might not pass some
tests that we provide, but yet have remarkably made sign& cant
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contributions to helping work out their own problems. I do agree
with you that you don't want to take someone in crisis and put
them in that situation, but it seems to me when you've got some-
one like these two people in front of us here today, those would be
the kinds of people who might very well make a significant contri-
bution, and we thank them.

Anyway, let me stop there and turn to my two colleagues for any
comments or questions they may have for you or Brigit or Rashida.

Senator Coats?
Senator Coats. Mr. Chairman, I apologize for not being here ear-

Her to hear the testimony. I thank you for holding the hearing.
I did have just one question, Della, that I would follow up on, on

the definition of "runaway" and "throwaway" youth. I think the
point you made is important, and I would assume that the pro-
grams and the type of help that you have to structure for those two
classifications would be substantially different. I mean, it is a kid
who is faced either with the situation of, "You're outta here," or
who says, "I'm outta here." There is an entirely different set of dy-
namics at work there and attitude and so forth on the part of that
child. I agree that that child needs help in either circumstance, but
I would think that the type of help they need and their receptivity
to help is completely differentand I guess that's what you said. I
just wanted to clarify that.

MS. HUGHES. I think you are correct that the dynamics are very,
very different, and that they need to be approached on a very indi-
vidualized basis in terms of what is going on with them.

It is possible that a runway and a homeless youth may end up
getting identical kinds of services, but we need to be prepared, and
our system is not. It is not prepared to deal with the real core dif-
ferences in the needs of those populations for the longer-term serv-
ices that either one of those need. And homeless youth in particu-
lar will probably needour programs have been very, very success-
ful in having runaway youth reunified with their families, and
they may need followup counseling. Homele3s youth, on the other
hand, need the longer-term services that may include a range of in-
dependent living services and things like that.

So you are exactly right that there are differential needs and dif-
ferential receptivities.

Senator Coats. But you are saying that most support programs
don't make that distinction or are not structured to make that dis-
tinction in terms of treatment; that the treatment programs avail-
able for the youth away from home for whatever reason are essen-
tially the same?

MS. HUGHES. I think that all of our programs would say they
know the difference in runaway and homeless youth, and they
know the difference in what it is that they need, but they feel the
intense frustration that they don't have the resources for making
positive referrals or placements of those homeless young people
once they leave that shelter. They beat their heads against the
walls, as do the people in the child welfare system, when our
people pick up the telephone and say, "Can you take this kid into
your custody, because there is nothing here for them?" And they
don't have any resources, either.
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So even though we have made a very, very positive attempt in
developing independent living programs and transitional living
programs, we still have very, very few resources there for the real
need.

Senator Coats. Is there a difference in receptivity of a host
family taking a child if they are a throwaway or a runaway? Is
there a major difference? In other words, if you call a family and
say this young person was kicked out of the house and just can't go
back, is there a difference in receptivity to someone who says this
young person voluntarily ran away, didn't want to live at home? I
assume there are differences in attitude and in the behavioral
problems that that person is facing and so forth, but is it a distinc-
tion that makes a difference in terms of placing those children?

Ms. HUGHES. I'm not sure that it would necessarily in a host
home situation. And the attitudesevery youth on a case-by-case
basis will have so many differing kinds of dynamics and concerns
and issues that they are dealing with that the real task of the
person in the shelter who is making that assessment of what is
going on is identifying what the problem is, what the needs are,
and making the best possible match with the resource. So those
families probably right up front aren't going to make the distinc-
tion of runaway or homeless; they want to know, and they trust us
that we are going to understand the situation and make a very
positive match with them that is going to fit.

Senator Coats. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DODD. Thank you, and let me point out as wellI want

to thank my colleague from Indianahe had very graciously of-
fered to continue chairing this hearing and changed his schedule to
try and accommodate us because of another conflict I had. That
conflict seems to have worked out a little bit, so I appreciate it.

Senator Coats. I am glad to be here in any event.
Senator DODD. Senator Kassebaum?
Senator Kassebaum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
I arrived late, and I apologize, and I have no questions other

than to just say how much I appreciate your coming and testifying.
I know that it helps the hearing record on this very important
issue.

Senator DODD. Thank you, Senator Kassebaum.
Thank you again, all three of you, Ms. Hughes particularly. for

your expertise and knowledge in this areait is very, very help-
fuland your colleagues, many of whom are in the room as well,
for their participation in the national conference this week. We
look forward to a close working relationship with you.

Brigit and Rashida, again our deep appreciation for your showing
the kind of courage and willingness to come forward and talk about
your own personal lives. It helps us a great deal to have the infor-
mation which you shared with us. So we thank all three of you for
being here.

Ms. HUGHES. Thank you.
Senator DODD. We'll ask our last panel to come to the witness

table now, please. Members of this panel include Virginia Price,
Clinical Director of the Bridge Over Troubled Waters in Boston,
Massachusetts.
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Bridge Over Troubled Waters is a comprehensive, multiservice
agency that serves over 5,000 runaway and homeless youth annual-
ly.

Deborah Shore is the Executive Director of Sasha Bruce Youth-
work, Incorporated, here in Washington. Ms. Shore will describe
her work with homeless and runaway youth and Sasha Bruce
Youthwork, which provides counseling and drop-in services to
almost 1,000 young people a year in this city.

The Reverend Thomas Behrens is the Chairman of the Youth
Committee of the Chicago Coalition of the Homeless, and Executive
Director of Northside Ecumenical Night Ministry, Exodus Homes,
in Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Behrens will describe his experience pro-
viding outreach 1.-4-.) homeless youth in Chicago and the breakdown
of the family that leads to their condition.

And lastly, Mr. Clarence Small, who is the Director of Neutral
Ground, which is in the Wyandotte House in Kansas City, Kansas.
Mr. Small will describe the way that his program reunites run-
aways with their families.

We again thank all of you for being here, and I have just been
informed that we are going to begin with you, Mr. Smallthe last
shall be first. And again, I want to ask you to try and keep your
statements relatively brief. However long they are, they will all be
included as a permanent part of the record.

I would turn to my colleague from Kansas, if you would care to
make any introductory remarks, since Mr. Small is a constituent.

Senator Kassebaum. Well, I will say, just briefly, I am very
pleased to have Mr. Small here. Wyandotte House and Neutral
Ground do a wonderful job in Kansas City, KS. In fact, they have
built up a program that has been copied elsewhere. They are
looked up to throughout the State of Kansas, and I myself am just
very impressed with all aspects of the work of Wyandotte House
that I have seen. I'm pleased to have Mr Small here testifying
today, Mr. Chairman.

Senator DODD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Small.

STATEMENTS OF CLARENCE SMALL, DIRECTOR OF EMERGEM:Y
SERVICES, NEUTRAL GROUND, WYANDOTTE HOUSE, INC..
KANSAS CITY, KS; VIRGINIA PRICE, CLINICAL DIRECTOR, THE
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS, BOSTON, MA; DEBORAH A.
SHORE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SASHA BRUCE HOUSE, WASH-
INGTON, DC, AND REVEREND THOMAS BEHRENS, CHAIR,
YOUTH COMMITTEE OF THE CHICAGO COALITION OF THE
HOMELESS, AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NORTHSIDE ECUMEN-
ICAL NIGHT MINISTRY, EXODUS HOMES, CHICAGO, IL

Mr. SMALL. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee my
name is Clarence Small. I am from Kansas City, Kansas, where I

work as Director of Emergency Services for a comprehensive youth
organization called Wyandotte House, Incorporated. I also proudly
serve as a board member of M.I.N.K., which stands for the IVIissou-
ri, Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas Network of Runaway and Home-
less Youth Services.
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My organization is also a proud member of the National Net-
work of Runaway and Homeless Youth Services.

Unfortunately, the few minutes I have been give to speak are not
enough time to adequately describe the youth needs, present pro-
grams, or future expectations. But if I could possibly leave a
thought, stir your conscience, or make an immediate impact, it
would be this. Runaway centers, youth pr3grams in Kansas, as well
as all across the country, do a good job of working to reunify youth
with their families.

I was one of the fortunate ones who was raised in a loving family
by a single mother who was there to help me to mature into adult-
hood. Unfortunately, there are youth who don't or won't have the
adequate parental nurturing, and it is at that point that runaway
centers enter to help make the difference in the familyintegrat-
ing versus disintegrating.

All youth cannot go home, but when and where possible, every
effort is made to make the family unit functional during and after
periods of crisis. In Kansas City, Kansas, my shelter proudly boasts
a 60 percent success rate in reunifying youth with their families.
We are just one of many runaway programs with similar success
rates.

But we want to be even more successful in the immediate future,
working toward family reunification, and part of that depends on
commitment. While useful and necessary legislation has been
passed resulting in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act, the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act, the Transitional
Living Grant Program, the Drug Abuse Prevention Program for
Runaway and Homeless Youth, to pass the act and design the pro-
gram is simply not enough.

The next and most significant step is to provide the essential
funds needed to make our programs not just good, but great. Please
help us, fund us, assist us, in turning around the family struggles
and making them into family successes.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Small follows:]

5 4
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PREPARED STATEMENT Of CLARENCE SMALL

Mr. Chearmen and Members of the Subcomeattee:

I would lIke to thank you /or the Opportunity to Share SOMA, Of

fay .PerlenCOO and agency efforts to

femxIxes.

My name IS Clarence Small. I s from K0,111011 Ckty. SanS011 where

1 work all Director Oi EMOrpOnCy DarvICIPS for comprehensive youth

organleatLon called Wyandotte Nouse Inc. I also serve as board

member of f1.1.N.s. shIssour, lowa. NOD r Kansas Network oi

Runaway and Homeless Youth Services, with office headQuarterS

located at Synergy Mouse Inc., Parkville, MiSSOuri. Wyandotte

House Inc. AS alSO Part Oi the national network of runaway and

youth Services.

I Alm Ong Of the fortunate ones. I grew up in sxngle Parent

home with lot of support from loving mother, three (3) lusters

and one (1) very SPeC ka 1 brother. In our home, the family unit wall

taken very Seriously. We ate together, played together nd prayed

together. We dkdr, t have the best 0/ everything but Lt didh t

matter. If Something happened that affected one family member.

each One of us shared in xt whether Lt be Joyous or szrrowful.

In My co lafe. 1 ve Come to treasure those eaperLenCes that

I had as a Child. My mother Worked VERY hard to create healthy.

reunIte runaways with theAr

2
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FAMILY REUNIFICAtION OF RUNAWAY YOUTH

TESIIPIONY

POSitive environment which enabled Me tO develop intO healthy.

POsitive adult.

UnfOrtunately, in our society, we tnd to throw away things

that are broi.en. when the family unit b aaaaa down, the youth tend

to be discarded (physically and/or mentally) which mar Create

"r6nawa,, . However. runaway centers all across the Country have

reCOgnited this oroblem and have endeavored to assist the

youth and reunite the family.

For the past 9 years, 1 ve been associated with one such

center, Neutral Ground, which focuses on family reunification. It

IS nOt Possible for every young person who comeS through our doors

(0 return none for many reasons. But, at Neutral Ground, WO re

proud of Our 60% success rate of reuniting youth with their

families with rOCIOlvIIIM rate Of less than 3%. With 75% of the

youth we Serve living within a 40 mile radius; good counselinp.

networking and aftercare services attribute tO Our success rates.

THE PROGRAM

Neutral Groind is a 24 hour runaway center providing n

alternative for runaways, youth at risk, and youth In Crisis.

Located In Kansas City, aaaaa .the Center IS less than 5 Minutes

from downtown Kansas City, MI I. Neutr1 Ground provides

services to yOuth ages 10 to 17. SIPtY-Seven Percent of our Youth

56
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FAMILY REUNIFICATION OF RUNAWAY YOUTH

TESTIMONY

are po,ice referrals, not due to criminal activity -- Out

COnfliCtS in the home. Our police also ir-e Source of

transportation for the yOuth tO Our shelter. Twenty pe Zent come

On their own. Youth Come from variouS socio-economic and ethnic

background. The cnter erves an urban area known for it.

dep sssss d conomy, high teen pregnancy and crim rates while also

serving an affluent area which is considered the third richest

County in the nation.

Youth are aware of 0,.. program from radio and telviSiOn

public sssss ce announcements, newspaper OS and articles, Posters

ond b.ochu.es which are placco in Prominent . During the

school year staff will Mit School diStriCtS, Cl SSSSS and spool, t

School assemblies. Neutral Ground also co-sponsors community event%

Such OS Optimist Youth Appreciation Week.

INTAKE

Work at famlly reunification begins when the child first

riters our cnter. Each youth will be assigned a primary counselor

who will follow that case through completion. It is the counselors

rsponsibility to meet with the youth daily, help youth and family

to set up goals and work toward solutions. Immediately upon

rrival, regardless of the hOur, efforts to get to the core of the

problm begin with recognizing that "running away IS usualIy a

symptom of greatr problems." To nsure that the best care can be

4
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FAMILY REUNIFICATION Of RUNAWAY YOUTH

TESTIMONY

given, Drug and Alcohol, medical and social t which

includes ll elements of the youth s life is comoleted.

Once information is gathered and Physical/sexjall abuSe is not

the major problem, the tailk of reunification starts with

notification of parent or legal guardian within 24 hour, of
arrival. It s important to Stablish Crust reletionshi;j with

parents and relieve anxiety, so we attemot to contact them

Quickly as pOSsible by ,elephOne or ir person. The following

information is given:

1. Explanation of program aria identity of staff

2. Assurance of Safe arrival ID+ youth

3 Program expectation

4. Brief description of major problems.

5. Verbal oermission for youth to stay

6. Commitment of parent to work with Ne..,t, a I Ground

We lso inform parents that we Stand ready to help in non-

Judgmental capacity and by no means are we there to take over their

parOotal reSponsibilities or s.o advocate separation of the family

unit. According to federal guicielines the maximum time that a

YOUth Can Stay at Neutral Ground los in the case of most runaway

CfnterSJ IS la days. Therefore, it is ktremely critical to move

swift/y and PcolesSionally towards a reSolution. It s also

important to get the family back together all Quickly Possible so

fte-care chn begin. As counseling proor the youth.
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FAMILY REUNIFICATION OF RUNAWAY YUU11.4

TESTIMONY

pereAtis) and staff move toward a disoositIon olen .1th everyone

InvOlvird In the decision-making process.

NETWORKING

Being a short-term agency, we realize that those issues which

CauSed the family to utilize our program may reocCur or never go

away, So Part of our services are to ntwork with comourinv

agencies which can further help the family. After the youth leaves

Neutral Ground, the family is referred to famih, Counseling

agency s part of the disposition plan. The primary CounSelor will

Set up the initial visit by telephone and encourage the family to

follow through.

Networking also becomes important as Neutral Ground addresses

the needs of youth who Cannot return home. Negotiating and

medlotin; or behalf c4 a youth for placement in'n fristwr rare,

group home or State CuStOdy becomes esSential. Networking with

local authorities nelPs to iodinate this process.

AFTERCANE

With the help of a volunteer (retired school teacher), youtn

will be contacted at least
5 tames during the year following their

departure. The volunteer talk% with them via telephone asking a

series of Questions which includes

.Have you runaway since returning home"'

6
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FAelll V RIUNIf ICAI ION Ut RUNAWAY Ytaltli

IESIIMONY

.How are tniogs at nome no..-

.were Neutral GrOt.ncl services helpful'

.Are further ser.ites required"'

Written documentation otturs ano immediate follow-up services are

PrOvided it neederl hither direct :. or through referral

Pecehtly, r.hrreacr. cl."(2 and alcohol counselor was dded to
the %toil ve going t the nomes Of youth wne,e sups' once

buse was a primar, protiem.

CONCLUSION

In Conclusion, I Maye Wht Neutral Ground is doing and

white we, lily* other cehters. ha,e ewcellent. succeSSful programs -

IT IS NOT ENOUGH."

While use4..1 mhd neceSsar, legislation nas oeen OaSseo
."esultinc iro t-e:

Juvenile JJstice and DelinduenCy Prevention Act

Runaway ano Homeless youth Act

Tranionj, ivir Urant Program

DruA Abuse revehtion Program tor Runaway and Homeless
fouth

to name a few. To pass the acts and design the programs is not
nouph' The newt step and the most significant step in this

dynamic process is to provide
the additional federal funds negded

to tiring these orogroms to fruition. Unce this step is cosoletee,

we will be in better position to serve the yOutn and ssist their

family in the.rtunification process.
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Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Mr Small
I guess this should have been said at the outset I am confident

all of us here share your goals and the goals of those of your co-
panelists, and that is, what is staggering to me is that we have kids
who are living home for whatever reason, and how we can possibly
get them to reunite with their families ought to be the goal; how
you provide for the services in that transition period is an impor-
tant question, but ultimately what we ought to be trying to do is to
get families back together again. I commend you for that high suc-
cess rate. I think that is terrific.

Senator Kennedy wanted to be here, Ms. Price, and he apolo-
gizes. He wanted to welcome his constituent as well from Massa-
chusetts. But we thank you for coming down today, and I know he
has some remarks that he will include in the record of today's
hearing, which will include a welcome to you for being here.

Ms. PRICE. Thank you
I am here representing Bridge Over Troubled Waters. Bridge is

one of the original members of the National Network of Runaway
and Youth Services.

Bridged is a comprehensive multiservice agency for runaways
and homeless youth. As you mentioned, we work with about 5,000
young people annually, and these young people are a very diverse
group who run from violence, instability and chaos in their fami-
lies to a street lifestyle of violence, instability and chaos; they are
seeking the familiar on the streets

Over the past 20 years, Bridge has developed innovative service
programs for street youth. These include the original Street Out-
reach Program for Youth; we had the first free medicai van in the
country and to my knowledge, we have the only free dental clinic
for youth. As more traditional services, we have a Runaway Basic
Center Grant; we offer long-term substance abuse counseling for
these youth; we have vocational and educational services and a
teen parenting program. We also have two transitional living pro-
grams for youth, and our newest service component. is cooperative
apartments for youth who graduate from our transitional living
program, and that offers them another year of stability for after-
care.

I'd like to specifically focus on two of our programs which I be-
lieve are of interest to this committee. First is our free medical
van. Since 1970, the Bridge free medical van has brought medical
services to youth who might otherwise never find the help they
need. Each week night, the van makes regularly scheduled stops in
areas of Boston and Cambridge where street youth gather

A pool of 17 physicians and 41 nurses volunteer one night each
per month. The use of volunteers constitutes a powerful message to
these youth that professionals do care about them, and the profes-
sionals are willing to extend themselves to offer assistance to them.

For many youth trapped in the street lifestyle of instability and
chaos, the regular appearance of the medical van offers the only
positive structure in their lives. It is a front-line service, reaching
out to the neediest youth.

The van is also used one day a week to provide health care to
young single parents living in the welfare motels.
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The van, a converted mobile home, consists of a waiting area,
two examination rooms, a laboratory facility and a small pharma-
cy. The most common medical concerns treated are upper respira-
tory infections, minor traumas, sexually transmitted diseases and
dermatological problems.

The waiting area is stocked with an array of educational materi-
al for AIDS prevention as well as for alcohol and drug abuse pre-
vention.

The medical coordinator and a street worker are available to re-
spond to the psychosocial concerns of the youth.

Approximately 800 youth make 3,000 medical visits annually to
the van. Two thousand additional youth drop by for a sandwich, a
cup of coffee, or just someone to talk to.

The Bridge free medical van was the first of its kind in this coun-
try. Bridge estimates that replication would cost approximately
$60,000 to purchase and equip a van. Operating costs, principally
salaries and medical supplies, are about $70,000 yearly. Since
Bridge uses volunteer health care providers, their services amount
to approximately $30.000 yearly in in-kind donations.

I would also like to talk a little bit about our transitional living
programs. We have two. One is for street youth 16 to 21 years old,
and the other is for adolescent single parents. These houses are
available to youth who express a desire to leave street life behind
and move toward independent living.

Youth must agree to attend school, work a job, be involved in
managing the house, open savings accounts, pay $50 a week in
rent, and receive counseling, which includes a mandatory weekly
group meeting that services as a vehicle for conflict resolution and
provides an opportunity for interpersonal feedback and for insight
into themselves.

Bridge offers young people nine to 12 months of housing, train-
ing in independent living skills, job development, medical screen-
ing, evaluation and treatment, psychological evaluation and treat-
ment which emphasizes issues of sexual abuse, sexuality, prostitu-
tion, drag and alcohol abuse, depression, self-esteem and AIDS pre-
vention. The project is staffed by a project coordinator and seven
counselors who are responsible for 24-hour coverage of the house.

The service portion of this program, which can house 16 youth at
a time, costs approximately $300,000 per year. The single parent
residence, which serves eight mothers and eight babies at a time,
costs approximately $250,000 yearly.

Fewer than 20 percent of the 75 youth annually who reside in
these two programs return to street life. Much of the success of
this program can be attributed to the creation of a strong family
atmosphere. In many ways, our staff are re-parenting these youth,
offering them both the nurturing and the limits that were lacking
in their families of origin. Of particular importance are the parent-
ing skills the young mothers develop. Having grown up in abusive
families, they are at high risk for perpetuating abusive patterns.
By intervening during the first months of their parenthood, we
offer these young families the opportunity to escape lives of depres-
sion, abuse and poverty.

For close to 20 years, Bridge has been a consistent provider of
services to homeless youth. New programs have evolved to meet
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changing needs and new trends. We have always aimed to be there
for distressed youngsters when they have nowhere else to turn. As
a result, we see a lot and we hear a lot.

The complexities of modern living and the ensuing stresses have
taken a toil on the family. Its most vulnerable members, the chil-
dren, have suffered tremendously. Programs like Bridge help some
of these young people literally pull together a life that makes
sense. But we are always riding upstream, facing increasingly com-
plex trends in this society.

Bridge and programs like us will continue to do what we can, but
we need more support from the outside, and particularly from the

t. It is my sincere hope that the information provided
revrietrriiltnbe used to generate increased support for programs like
Bridge, facing front-line problems on the front lines.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Price follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA PRICE, PLED.
1

nem la Virginia Trite ard I Ns the Clinical Director of Ils Bridge, Inc. in

Boston, Neseadaimetts.

Bridge Over Troubled Memo is a camsehreivemulti-aervioe agency tor rummy

amd breskimes youth. Ptunded Ln 1970, Bridge xespinde to over 2200 youth

=milky et Germain office. Mimes =tact with an additimal 3,000 youth

through= street outresch swvicm and lites Miami VIn. Bridgeworks with a

diverse group of young people =ging Ln age from 13 to 23, although the

mjority ace batmen U. ages of 14 and 21. They are a racially aimed grows

ammadmalsaly SO% white, 30% Afxo-asmicen and 10% Latino. Other ethnic moms

are sere. Cierell, fridge clients ars 60% vele and 40% fuels. limmec,

adolemints under age 1$ am 55% female and 45% mils. The memos Le Um for

tholes over lls SO% eels and 32% female. Sixty gement me trios U. Easton

ares, 30% are from other camunitim in emeschumetts, and 10% ars tram other

states. acmaebrately SO% are hmeless -- staying in shelters, depositing on

&iamb tor temporary housing, or litmelly living on U. streets, Ln abeitimed

buildings, sublime, abandoned cars, church bamements, etc. These youth come

from a mem= of socio-morasic background's 24% report welfare am U.

winery somas of family imam while 19% report elmt one or both permits are

seployed am a professional. Despite their diversity, these youth shore a

common fmmily beckgramd that seta U. stags tor their homalmemes and street

involvement.
aw

Haase" Mrlet youth tend to came from families chencterised by a high degree

of discord mai dysfunction. Pm these adolements, homeleserres and U.

violence of U. streets am more =naive then symaining in a family setting

characterise:I by prental alcoholism, deprivation and neglect, and physical,

seesiel and motional abuse. Mumma from healthier !mines tend to return

I. Thum U. streets am poculatad by alolasosnts from setmesly disturbed

families, or by youth thrown cut of their homes with no option to return.

64L.
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2

Only 20% to 254 of hombre youth
at "ridge report intact families ani theme

rasa bass predominant VOMOCias of goexzelling wriptosical abuse between their

permits. Ito salacity ot these ableacents have been raised in single parent

tmalles dam to divorce, &orb, ordination, or they have family histories

darectesisedlquiltiplemioriages and osouriages, with en array cd

halt-siblings and stspeiblings. They awl to Ws Wen isolated true contact

with an intended tsmily, and report en abionos of stoctured ectivitise in

their childhoods. Mort striking is U. preesnoe cd ccatisaioue *moot U.

youths ty their parents and bi War adult fasilyeseters, se wall am Sit

elettlardinerily high inciderce of familial substarce abuft.

Ileum surveyed, approximately 25% of tomelees youth report that one or both

parents are alcoholic or drug abusers. However, when tho busily is aieselled by

couneelcc, U. incidence cd psrental substance abase rises consistently to

appradastaly 65%, and rises even hbghsr with U. inclusion of step-parents and

older siblings. This diaartparCy is inifaaStive of U. degree of denial, in

uhich substance abuse is roccedved as nomal behavior.

Someless youth ars 111=0 willing to
identify themselves as victims at physical

shoo. limn Bridge asked homeless youth atcut rhysical abuse, 65% repotted

that Ow hed been physic:4144=nd,
30% dose not to answer, and only 5%

clearly stated that there wee no gums in their home.

ibis history of victimisation in
their fad-lies ccntinues on U. streets.

Street lits is violent, and those
rut/humble to physically defend thissabmw

ars U. target of violence tram
stronger peers; there is always masons who is

65
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3

stronger. Itweger street youth tend to drift beck and forth boson home and

ths stoats far several years umtil home booms too ;sinful ar they become

phpaloally stool enough to defend thomelves an the street.

lbe mead inteepermonal losses youth Wm suffered est U. stage far

depreesion, which is prevalent among street youth. They have negative

=potation of others and at the warld, aid litt3.0 ins that U. future oan ar

will be different. Mideast hope far U. tubas, they lawn to live in U.

preeent. 'heir lifo-stylos revolve around imediara gratification, with little

drug,* to the onserereron of their actions. They biome Opilsive, col don

their perception is that life is becoairq increasingly unpredictable. Toth

boor tapped in street life, seeking oritement today to ward of f U. pain of

an even emptier trecezow.

ln time, theme youths' Mori= mmy booms suicidal. Mile it is rers thet

street youth tahe their own lives, thyme so little for life thin they place

timealvem in high-rism situations. Street youth vho die do so as a remult of

soder, drug overdose, AMC or biorrre accidents. Pbr man street youth, U.

threat of death is not a deterrent; it is an attraction. They become

progremaively confused, unable to differentiate between plowman and pain.

Street youth molly turn to alcohol and other drugs to escape their emotional

turmoil. Soy hoe acme to a wide range of drugs, although alcohol is U.

mat widely abroad subsume. Marijuana use is pervasive. In recent yore

cocaine abuse hes become commonplace, although its cost is prohibitive forum,

street youth. abet street youth do not perceive alcohol and serijons as
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drugs: they vies thee as a lifestyle, end reserve U. term drugs for more

=mai= substemass. appromkrataly idt of U. street "'pith bridge wee hero

en active erbetance shire problem. CC these youth, 71% abuse alcohol, 45%

dem =Omens, 330 abues =cane in its tuck= frame and 71 gums heroin.

Ilielve pow% report CV drag me lathe 30 days prior to cooky to bridge.

Par U. youth, street life facilitates a ropdd progression of their =buten=

abase kap= what mould be sweet= given their doomologioal age. Swam
living in an enrizarma iambi& alockall= and euraterne alma are ocenklimemd

the mom and &Wm= ar accesianal um is coraidanid deviant. Living=

U. streets, U. adolescents lea the structure of school, jabs, tureens,

etc., that plot OCklauta a Mae typical adolescent substarce sbueer to

controlled uee.

Uhfortunstely, as haislass sang people aged 10 and over ume shelter facilities

designed for U. older ireeless population, theme receptors are Wald=

acculuerated to a *shelter lifertylie thet precludes U. ume of motivational

aervicaMI like Bridge offers and hem unwittingly emblem them to remain

trapped in a lifeetyla of dependency. Ammonium effect is U. bonding that

=curs with older, hada= subsume =mare that mimics U. zelationehips in

their often dysfuncticnal families of origin. &clew related problem stems

from shelter guidelines lekich allcw for indefinite moo. 'Mum, homeless youth

larre little motivetion to change their lives.

Itreet ycuth usually spend their dros congregsting in downtown Boston. Curing

the winter, they he= out in stopping =ale, arcades, bare, =vim thrum, end

feet food zestaurents. In wormer weather, they spend their time cutdoors,
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$ince 1,70, U. Bridge Pres indical Ven has brought important medical

e ntices to yeuth who sight othewies never find tie help thsy need.

O ath mimight, the van maim regularly schstialad stops Ln arees cd

B oston and Csitaidge whore street youth gather. A pcol of 17

physicians and 41 nurses volintser an omega of 1 night per aanth.

D. mat volunteers constitutes a paerful merge to time

alienated yoith that professionals do core abcut thee and unwilling

to Mend themselves goofier assistance. Far mem youth, tripped in

a street We-style at instability gni chsos, U. regular aggesranos

of U. Mical von offers U. only lenitive structure Ln their

lives. It ia front-line service reaching out tt the nesdisst

youth. In training medical volunteers, pridga stresses to thsm that

U. sinner in which their services are offered way be sore lagortal

then the service itself. My providing sedi:al care Ln an serizonmt

where yoith feel camiortsble, Bridge promos trust, and alone axe

sore likely to return for U. other services they may need.

additicnally, U. von is used one day a week to provid cutresch to

ring single parents living in welfare motels.

The von, a °meted adbile home, consists of a waiting ares, two

eminstion rocas, ams11 lexastory facility, and a

thereacy. (Youth ars awere thst U. van doss not carry any

medication with a cotantial for Abuse.) The most cosecnnedlical

=owns treated an the von ars upper respiratory infections, miner

trams including sprains, cuts, hum bites, etc., sexuslly
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tremittet disarms ancl climatological problems. Additionally, the
waiting area la MOW teltA an easy of alcriel aid other den
simoational menials as well as laV ecenstional brodases and

rescsass. In addition to ths medical staff, ths animal =Mtn
aid strestworksc an mailable to mind to the psyrissocial
moms of the yash.

Signaciaistsly $OO y sit mks 3000 Indica visits amially to tie len.
thound yaws dap by fac sindatch, cup of woos or ammo

to talk to. In Cenbinatkin with the Stamm* proam, them
Min a marful outzesch ;Mel= tO Street yalth.

Ss Bridge Pas Medical Vim was the first of its kind in the

country. Bridge Mimes thst raplication of the ven would cost

agpoomisately 00,000 to purchase and quip ann. Comating costs,
principally salaries for a coordinator and a pert-tins stoneworker

and Mical awnss ars about $70,000 yesrly. linos fridge win
volunteer health care providars, their services amount to

apporisately $30,000 yearly in in-kind donations.

All tO tI i, arias offers an in-hcose Anse

Clinic which proviche physic/Is and testing at the Sedge min
facility. This los ban particularly Islpful in coordinating sitical

services for Bridn clime who an infected with HIV.

CiamICAILIImmilltarimath

Bridge anima outreach thrash ths Streetwark program. Ivory

weekday afternoon and evening outreech stems go to the areas where
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youth congregate an the streets, as well as to shelters utilised kq

young clams, and rank, zelationahip with thee to offer Wefts

=vices and other eggeopriate zefercale. etzestwaduce NM 13,000

contacts Ilearly with 2000 youth. lien munch modem fird smogs

on the streets, they me refuted to the noway reastelars who sock

with U. youngsters and dais' families to detrains appetariate

treatment plan as well as gamest options fcc rah ito should not

return hams. amswey ameloes mei& on-goirq amemealing for U.

rash ad their finalise. Iiidp dzis with 450 mem mally.
Ten valorem Mt Mee are utilised to hate zumeta. Substance

8b.1118 comb= provide intake and amessaint, advocacy, Meta=

ob.," ameling, ad in-depth psychalogical =staling for a variety

of Ma that taxable street youth, Secluding physical and meal

abuse. Its oomealing tam rewords to 1,600 youth amally. Them

11111V4131111 CillSte a omprehensive intervention effort to mom

freaks foam substance abase and U. emery of skills maid to

furctice successfully.

TM Dental Clinic is a 3-chair fully-equimed facility. It is open 4

evenings per week in U. arida main facility ard offers a wide range

of restorative services, with pszticular espluels an ;mutative

ocal hniene technique instruction. Oar 50 volunteer dentists,

lngiermists ani assistants provide services ad micas clarets akout

U. prcosaares they will undergo. 'Au educatice, ocatieud with an

infoodal los-key atmosphere, helps to allay patients few, of

dentistry. Approximately 475 youth ads over 1300 visits smelly to

U. clinic.
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BoLly.Itts.ason
nil lefts Pasily Life Center intervals' in tin lives et pregnent and

reimmting young peopls Lamaist with all aspects a' --Intim. The

staff provides 175 yoong parents yearly with individal connealirc to

Mimes thair Matad1w et physical smal/or senial shame, drug and

alcohol shame, 100 salf-estam mil ether emotimal impulse which

impact their parenting and thmir genwal social adjustment. Staff

also provide ecknation amlindshops to tench young adults about the

devalqmint ot their children and !Is skills thsy require tonna

Noir children's reads. Parents are ercouragid to attend !Is Bridge

Ilducation/Pre-aplopeit Program. 2be Family Life Center ;caddie

child care to 70 young children usually while their parents are

involved in Bridge services. Parents are sumo:tad each step of the

way toward iciopendences passing the GOD, enrolling their children in

daycare, Wichita a job, and finiing and furnishing an apartment.

220 Family Life Calmar seeks to impart to chants a clasp awareness of

what it is to be a panont, and °windows in ths parenting role.

aM

tesciews and volunteers work with student at his ar her own

peoe toward tin goals which e/he hni met, which often includes

tosparation for thm GED eons. Madge has an annual graduation to

faseallyrecognise those students who receive their high school

equivalency diploma. Many students participate in weekly writing

workshops. Its job develriant counselor works with students to

L.
2
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racy jab arms ard to Incas pram implore. Serb
coplar Gorr mitt the rims and services camsatity, he is

area at do hiring needs of ads zap of implores, and

zenarads appurpriate places for clients to interview. Ss ja

dsvelarnt ocrelor also halps arts to sera difficoltims thsy
Ire are tiny are iodate. Us eord prasesing irstactre mods

with arta on ward gerossaing raining aerial," as mall a

odor orazter factions. Omar 110 rib yearly arm enrolled in

ratinnal/arstional earvitess at 1ridp.

The arida Indopendont Living Program previ a. transitional living

for Most )cuith 16-21 years old. The her is available to youth

mho arm &size to leers street life behind and sr tords
iniarient living.

AU jarth at ths Dardertt Living Program air are to attend

g irl, lock job, be involved in raging the loose, tam tuns

cooking ad shopping, :rive couneeling, ard participate in soap

activities. They rat abide lw hose rules alch pribit ma,

drop, alootol or torpors in U. loose, dictate rodeos, and require

tat putts avoid loran's arse owners for Oast life. Youths

share roan, rarer to thar tastes, and ars ram Idler,
dining ad livings= ans. A aandstory meekly group meeting for

residents serves as vehicle for conflict resolution, dmielare of

mastication skills ard Fair an opportunity for intarpersonal

feria ard for insight into throbs'.

27-761 0 - 90 - 4
73
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jamth, adhering them

thee este lacking in

45 youth omaly who

to stout life.
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. In now lops staff ars l'ararentinr then

hopt the 0....1thurmativi am structure of limits

tr !Wiles of origin. Poor then 2011 of U.*
maids at U. Ise brasier* Living Prop= =tun

The Singh, Parent 101180 offers a siedler environment, ahem

coenealirg, puticipsticea in U. Irides limilyLite

Cuter, narking, going to school, housekeeping, participating in

weekly group meetings, finding childarne, and becoming involved in

community netwarke ere :squired. Through participation in theme

activities, eech parent is ancoureged to develop osseinication
skills, an akdlity ti) schatile her time, edUcation, work skills, and

her personal potential. Of particular lapartarce are U. parenting
skills theme young 'Wm, develop. Moving groan up in al:waive

families, they are at high risk for perpotuating abusive patterns.

By intarrening dUring U. first meek. and months of their peranthord
with coshinstion of support, ackration and on-the-apot toldnlaci,
B ridge offers these you% U. orgorturtitias to escape lives

of depreasion, abuse and poverty.

/41proninete1y 30 rum mothers and their children use U. residence
ennually. The total pewee cos: is approrinataly $250,000 yearly.

The Tronsitional Pwartnenta hose youth who hove been through U.

seining Bridge residential proggsms. These youth are reedy to test

75
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clients ham WM diagramed with ftsposistie WV. %aunty of ease youth

tom hinder at koth IV drug ime and Fecatitution, 5 have him:Grim of

proetitmtlai only, 2 of TV dnag ime me 1 Ida wee U. mead pertaw of 1111

IV drug user. We we easing a rapid imam in PIN infection among cur

female clients. Vino of U. 10 clients diseased in LISS mace female.

Other adamant service pomidere hew noted U. sies trent

lbw path we frightened, depressed and numb, sutrada. Tasting and

dhumosis provokes a major crisis in their lives that most cope with Iv

escalating emir chug mid alcohol dame. This in turn imagoes both their

depression mid their lapilsivity, moulting in greater ambers of attempted

suicides. emir cbgemesion ard hopelessness hoe engentmed a fetalima

ssarq their peen on the street. Three )ears aw sum* worth fropently

mgammed an cenipotent belief that they mild never be infected: Maley

that view ABS as an isavitability in their lives. Magically, thrmaprtut

U. MO's, for Reny of these youth U. "inevitebilitr will become U.

reality.

A third trend of conown to Bridge is an increase in amle adolescents fro.

Central America. Scam of these yarth report intaction into military

service et U. age of 12 or 13 and mart being semely beaten and abused

while in U. military. Others mart thet their families pooled rescurces

to transport the yarth out of U. emery. Still others impart that they

have ro fmilies to return to es moult of U. die:action =mad Iv lair.

All have entered this country Ulagally, and me terrified of U.

commesrmas of being returned to their hoes countries. That we are seeing

78
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den youth in city as far north as Nome suggests that this is

salaseide gglonewnon. Thom yokith spars kw of finding jobs sal

gartamts. Soy face the realities of violaro, drugs, ageloitatlan sal

victimisation on the) streets. am basins mist In maidng with thus

adoleasres including lanpage berriens, cultural diffuse:es, their

illegal 'migration status ad their aistrust of =vire prorlders. la

have found that net latirc serial service egercies are selects* to

Ineolve thweelves edth these pluth, lace the remonsibility falls on

egadise like atithp.

Finally, disturbing trawl that !ridge las first-herd kerwledp of, la the

facedng amber of addescent singe mothers residirq in *welfare hotels ad

a *ale with thsir children. as pat of our medical outzeech, ids*
jade project brings U. aecueei eve to amber of U.S. hotels/motels.

ea young !miller live in aimed and ineggrapriate garters duce the

usjaz stem of stimulation is t h e televisirm. Isolated from medical ad

social services, U. mothers receive no training in U. dwell:pant of

indepurint living skills. litan day do locate traditiaal laming, tlair

Lack of ageriarce in end surpact for =aging bait daily living tido

contrikutes to sway arming knew again in 3 to 6 months.

ihs children °fun sleep by day ad are wake at night watching

talevisics. Reny jay from school to =Idol ad suffer from lack of

maim= eication. Others simply do not attend tool either became

the hotel/Intel is to) far way or because then lack pacer Ilduclastird

secards. items youngears have Id sense of 'haw or him life ani aze

7 9

,
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lacking in my sale role modals. The longer they are hombre the less

medical cue they receive and the mom at risk they bloom for swims

Mmes.

The hotel/motel mar have no kitchen !militias. That families have a Int

plate aid use the winker sill for zefrigsMarn in the coldm meths. The

children me at high risk for serious malmtrition mai potentially

lamersThle brain dmege resultirq tom =Mr murialment.

As the ambers imams dynastically, bridp fears that those children will

easily bloom the street ycuth of the late 1.990s ad that their prcblmes

will go far beyond Mat trick, is seeing MG street yvuth today.

Tar close to 20 }mars badge hes keen a consistent provider of services to

imam youth. Vim program have emlved to mat changing roads ad rem

trends. leap hes aimed to "be time" for distreseed rumours Men they

have no whim else to turn. As result, we see a lot ad we hear a lot. The

omplanities of modern living, and the miming streams hem team a toll an

The family. Its most vulnerable embers - the children - hem suffered

trmrdously. Programs like fridge help gog of theme parte parole literally

pall together a life that Was maws. Rut Aridp ix alms riding tortrema

facing lamb like tines cisecribod here. bridp awl program like m will

=time to do what we am, bat am need ago sweet !me the outside and

mgragigagly !my the goverment. Ve need to feel that we am being head, ami

thst tile magma we am am receiving the MI:antics they drum. It is w

silvers lace that the infotest.ice provided herein will be mod to generate

immessed swat for propreas like Bridge, facing front-line willies gq on

Imms Mang. Thank you for the opportunity to provide this testimony.

80
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SODMIter DODD. Thank you very much.
Ms. Shore, we welcome you and thank you for being here. We

have already referenced, of course, the Sasha Bruce House and its
fine work.

We will be happy to receive your testimony.
MIL SHOD& Thank you. Thank you for the opportunity to testify

before you today.
I am Deborah Shore, the Executive Director of Sasha Bruce

Youthwork, which is a multiprogrammed organization, working
with runaway and homeless youth in Washington, DC

I have been working with these young people since 1971, when I
began as a Streetwori counselor. I founded Sasha Bruce Youth-
work in 1974 and have been there ever since.

Sasha Bruce now serves close to 1,000 young people each year
through eight component programs. We have an outreach counsel-
ing program. The Sasha Bruce House is our short-term crisis shel-
ter. We have an independent living program, a program for teen-
age mothers and their babies, and several programs for alleged de-
linquent youth.

Our services, as many of the others described here, are remark-
ably effective, particularly considering our limited budget. Seventy-
five percent of the young people we serve become reunited with
their familiee. Another 17 percent go on to a stable living situation.
So we are only losing 8 percent of our clients to the streets.

We believe that our success is due to the emphasis we also place
on family counseling. We are now seeing 90 percent of the families
of the clients we serve and involve all of our staff in regular train-
ing in how to work with families.

Since we began our independent living program three years ago,
we have aided 88 percent of the homeless young people to become
fully self-sufficient. And in our program for teen parents, 79 per-
cent of these teen mothers left our program to live independently
with their babies. Also, only 10 percent of the girls that we had in
our residence had second children a year after they left the pro-
gram.

The runaway and homeless youth population is a diverse one. In
order to more clearly describe what we are now doing compared to
the needs, I found it useful to break down the young people that we
serve into four categories. I hope that this will hope in some ways
to clarify some of the questions.

The four categories as I see it begin with young people whose
family problems can be solved. I think this is the majority of the
young people who are coming to the shelters at this point, 60 to 75
percent, I would say. They are in difficult family situations, but
with proper support they can be successfully resolved and reunited.
The typical problems are communication breakdowns, divorce and
remarriage, drug and alcohol abuse. These are young people who
are both runaways and young people who are kicked out of their
homes. They feel emotionally battered and unwanted. And in fact,
79 percent of our first-time runaways have been physically abused
in some way.

The services as they now exist do successfully address the needs
of many of these families, especially those who are early in their
difficulties, because they encourage the provision of comprehensive,
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family-focused services aimed at helping families change. That is
the good news.

The bad news is the need is far greater than the service provid-
ers' capacity to respond. Preventive outreach services and support
of followup aftercare are typically inadequate when limited funds
exist to operate a crisis shelter. Also, more training in family work
needs to be available to providers.

One effect of the underfunding of the service system is that
many shelters have had to sell their beds to the local city or county
welfare system to survive. Limiting access in this way is a serious
matter with this population of young people as timing is really cru-
cial. They come to us in a crisis, and if a response is not immediate,
we often lose them to what can become a very destructive course in
their lives. It is much harder to repair families when their prob-
lems have deepened over months and years.

The second category of young people are older homeless adoles-
cents who can benefit from independent living services. This is also
a population that I believe we know how to help. Although they
are less visible than the population of the adult homeless, there is
a tremendous need for services for this population. Senator Simon's
recent report illuminated what many of the problems are and what
services do exist now.

When given a specialized program which includes employment
and life skills training and support, many of them are able to
become self-sufficient adults.

The population of young people here is between 16 and 21 years
old. They are too old for most of the available social services, but
not yet ready to be independent. They have not been able to recon-
cile with family or find other natural resources. Sometimes, their
families have died; they have been abandoned; they can't return
home to abusers or severe family dysfunction. Certainly the drug
problems in this country are severely affecting the number of
homeless teenagers that exist. They know how to survive, but not
how to make it on their own.

The third category of young people are young people who do not
have resolvable family problems, but are not ready for independ-
ence. This population is growing, and we have few solutions for
them at this point. They are young people who are abandoned or
abused or whose families for some reasons are unable to care for
them. However, they are not yet old enough or mature enough to
begin self-sufficiency.

I remember when I started working with runaway and homeless
youth 17 years ago that there was a lot of discussion in the Protec-
tive Services Department about how there was a need to develop
programs for teenagers, and that discussion is still going on 17
years later. There is still a tremendous difficulty in entering these
young people into the existing protective service system, which is
the only system that now exis to take in young people and give
them a place to grow up.

The fourth group of young people are youth who are engaged in
illegal activities on the street. This is a very visible population who
are away from home. But our society, I believe, is not in any way
definitive about its commitment to help them. Helping these youth
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is possible but not easy. Tney require special, long-term efforts. A
crisis intervention model is not sufficient.

A special effort will have to be made to provide services to this
population. Successful strategies to help them should incorporate
close cooperation between service providers and law enforcement
agencies.

The servlee system as it now exists is primarily crisis-oriented
and underfunded to meet the quantity and kinds of needs. Our pro-
grams probably better reflect the needs of youth and families 10 to
15 years ago, but the population, though it has always been di-
verse, has changed dramatically.

The most important changes that I perceive in the last 15 years
are that young people and families come with much deeper prob-
lems and with longer chronicity. Drug abuse is enormous among
the parents; we have many young people whose parents have died
young; families become very overwhelmed with their economic cir-
cumstance and reject their young people.

We see many, many more young pecple whose families are in
fact homeless as a result of all of the social policies and problems
families are facing; and more young people therefore are homeless
and are completely on their own to fend for themselves.

Knowing the young people and families and seeing the changes
which have occurred over this past 15 years has made me passion-
ate about the importance of expanding anc: uroadening services to
homeless and runaway teens. To do this, it is essential to build on
our existing success. A comprehensive, coordinated system of serv-
ices is need..<1 to provide early intervention which supports youth
and their families whenever possible, but also provides care and
protection and a place to grow up for young people when family
supports fail.

Specifically, I recommend increased funding to the existing
system to ensure crisis shelter space is available and that the beds
are not able to be sold. Outreach is needed as well as aftercare to
prevent family disintegration and help stabilize youth and families
after the crisis is over. Programs for older homeless adolescents
must be expanded and targeted so that youth can finish school, re-
ceive job training, and to ensure that teenage mothers can be
served with their childrensometimes they have to leave their
children somewhere in order to get services. And I believe these
programs also need to have the capacity to work with you
one to two years until self-sufficiency is really posthble.

Programs for young homeless adolescents must be developed and
coordinated with protective services. Programs for street youth en-
gaged in illegal means to survive must be developed to permit the
long-term commitment necessary to allow these youth to move into
another identity.

Incentives need to be built in to encourage that the system is
well-coordinated. so that we are properly assessing needs and
strengthening the family unit wheneve,- possible.

I applaud you all on this subcommittee for your interest in these
young people. I hope that you will become tremendous advocates in
behalf of the young people and the system that services them.

The young people that I have seen over the past 17 years are
searching for adults to help and protect them and are still hopeful

'3
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that we are there somewhere. Some of the youth that we see in our
=rfor alleged delinquents have had that hope extinguished,

ftar iri: a frightening sight. I hope we can look forward to a more
IwWiture.

You.
Senator Dona Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Shore follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DEBORAH SHORE

I ppreciate this opportunity. Your thoughtful consideration f
my testimony will hopefully help to strengthen our ociety and serve
an an investment in the future. Nelping troubled famiLiee. ye
e nd baseless youth today stems the tide f the most troubling social
probleas f ur day including delinquency. leassess. early
parestiag. drug abuse and AIDS.

I hove been working with runaway and homeless youth siace 1971.
I began es S Streetworker end founded Samba Bruce You hhhhh k in 1974 to
provide eousaeling and drp-la services t yeuth on the streets. Our
o rganisation now serves close to ISM young people epoch yetr through
sight primrose we operate. V. have continued an eutreoch counseling
program. vs have 00000 term shelter for 000000 y end homeless teens.
an independent living program. program for teenage aothrs and their
babies and programa for lleged delinquent youth. (A more detailed
description folioed') SSY takes se 00000 ly its commitment to re-unite
youth nd families nd counsels over MI of the families of youth vho
come Into our services. This orientation hes direct results In that
751 of the youth we 00000 do re-unite with families. 00000 er 171 go
on to stable living o 000000 on. So we are only losing 4111 to the
streets.

Although SST is limited in its scope and sloe. ve have developed
successful ways of g with young people and a program of quality.
V. are joined by our col' :gues 000000 the country who have also come
from the same philosphical commitments to youth and do 00000 rful job
with so little.

Some of the features of the current 00000 ce system which has led
to our success sre:

A c 00000 sent to open intake
A style of services comfortable to young people
Ou 000000 in order to 00000 ct with hard to

youth
Family focused services when 000000 le
An understanding of the value of youth participation

It is important to note that as a field ve have developed from
child 00000 orientation to philosophy that strengthening p 000000 is
an ssential part of helping youth 00000000 it is possible. This has
sod. difference In the outcomes for many youth. but of
course. the 00000000 are only useful when there is a family to vork
with.

g the youth and families and Jiving the changes which have
incurred over this past 15 year.. has made me p bout the
importance of expending and broadening services to homeless and

y teens vh.le building on our succ 0000 SST has been able to
do some of this out many gaps continue to exist. A comer. o

c 00000 noted vyrtem of services is needed to provide early in 00000 ntion
vhich sup o youth in their families whenever passable. but provides
care and protection and place to grow up for young people 'then
toexly resources do not @vast Any eddataonal servaces that add
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capacity to the existing sneletsl system sust be well coordinated with
en-geing efforts. This will insur. we are asoessing the needs of
youth appropriately, and are doing all we can to involve and
S trengthen the family unit before concluding that alternative living
is meeessery. There Is also need to determine that we will notes
aesatre allow youth to be homeless and that all young people suet he
provided safe. protective place to live.

A samtlauum of care Is what Is necessary to build upon
existing Strength and to broaden the mandate to theee youth.

Tbe systes of services we now have Is essentially crisis
o riented. The ad homeless youth population however l
diverge group which requiree numerous programmatid responses. The
preblese youth bring have bosses 11 great deal mere **risme In depth
mad ehrenicity ever time, and there are maay mere youth who are truly
hese/Ns. Jest as In the large pepulstion f homeless adults. we are
sew seeing the lties of the de-!.nstitutionalimation of MS
effort. which 00000 ed short of developing essentiel ity booed
programs. Also. the population reflects the increasing poverty
circumstances of so stony !families. family disintegration brought on by
divorce, alcoholism, drug abuse and family stress.

In order to leek broadly at the needs of the youth and the
e ervice system. I have found it woeful to 00000 down the population
into lour groups. I will 000000 be each group. what we are now doing
and where the gape are. These categories are not meant to

implify complex problems. but to give a 00000 xt In which to
discuss solutions. The solutions for each ere not the same.

A. TOMO PEOPLE MOOSE 'ANIL? PROBLEMS CAN BE OXUS

The majority (60-75%! of young people who 000000 y or are in
crisis. are in difficult family situations which, with the proper
support. can be fully resolved.

To help the majority of y o gers we must help their
e ntire family. We must mee them not as problem children. but as
members of family yste which has broken down end become
dysfunctional. As moraines prov 00000 . we can help family members stop
blaming each other for problems in the home and start 9 together
to create !la family structure.

By the time young person runs away or parent throws young
person Out of the home, both the child and the parents feel tailed.
Neither feels the other pays attention or und 00000 ndo. The family Is
often experiencing typical t between adolescents and 00000 to.
but the family lacks the skills or proper supports to work out its
problems. Eventually. either the parents or the child or many times
both parties 00000 o that this will be better if the e.ild is no /Ong*,
in the house.

The helming p ge of children away from home are.
Ye. They are young people who left home to make things natty:.

Their l g home is cry for help and for support for themvelvas
and for their families. They don't run far, typically not mare than
two miles away from hose. put they run tar enough that ill
pay attention.

The crisis oriented services which eAist do successfully begin to
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address the needs of these families. empecially those who ere arly in
their difficulties. because they encourage the p
eempreheasive. family focueed se . Timing Is of reat importance
in cosescting with allensted youth. Carly intrventin is also
aritical.

The soot eaccessful runaway program *round the country have
sesprehessive primrose which combine all el these cosposeats. Our
Moho Bruce Nouse. for *steeple. had 221 positive plaeement rote for
young people who stayed ot the shelter lost veer. not aeons we
helped MI f the young peopl return to stable living Sitwatiaa.
Our Stagg receive two hours of trainiag sock wok la structural family
therepy Gad we provide multiple foully support group(' after young
people return hem*.

That's the geed news. The bad neva ism the need is for greeter
then the) service prow aaaaa capacity to respond. Also. preventive
outreach services and supportive follow-up aftercare are typically
inadequate when limited fund. xist to perate oriels shelter.

One effect of the underfunding of the service systes is that many
aaaaaaaa have had to ell aaaaa bed, to the local city or aaaaa y
welfare aaaaa a to aaaaa ve. In ome 00000 thim has lisited acc.s. to
and changed the public pe f making it less
desirable to young people. Lialting is a matter with
this population pf young people as tieing is crucial. They come to us
In a aaaaa and if a response is not imsediate. ve often lose thes to
what can become. a aaaaa tactile. 00000

S. OLDER NONELESS ADOLESCENTS ENO CAS SEIWIT PNOS INDSPENDEST
LIVING =TIM

This second population la 00000 er that ve know how to help.
Although they are loom visible than the population of adult homeless
who sloop on the 'streets. Amrica has a large population of homely..
dolescents vho need sore than Crisis intervention services. Senator
Simen's recent report illusinated who they are and what e aaaaa no..
Given a 'specie aaaaa program vhich includes esployment and life skill.

g and su 00000 . they re able to become wolf sufficient adultm.

Thim population of young people is betveen IS and IS o000 of
age. They are too old for moat available social services. but not yet
ready to be independent. They have not been able to reconcile with
!sally r find other n 00000 1 00000 roes. Their !sallies have died.
they have been abandoned, or they Cannot r 00000 home due to abuse or
oeuvre family dymfunction. They know how to 000000 0. but not how to
make it on 00000 awn.

Santos Bruce Youthvork has established an Independent Living
Progras for this population here In 00000 ngton. D.C.

The Senna armee Independent Llving Progras

The Independent Living Progras (ILP) is the Boehm Bruce
Youthwork ffort for Washington's homeless youths. Through the ILP.
qualified teens 116 or older) locate suitable foster homes. receive
employment counseling and help with finding a 30), and vork tovard the
goal of beComing financially independent. The ILP also provides
counseling. helps the youths find apartments and roommate:. and offers
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start-up financial aaaaaaa nee then they ore ready to strike out on
their mon.

Onee S yung person is etabilised in a job end hme. the
Iedependent Living Program aaaaa nue. to help. Identifying basic skills
and training needs. In addition, the program provides aft
iellowup to empeure that esch youth has the support needed to succeed
is living ladeeesdeetly.

Since the progrom's beginning in IOW ass of tho hossloss
youths who hove entered the program have sonquered homelessness. Over
Izi=tiljukhave suessesfully established aftiaiiiLAidianiiima.

Progress to help youth become self-Sufficient ere nialsel. Some
special prebless have &swiped for youth in these programs which do
esiet. Nest of our ILP youth vish to finish high school but must
work to support thesselves !Mich is sometimes eentlictual. Any youth
with setivation to somplete high 'wheel seeds to %a supported to do
so. Also, teenage mothers are S group in great mood nd require
specialised serviced,. Nominees teens who are also parents ere often

aa god to give up p ing became of the lack of progress that
will take them. Those disrv,Ied fam!lies will to need
services.

C. TOMS PEOPLE MO DO NOT NAVE RESOLVABLE FAAILY PRODLENS AND ARE
ROT READY FOR INDEPENDENCE

This population is g g and v. have fee solu for them.
They are young people who sere abandoned or abused or whose families.
for some other 000000 . are unable to care for them. N they
are not yet old enough or mature enough to begin self-sufficiency.

This year 155 of the young people vho case to the Sash. Sruce
Nouse !IWO in this group. These youths need long term planning and
support. The R y and Homeless Youth Act should challenge the
states end the District of Colusbis to provide for these young people.
Desumentation of need could co 00000 ly be established by gathering
information from Rosie Center grantees. Se need wore information
about what is hoppening to these young people and new positive
aaaaa ogles to them.

D. TOWNS VNO ARE LIVING ON TVS STRUTS

This is the most visible population of young people out of the
home, yet our 00000 ty is not definitive about its commitment to help
them. Helping these youths is possible, but not easy. They require
special long term efforts -- Crisis int 00000 tson model is not
sufficient.

A special effort should mandate services to this population.
ful glee to help young people off the 00000 t should

incorp lose coop between service providers end law
enforcement agents. Simply contacting these youths is not
sufficient. They need to develop relationships with service
providers who can offer support vhen they experience a c aaaaa and
decide to leave the 0000000 . Lav enforc 00000 agents and 00000 ce
providers should become allies to ensure that such services are mode
available.
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RECONENDATIONS

There is s keletal system of services which is very ffective
far some of the eeeeee y nd homeless youth. And ve know that many of
the elder homeless adeleseents will Noose involved with ladependent
Livia. progress end austeessfully t eeeeee ion to full independence.
N ewever. we ere rrrrrr ly eeeee ed by the lock of resources to respond
to the numbers of youth on the streets end ve must add nev components
!sr the types of youth now unserved.

I Specifloolly recommessd erious effort be mode to invest in
smodinated system which assures ell efforts are mode to strengthen
families end re-units youth whenever possible end has seposity to
provide *Ito Livia, slternstive. for youth who cannot go home.
This requirest

Fending the (misting ovate. to eeeeee Crisis shelter specie is
vailable end that outreach end prove e ve counseling is available
sod known to youth end families. Efforts should be made to 1
that there is open intake in shelters end thet shelters ere not forced
to sell beds to survive.

Outreach end of eee c rrr ore needed to p rrrrrr family
disintegration end help stabilize youth end families after a crisis

Progreso for older homeless edol eeeeeee must be expended end
targeted co that youth con finish school end e ge smothers served.
These programs need to have the capacity to work with youth for 1 - 2
years until self-sufficiency is possible.

Programs for younger homeless adolescents must to developed end
coordinated with Pr tttttt ve Services.

Programs for street youth engaged in illegal weans o survive
must be developed to permit the long term commitment nee eeeee y to
e llov those youth to move into another identity.

I applaud the Son 00000 on this sub-committee for your 1 oo
these young people. For thoe of us who sometimes feels we ere
~vine the function et the child who keeps their finger in the dike.

hope this hearing serves to urge your involvement es advocates. The
young 'Noel& I have been serving for 17 years ere searching for dults
to help them ond ere still hopeful ve ore there sosewhere. Some of
the youth we see to our programs for alloyed doling ttttt have had that
hope onstinguiehed.end it is a frightening sight. I hope we can look

d to a more hopeful future.

Thank you.
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SI at um Pt at a a- La a= or You% Pt w co ra .

Sash. Bruce Youthvork, Inc. (SBY) is a private. non-profit
'Organisation that eerves over 1.444 youths in c 00000 nd their
families *soh year.

&gassy Misters

Samba arose Teuthwork. Inc. began as a streetwork counseling agency
(ageglo Outreach) in 1174 to help the large number of y youths
es the Streets find the servises available to them. Nesslo lllll nues
t eek sot and work with young people in their natural settings (at
e shosl. hose ar community). It provides crisis intervention and
unaway prevention and links youth. and families who wuld not
ethervise self-refer with a helping netvork of services.

It* pened lasha truce Nou.. in 1,77 ea
and homeless teens. The house is open 24 hours day and provides
shelter for 334 youths each year. Our vork vith young people and
thelr families helps moat youths return homes. In 952 of oll
ve help youths r lllll to tohle living tttttt on which means they do
not ttttt nue to run or become lllll tutionalised.

In April 1979, ve began çosmunitv Advocates for Youtk (CAY) to allow
los lllll ing proceedings to relialn in the 0000000 ty under

careful sup 00000000 rather than be 00000 coroted. In June of the some
year our Gaggortium for Youth Al 000000 iveg ICYA) voslormed to provide
an al 0000000 ve to court processing for alleged offe 00000 . It is
jointly admi 00000 red by four youth imnel's. These programs for court
referred youths hove on 00000 go of 142 re-arrest rote for youth
vhich compares lo a rate of 65% to 742 for youths vho go through

1 processing.

The Boma Porksjheltor Nome for youth deemed to be beyond p 1
00000 ol, began in Juno of 1941. It now 000000 eight (8-14 year o1d)
boys in short-term 000000000 which imp 00000 damaged family
rely 00000 hips. 0000000 youths in their schooling and develops better
interim 1 skills.

In November 1943. the Boehm Bruce Nouse Moved tO Its p location
st 1422 Maryland Avenue. N.E.. end the !alloying year. the former
building become the home of our new Teen Mothers Prooram,
residential program for neglected end abused teenagers end their
babies. The first of its kind in the Di 00000 t. this long-term
res 000000 imp 00000 parenting skills and develops life management
skills that enable ineependence.

In 1941, Boehm Bruce Youthvork. Inc. officially began an Did
vino P to help elder homeless adolescents make the 000000 tion

to self-suffi 00000 y. Wi teach the young people life and employment
skills and support them as they move out on their own.

Each of the programs 000000 d by 9asho Bruce hos 000000 ed aind grown and
enjoys on excellent reputation for its services and management. In
1994, ve will again help b 000000 400 and 1440 youths and their
families. These clients vill receive individual, family and group

ling as veil s education and legal 00000 tance. recreation, Job
placement and advocacy.
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O usweele is hashisgtow. D.C.

O M !served over SO yeu.h last year lo our 000000 y end homeless youth
programs. Ot the youth we served in the Bosh. Bruc Nouse residence.
11211 were positively plated late stable living situations and foully
Sauseellag Berviees ore provided to almost SOX of all fasilles. Out
ear eitSorts stead out es a lonely example of quolity oltersotives for
SaadlieS la owed end outresch Is all tee 'atom almited to the youth sr
tamilieS eh. happen ts hear of our agency. In fact. we know that
there ere easy thousands of Distriot and eut-of-state youths who hove
Mummy fres hom but for elms no intervention services are sade
vailable.

Mails et Typisal Client

PT serves Vashingtoa ores youths In oriels (ogee S te If) end their
famillso. lest of these young people ore members of single-parent
families, and are experiemeing probless such es lack of foully
struOture. poverty. ovowerowded bases. r fomily involvesent with drug
er slcohol mimeo. Typicolly. SOY clients aro h.wina problems at
hese. In school end in the comsunity. Many of them uffer free low
iself-esteem. and hove become treet-wise and distrustful rather than
uscesaiul end hippy in their relationships with others.
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Senator DODD. Mr. Behrens?
Reverend BEHRENS. Thank you for the opportunity to be here

today.
Several years ago there was a headline, a splashy story on the

front pages of the Chicago Tribune that talked about a homeless
kid who had been brutally murdered, chopped up and distributed
around some of the alleys on the North Side of Chicago, where I
work. If you read the article further, you could see that the police
officer involved in the case said it is a sad thing that the only
people who are out looking for these homeless and runaway kids
are pimps and pedophiles; a sad State, indeed.

The Night Ministry, which I am involved with, has traditionally
been an outreach organization that has focused over the last sever-
al years on homeless youth. I want to talk about outreach as being
one of the crucial and important services that needs to be devel-
oped in a whole continuum of services that are needed for homeless
and runaway youth.

My comments are informed by 14 years of street outreach, 10 of
which were on the streets. My comments are also supported by a
study that is going to be published in April or May, a qualitative
study of an OSAP-funded project done in our community that was
led through the Illinois Department of Alcohol and Substance
Abuse. And most importantly, my comments are also informed, I
think, by the fact that I am a parent and a step-parent, and my
experiences parenting, I think, are very important and I fmd relate
very similarly to the experiences that the kids we meet from the
street.

Often my staff will say about a kid in shelter, one of our foster
homes, talk about a certain problem and how it has caused conflict
in the home, and I will point out that that is no different than my
kids at home. We need sometimes to just understand that these are
kids going through adolescence, which in and of itself is difficult,
and in itself is difficult for the families raising the kids.

To do outreach on the street, we must first understand the kids,
where they come from, and what they bring with them. They are
not bad kids; we need to understand that and accept that. They are
kids whose family and community lives have failed them. They are
angry, hurt, disturbed, afraid and alone, and they distrust. Adults
they meet have failed them. The relationships they have been in-
volved in have failed, the most important one being that of the
family itself. When they hit the street, almost everyone they meet
is looking to further abuse and exploit them; thus they distrust all
the more.

We must also understand the importance of what goes on devel-
opmentally during the adolescent years. This is as time in every-
one's lives that we experiment with in terms of who we are and
who we are going to become. The values and experiences of all that
has gone on before are integrated with our hopes and dreams of
who we want to become. The healthy family and the healthy nur-
turing unit supports these crucial years. The healthy family helps
catch, helps mediate this time in each of our lives. Without that,
we are subject to greater risks, the decisions have greater conse-
quences, even fatal ones. And that is the case of the kids who are
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on the streets; their decbions are not ones that are going to be
made up for by someone who is going to catch us.

To do outreach, we must understand these youth and look to
relate to them with empathy, and we must center on them as indi-
viduals who each are unique. Good outreach in my opinion and
from my experience consists of three basic things. First of all, wemust be present in that community where they are at. We must go
out and find where they are; if we can't Fmd them, we must keep
searching, and we must, when we find it, stop and hang out there.
We cannot go and grab these kids and say, "Boy, have I got good
services for you," but rather, we must be there with them, develop-
ing trust and earning that kind of trust. We must be consistent
when we go out. We cannot hope to go out and meet them in the
first few hours or days or weeks, months, and sometimes longer.

One of my workers went out and met a young woman who, for
three months, would not make eye contact with him; after three
months, she did make eye contact. It took another three months
before she would even respond to a "Hello. How are you?" Two
yeam later she came to him and said, "Boy, am I glad to see you.
You are the only one I can trust out here," and asked for help how
to get out of prostitution, how to get over drug addiction. We must
be consistent. We must have a consistency of staff people, which is
difficult at the level of funding that we have.

Our organization is largely privately-funded, and we are able to
hire only graduate students, people who have masters degrees, and
people who are making a commitment, a life commitment, to this,
and we are able to offer a little bit more in salary than your typi-
cal homeless youth agency. It is important, we feel, that in order to
reach these kids on the street, we have to have that consistency
and that quality of individuals.

I myself spent 10 years on the street, and the two staff I now
have who are working with homeless youth on the street have each
spent and 4% years.

We must develop that trust. If we are not present thereand
"present" means spending time; our workers spend at least 4
nights a week, at least 6 hours a night each, in one or two neigh-
borhoods, just hanging out.

Second, we must be visible when we are on that street. That visi-
bility may occur because we have developed relationships; it may
occur because of wearing of jackets. In our case, it occurs because
we stand out like the biggest oddballs that you can ever find. Our
workers all wear clerical collars whether they are ministers or lay-
people or whatever. And I assure you if you walk into a bar at mid-
night or onto a hustling corner, you are noticed.

Just as a sidelight, we do not, however, evangelize; we merely
use the collar as a point of identification, and it is quick. We also
have become known because we do hand out condoms as the
"condom revs" and sometimes the conversation really is nonexist-
entwhen people on the street are looking for condoms for safer
sex practices, they will just tap themselves on the chest and say
nothing, becpuse our workers keep them in their pockets, and they
know that is what they want. We have just recently hired a nun to
do outreach with these youth, and it is going to be an interesting
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thing to see how she handles thatalthough I assure you she is
going to handle it very well.

But we must be visible; we must be identifiable to the kids on
the street. We cannot be anonymous. That is why, again, the con-
sistency of workers is so important. Once kids find out who we are,
they will come back. When they find out that we can be trusted,
are not going to play tricks on them, they will come back. And it is
not until they cox= back and say they want help that we can help
them. We cannot grab them and drag them into our agencies.

Third, what is important is that we must be available. When we
are on the streets, present there and visible, when they come for-
ward and say, "I need help," it is not time to say, "Fine. Come into
our offices tomorrow morning or afternoon." We must be able to
respond nght then and there.

We must be able to respond to the crisis situation or even just to
the helpful, friendly situation. One of my workers meeting a 14
year-old girl a number of times on the street related one night how
she searched him out, and instead of asking for help or asking
questions, she said, "Can I just tag along?" And she spent two to
three hours with him, going from pinball parlor to the street, play-
ing gamm And he said there was an amazing transformation that
took placeshe was a kid for a couple hours. We need to be avail-
able in that time of crisis; immediacy is so important.

In doing outreach, we cannot be judgmental; we cannot say they
are doing anything wrong. They know if they are or not. We
cannot reach them and work with them and develop that relation-
ship if we judgmental. We must not try to take control away from
them. The one thing they have left besides their youth is the fact
that they are controlling their situation. They can decide to stay
up, they can decide to drink, do drugs, have sex, and they can
decide not to. We cannot decide that for them. So we cannot try to
take it away. We must respect their need.

Again, we must be kid-centered; we must be an advocate for
them, and we become in outreach, when we are on the street with
them, an entry point to the services. In so many ways, outreach
workers become the surrogate parents or the older brother or older
sister for these kids, mediating with them in potentially difficult
situations, whether it is with peers, authorities or the abusers.
They live in a situation of boredom at night, or sometimes Li a sit-
uation of crisis. We need to be there as surrogate parents.

I see you are anxious, Senator.
Senator COATS [presiding]. Mr. Behrens, I hate to interrupt you.

As you heard those bells, we have a vote on the floor.
Senator KABBEBAUM. We just have a couple more minutes to get

over to the Senate floor before the vote is completed.
Senator COATS. I think we need to just suspend temporarily. Sen-

ator Dodd is on his way.back, and if you could just hold the com-
pletion of your statement until he comes back, and then we'll take
questions.

Senator KASSESAUM. Let me just say, I have been the Republican
managing the education bill on the floor, and I'm not sure that I
will get back because we are just winding that up, I am very disap-
pointed not to be able to ask some questions, particularly of course
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of Mr. Small, but I think all of you have offered some very interest-
ing comments. I for one greatly appreciate the work that you do.

We have a van operation in Wichita, Kansas, and I have ridden
the van there one evening. It is just starting, and of course, it takes
a while to establish an identity as you mentioned, so I am very con-
scious al how important that is.

But we will just recess for a few moments until Senator Dodd
gets back.

Thank you very much.
[Short recess.]
Senator DODD. [presiding]. The subcommittee will come to order.
I will ask our witnesses if they would be kind enough to return

to the witness table. Have we completed the statements? Has ev-
eryone said what they wanted to say?

Reverend BaHuNs. Senator, I had one comment I wanted to
make.

Senator DODD. Yes, please.
Reverend Bautants. Basically, that is that today what we have

been talking about is addressing the crisis needsand I don't mean
crisis needs in terms of just emergency shelter, but addressing the
situation of homelessness as it exists now.

I believe that we need to also address some of the systemic prob-
lems, and we need to look at those in terms of developing goals
that are on a 5-, 10- and even a 20-year basis. I think there are soci-
etal values that are causing homelessness, and they are going to
continue to cause an increase in homelessness, and that until we
address some of those we are going to be not only in bad shape, we
are going to be in worse shape.

I would be glad when you have that hearing to come and talk to
you about it then.

Senator DODD. Fine. We appreciate your willingness to do that as
well.

[The prepared statement of Reverend Behrens follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REVEREND BEHRENS

My comments today aro informed by ny experiences i' youth
service, but also, and equally isportant, by sy experieuces as a

C::::.
My ability to empathise with the youth caught up in

MinOss, which grows from time spent at night on the
streets, contributes to a deep espathic response to youth in the
crisis of homelessness. Oltimetely I believe my personal and
human experienoes inform se more than my professiOnal experienc,.
Anyone raising teens, even in the best of oircumstanoes, knows it
le a tough time in both the teen and parents life.

I am the executive director of the Sorthside Ecumenical
Night Ministry. I have been with the Night Ministry from its
founding 14 years ago, and was its only staff person until we
began to expand in 1985. Currently we have 12 staff positions
and 4 major programs, 3 of which provide services to boaeleas
youth.

In the State of Illinois, the Governor's 1985 Task Force on
Homeless Youth, on which I served, estimated that there are over
21,000 youth up to ago 21 who are boneless and over 11,000 of
those youth ere minors aged 17 or younger. These are youth who
are no longer living at hone or in a supervised environment, and
who live in unhealthy and even dangerous circuaStances.

These youth who are without a hose are neither juvenile
deliguents nor gang members. While they may fall into these
groups after becomIng homeless, they are homeless because of the
breakdown of the family. These youth are not leaving home or
being kicked out of their homes (some ars oven abandoned by their
families) for insignificant reasons. The reasons are Serious -
not merely an argument or disagreement that got out of Mini; not
for one time occurances.

The reasons are severs and generally on-going in nature.
Their family has either disappeared as functioning unit or
become dysfunctional due to stresses that ars not coped with.
Such stresses may be due to the inability to manage or cope with
divoroe, drugs or substance abuse, death of a significant member
of the family, or damage due to sexual or physical abuse. mm
refer to these as the four deadly Dos.

Life on the streets for these youth is extresely dangerous
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to both their physical and motional well being. The dangers
have often been spoken"aboot: turning to prostitution, beconing
invelved in drug and alcohol abuse, being recruited into
pornography, increased despair and suicide, and increasing
motional instability that leads to a permanent inability to
develop a life of healthy independence. These youth become
homeless adults or part of our mental health or corrections
systems supported by the public.

becoming Moslem' we need to look at human devel 1 stages.
To understand the crucial and unique

Child psychologist trik erikson points out that primary task
of the teenage years i2 to construct sense of p.rson.1
identity. By being forced out of the security of a home, youth
are forced to grow up quickly. "Today's moiety leaves the teen
more vulnerable and less competent to meet the challenges that
are inevitable in life." (Ilkind,

p. e) Without a secure home lidt"eriftliatfe,antiL1121112"ithe
opportunity to construct a secure personal identity, the youth
are unfinished and unable to grow. The teen years are Crucial to
the development of individuals. The turbulence of typical teens
years is balanced by the support processes of the family. When
the family le not healthy or not there at all, then this
iaportant developmental stage is likely lost.

The results of youth homelessness are at least threefold:
1.) the contributions these youth night make are lost, 2.) they
become burden on aociety, and 3.) they are lost to themselves
to pursue meaningful life, and they in fact often die far too
early and tragically.

Now do we reapond? we can respond in sany ways that ma
helpful, but we need to understand the limits of our responses in
solving the problem of youth hoselmeneas. We can seek to
achieve long tern resulta or short term results. We can respond
to crisis or to deeply ingrained issues. Both are needed and of
value. It seems that our reaponse today, however, is to the
=IA' of youth homelessness, and not to the societal problems of
which youth hoaelessness is only ar indicator. It is ny personal
opinion, though, that if m are serious about solving youth
homelessness probleas, we must make long tem efforts that
address its causes.

We did not arrive in this fine mos miokly and we will not
gat out of it any quicker. Adequately addressing the mods ot
the homeless will require thoughtful and honest evaluation of the
circumstances that have created hoaeleasness, and skilled and
coapasionate responses. If we intend to be serious about the
well being of all our citizens we must view the long tern
consequnces and solutions.

The best response to holmium youth is to prevent thee from
becoming boaeless. once a youth leaves home it is only a matter
of weeks or even days before they becose aubaerged and addicted
to street life. To prevent homelasanesa we met find ways to
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provide services to families at risk at the earliest possible
opportunity. Me suet support family and and the health of
family.

The Might Ministry began as an outreach service to people on
the streets of our community at night. Our purpose was, and
remains, to provide visible helping presence tO people in need
through conversation, counseling, referral and information, and
crisis intervention services to whomever we meet. This includes
dealing with substance abuse issues, emotional and suicide
issues, and homelessness.

Very quickly we realised that there were large number of
homeless youth on our streets and eseentially no services for
them. he felt capable of responding to these kids through our
outreach program and expanded by adding staff that focused their
outreach work totally on homeless youth. Narking on the street
with the kids vs quickly learned that the mat important service
missing wee emergency shelter. There was no shelter for youth
that could be easily accessed.

In an atteept to address this issue of shelter, and to top
the resources of the surrounding churches, we founded the Reodue
Maass Project. Exodus Momes is unique foster care project
which recruits Mugge& rather than families or individuals.
Rather than asking an individual fanily to take on the
responsibility of caring for these youth, the project asks for
network of people to work together to piovide adequate support
far both the foster fanily and the tor the youth.

There ars several benefits to this model of foster care.
First, while we recognise thet none of these youth will be
"fixed" by hug, cup of soup, and bed, most of them need
this basic human emotional response in order to begin to heal at
ell. They ars in need of many services, but in order to begin
they need to be SOMOshere safe. Once the youth is safe, then the
hard work of making decisions about the future can begin.

Another benefit of this is that by placing youth with
family, she may see a model of living that may be unknown to her.
In whatever time youth is placed in one of our foster homes --
if that is a week, or month, or even six or seven months -- it
is s time to work on issues,and to IAN healthy lifestyles and
healthy decision coxing processes. The period of time with us is
also time to try and achieve soas sue:cease.; no matter how
small. Nith success comes self -estate. Pelf -*SUM ie the
foundation which helps youth stand firm when approached by (or
attacked by) prostitution, pornography, and substanoe abuse.

Ne believe that all of those involved in work with this
population aust continue to develop innovative models of care
which provide both the basic needs of youth and provides them
with visions of a different kind of life.

To provide services for youth who are close to homelessness
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or are already homeless, we must develop comprehensive
oontinuum of services. This continuum will provide a variety of
programs through which youth can access appropriate services.
Presently we two, at best, a pisoemeal effort that itself lacks
resources, both financial commitments from private end Public
sources and professional staff trained to work with this special
population.

Tha continuun of service.. for youth must include wide
variety of services, ranging from such things as transitional
shelters and housing opportunities to youth who are unable to
return home to street outreach work which goes to where the youth
are. In the development of those programs, critical component
of care is commitment and consistency.

Transitional shelters are an essential oomponent of the
continuum of care. This housing option is necessary tor youth
who are unable to return hems because the family dysfunction is
too severs. Transitional care allows youth to move from
emergency and crisis to developing plan for independence and
begin to acheive some part of that plan. An essential service in
transitional housing, as in emergency housing, is attention to
self esteem, and the building of self confidence. The shelters
must be able to offer the support necessary when youth
struggles and does have failures in achieving independence.

My experience as parent informs me about developing and
managing progress for hoseless youth. So many of the probless
that we see and experience with youth are not much different from
those I have experienced with my teenaged children. The
difference is that I have to tolerate my kids and their struggles
to grow up. Youth from functional fasilies who often fail in
endeavors of growing up also have the family to support and
nurture them until they can get it together to try again. To
honestly address the continuing needs of youth, our progress must
have this sort of ongoing commitment.

The movement from crisis to independence is not easy for
youth. Por youth to become stable after losing his home, or to
become comfortable in "straight" society after some ties on the
street Gan be lengthy process. In our foster oars program, we
have disoovered that it often takes es long as six weeks for
youth to meve out of crisis and into more stable, directed
life. Sven then, the youth needs time and support to get
established and to feel secure in their choices. Imergency
housing does not get met in just 14 or 15 days.

The hallmark of the Night Ministry is outreach. Prom our
beginning in 1575 our mission has been to be present on the
streets of our community st night in order to help people in
need. Ne have become very good st this and can address the value
of outreach as experts.

Good outreach consists of three important factors. First,
we must be present in the community that we want to serve. While
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this may sees obvious, many who do outreach do not do this.
B eing present mans physically being in the community to be
served. This mans spending time there. In our outreach to
homeless youth, we only assign fulltime workers so they clan spend
as many hours each week as possible being present. Our workers
are out on their streets four nights per week for six hours per
night.

Second, we must be visible. In order to be effective on the
street, the outreach worker must be somehow identifiable from the
general population. Some wear special jackets, others develop
special relationships. Our outreach workers wear a clerical
collar for identification purposes only. WS ars not involved in
evangelising. We work to develop personal relationships with
people who work in the nighttime communities we hang out in.
While we serve then, the regulars also serve to refer others to
us for services.

Lastly, we must be available. When youth or others approach
with questions or for assistanoe, we try to respond immediately
by being attentive to the person approaching. If we ars busy In
a oonverstaion with another person, wit will meet with the person
as soon as possible. If the situation is an esergenoy, we triage
the various needs.

In being present consistently and often, visible, and
available we are able to build positive relationships with people
on the street. Ws establish enduring and knowing relationships
with the regulars of a nighttins oommunity who in turn introduce
us to the transient population that is in need of help.

Becoming trusted is a crucial ingredient to being a helping
person to street people. The youth we meet ars especially
distrusting. This distrust grows !roe a history of failed
relationships, abuse, and exploitation. Even their family life
has ended in failure. Thus, if we are to have any chance of
hawing an impact in a positive way the lives of these youth, we
bust establish trust by earning it. It will not be given
autosatioally.

One ingredient for building trust is the *armor in which we
treat those we meet. We treat them respectfully at all tie**,
and allow thee to maintain their own integrity. This include@
realising that the youth now are in oontrol of their lives, for
better or worse.

Ws must recognise that given that they are homeless, they do
not have eany worldly possessions to pall their own, but what
they do have --something we must understand and respect- -is
control over their lives. They oan decide to stay up late, abuse
substances, go and cope as they want. They have control, and it
we are serious about helping then we cannot simply tell them what
we ars going to do for and to thee. Rather, we must help them to
maks good decisions for themselves.

5
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Another ingredient of devfiloping trust is not boing
judgemental of their decisions. We must not make value
assessments that judge the kids as good or bed kids. We can, and
e hould, address healthy and unhealthy actions, but we lust net
make morel judgments unless salted. Our goal is to maintain the
relatienahlp in order to be able to continuo to encourage healthy
actions and decisions. For ewesple, we may meet youth involved
in prostitution. While not *veiling himself of our servioes when
we initially east, our goal is to remain present, visible and
available for that time when he does want help. This may be a
week, few months, or even years.

These youth have experienced far too many failures and
betrayed relationships. If ve are to establish positive trusting
reletionships, we must bOfin to have interactions that are
successful, anO are honest. We cannot lie, put off, or provide
inoopplets informetion for our own convenience. Oven when we
know that oonfliat soy result, we must give honest end full
informstion. While this is often difficult in the short term,
over the long haul of building relationships and helping youth,
we must be totally honest.

The task of outreach is to catch hassles youth as soon as
possible. Outreach can be through presence in their gathering
places, or in providing basic services such es shelter, food, and
medical ettention.

At these points of contact we must be sensitive to them and
understand some of the nature of their sod journey and not
oondemn them, es state beforc, is bad kids. Regardless of where
they are, what they do or soy, old how they may support
themselves, we cannot help them :f we regard them se bad kids who
should just go home. They may hav made bed decisions, but they
are not bad kids.

It is crucial to regain sose of their trust, and show them
that they are of valuethat they ere important end that some
people care shout them. After we have regained their confidanoe,
we can then begin to address more basic questions of ony
emotional and physical damage they have incurred in their life,
and to plan what will be dons in the future: return home to work
out problems, or begin to move to independenoe, or any other
option.

In ell of the work that is dons to address this unique
population of hoseless people, what we have disoovered as the
central task is that of building healthy relationships. The
oantinuum of services will be meaningless unless it incorporates
this essential element. The work with these youth is not simply
meeting the basic needs of shelter and food, nor is it filling
time with activity. natter the real work closes from honestly
relating to these youth, providing them with models for
relationships which are not abusive or judgemental. and giving
them s vision of s life different from that which they have
known. Establishing s good working system to manage these youth
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until independence is not enough. They remain damaged, OM if
managed well.

What we as oountry stand to lose is potential. Those of
us who work with these battered and abused youth daily see young
men and women without hope and without a vision of a future in
which they make worthy contributions to their community and to
themselves. It is hard picture to see.

What we need is resources to address these critical problems
among homeless youth. We need the tinanCial ability to create
the aerviams that are neosesery to respond to their life
situation. We need caregivers who are well trained and competent
and committed to staying in relationship with the youth as the
move toward adulthood. In recant years, appropriately !reined
staff hays beeme, increasingly hard to oome by. We have been
trying 1..o hire a ca.:I.:Jelly trained Mestere of goe....1 Week person
for three months and have not yet found one. Many ether agencies
know have experienced the same discouragement in finding

qualified personal. We need to find ways to attract these
people.

In conclusion, we have far too many youth who ars homeless.
This is not only a tragedy for the suffering they must
experience, but is also tregedy for what it indioates of the
@tote of the American family. Far too many families are falling
apart.

To help those youth who have become homeless, vs must first
go out into our coomunities and reestablish contact with them,
indioating that they are of value. Suilding positive and
trusting relationships le essential. In doing this we become
excellent conduits to more substantial help. First as early
counselors, and then helping get established with longer term
care.

As we help these youth, drop in centers and esergency
overnight shelters also serve as outreach vehicles to make
initial contact for street hide. In establishing trust ve can
stabilise the youth to the point to move from crisis services to
transitional services, and ultimately to long term services and
independence.

To address the societal issues, we must address the iesuee
of providing support to families, particularly those that don't
have the skills to cope with stress. Mmportant also is helping
our families, and ovr oommunities, to raise children with self -
esteem. Self esteem' is basio to healthy decision making. There
is Proverb in the old Testament of the bible that says, "Raise
up a child in the way he should go, and when he is older he will
not depart from it." If we raise ere children with hats, eon
they are older they will only know hate as a way of relating to
the world. If we raise our children with positive values, these
values will sustain them when they are older. This will be s
better community for all of us.

7
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Senator DODD. Again I want to thank all of you for being here
today. I have some questions for all of you.

Some of these are data questions, and I realize that you don't
have specific numbers given the fluidity of this population we are
talking about, but some general notions here would be helpful.

I am curious first of all about how young people come to these
programsthe percentage that just walk in, the percentage that
are referred. How does it happen? Is there sort of a common expe-
rience and common data on this? Of course, vans stopping in areas,
I'm not talking about that so much as I am more getting into the
more permanent programs, if you will.

Does anyone want to start with thatMr. Small?
Mr. SMALL. In Kansas City, our programyou hear sometimes

about the unfortunate things that happen between law enforce-
ment and the shelterwe do have a real positive program with our
law enforcement organization. They will transport young people to
our shelter and work with us. We also have posters and brochures
which we put up. Unfortunately, we do not have a particular spe-
cific person to do outreach per se. But we do put up posters, put
brochuree out where young people tend to be at or where we think
they will be at and they will, by virtue of looking at the poster or
picking up a brochure, find our location, or at least call us, and we
will give them directions or help them to get to our particular shel-
ter.

We also have a very extensive school program where we go out
to the schools at the beginning of the year, and talk to the educa-
tors there as well as work to hold school assemblies. We let young
people know about the dangers of running away, and that if things
should happen in their homes to cause them to contemplate run-
ning away, to give us a call.

Senator DODD. OK. Just quickly, other comments?
MR. Shore?
MIL SHORZ. I don't have percentages of how young people come.

The vast majority of young people come to us, though, by what we
call self-referral, which means that they come in on their own.
Even though they may hear about it from a school counselor or
from another agency, they come on their own. Then some percent-
age are dropped off by the police; some percentage come through
the court system. Kids get picked up; the court system doesn't want
to hold onto them, they really don't have any reason to, and they
ask us to intervene and become involved with them. Those would
include Protective Services case as well, coming through the
system.

I would just say, though, that whatever those percentages are,
what is true is that we don't have the capacity to do the outreach
the capacity or the will, I guessto do all of the kind of outreach
that we would want to do. Lots of young people don't know about
Sasha Bruce, even in a small place like Washington. But of course,
if all the young people who needed our services did know about us,
we would feel as if we would be overwhelmed by their needs.

&HMO! DODD. Thank you.
Ms. Price?
Ms. PRIOR. We find again that word-of-mouthwhen we ask kids

"How did you fmd us?" over half of our clients say either that they
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have always just known about us, or they have been referred by a
friend. About 25 percent of our kids come from the Streetwork pro-
gram; about 15 percent are referred by other agencies. I would say
less than one percent of our kids are coming through court refer-
rals, and we have really tried to separate out kids who are coming
involuntarily for services from kids who are coming voluntarily,
and that particularly when you are dealing with street kids, they
have such severe multiple needs, and they need such intense inter-
vention that you can't have an involuntary kid in the same pro-
gram who doesn't want to be there because they are so peer-orient-
ed, that we really have discouraged any kind of referrals coming in
from the courts.

Occasionally a probation officer who knows us well and has a
youth who fits our profile and wants the services will refer that kid
there.

Senator DODD. That's a very good point.
Reverend BEHRENS. I would just like to add besides the tradition-

al referrals, we find that kids we work with on the street who are
chronically homeless street kids, we do not easily get into refer-
ralsnot because the referrals aren't there, but because they are
distrusting. So it takes a much longer period of time before they
will even avail themselves of some basic services.

Senator DODD. Very good.
Agaih, the primary goal of the Younger Americans Act is to try

and end up with some sort of a delivery system here that makes
order out of this mosaic of a variety of good programs that are
kicking around, the idea of sort of a seamless garment, so that
when you are dealing withand I am talking now beyond run-
aways and so forthbut crack babies and parents and substance
abusers and job traihing and all sorts of things that need to be
dealt with, there are a tremendous amount of services available in
many places, with varying degrees of success and merit. But none-
theless as we see more and more interest in this, we are finding
more and more ideas coming up al a way of trying to provide re-
sources for people. Yet the problem, it seems to me, that people
face is not unlike what people are facing in the financial services.
People no longer have the time or can figure out where the insur-
ance agent is, the mortgage on the home, the commercial bank, the
real estate agentso people more and more want one-stop shop-
ping, and they want to be able to go to one place to deal with their
fmancial services. I use that as an analogy, in a sense. Here, in a
way, when you are talking about these children, we have all of
these resources kicking around out there, or many of them, and
many more ideas coming forward, and how do we coordinate it in
such a way that it becomes possible for these children to maximize
what is available or should be available to them.

That is very much what is behind my thinking on the Younger
Americans Act, to try to coordinate and bring together these re-
sources and make them available so that you don't have to lurch,
or run around, looking for various agencies when you life may be
affected by any number of various problems that you would have to
visit 20 &fferent places in order to get full-service, if you will,
treatment.
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With that in mind, I'd like to get some sense from you as to the
ability for intercoorc ination, such as job training, for instance, the
Job Corps, other programs. How do they work with you? How
much contact do you have with these people? What is their reac-
tion to you? How much offer of help do you get from them? Is there
an effort to coordinate some of these things? How are you received,
in a sense, I mean, in general terms, by the social service delivery
systems? What are you allowed to do, not allowed to do, for in-
stancefood stamps, Medicaid? All of these questions come up, and
yet here you are as the repository for a significant number of
young people, and yet I get the impression from talking to some
that there is a real wall that exists between the population you are
serving and the services out there that should be available to them.

I'd like you to generally comment on that observation if you
could, again in any order that you feel comfortable.

Ms. Price?
Ms. Plum. We talk frequently about our street kids as being the

kids who fall through the cracks of the service delivery system. I
think you have to realizeand I agree with you 100 percent that it
is important that we network with other programs.

Bridge makes referrals to over 375 other agencies yearly, and
there are too many serviceswe don't provide detox, we don't pro-
vide sufficient job training, we are not Medicaid, and so on.

What we find is that it is very importantwe have to do a lot of
work just to educate the service providers in other agencies about
what it means to respond to homeless kids. It means that if you
give a kid an appointment for Tuesday at 11:00, it means he might
show up Tum&y and he might show up Wednesday, and he is
probably go' i. to bring three friend with him.

For some.. y who is running a very structured system, it is im-
possible to fit these kids into it. We have a lot of difficulty getting
our kids onto Medicaid even though in Massachusetts they are eli-
gible by virtue of being homeless. They are not going to keep the
medical appointments that are necessary. They are not going to
keep the appointments within the system. So they end up just dis-
appearing out of the system.

One issue that we have a tremendous problem with in Massachu-
setts is the adult shelters. The kids who are 18 and older can stay
indefinitely in these shelters, and we have seen kids who have
moved in, and they are living there for two or three years at a
time. And there is a lot of friction between the shelter staffs and
ourselves, where we are really challenging why is somebody 18 or
19 living with a populatioh of older, homeless alcoholic men. The
kids are getting high all day, and they are going to the shelters at
night.

I think inevitably there are going to be those kids of friction
points. I think you have to network with these kids, but oftentimes
a lot of programs are looking for kids that they are going to be suc-
cessful with, and these are not necessarily the kids where success is
going to be easy.

We have really designed our program to allow kids to leave the
program and come back and leave and come back. They may be in
counseling daily; they may come in daily for two months, and then
they disappear for three months, and then they are back again.
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A lot of social service programs are not set up that way. So that
you need to have pmrams that are willing to adjust theh struc-
tures to meet the needs of these kids.

Senator DODD. Let me just quickly ask youyou heard me talk
about the New York Childrens Project with the vando you use
computers? Do you try and keep that data in a central location so
that kids who do move around on you, you can pick up on?

Ms. Plum This is the first year. On January 1st this year, we
began to computerize the medical data, and I am really not famil-
iar enough with it to know what they are tracking.

Senator DODD. I just think it makes the whole thing worthwhile.
It really is incredible what that does, then, in terms of making the
delivery of those services worthwhile.

Thank you for that comment.
Does anybody else want to comment on this?
Reverend annum. Yes, I have two comments. One, besides

being executive director of an agency, I also chair the Youth Com-
mittee of the Coalition for the Homeless in Chicago, and we have
struggled with this whole issue of the barriers to various services
State services, private services, and whatnotand have tried to
legislatively, programmatically, funding-wise, develop a whole con-
tinuum of resources. And we had a fight over legislation around
emergency sh...Iter. Agencies fought with one another, and out of it
did come some legislation, did come some demonstration programs,
but also a group of our agencies on one side of the city, who were
on opposite sides of that issue, began to get together and network,
and we now every other week sit down, clinically go over kids that
we are meeting, sharing information on kids as appropriate, and
are doing tremendous networking so that the services are not being
replicated but rather are complementary to one another.

We also are involved in a project funded by OSAP, as I men-
tioned in my statementthe Office of Substance Abuse Preven-
tionthat is a project of seven agencies providing a variety of serv-
ices, a continuum of services, and again we are finding that it is
tremendously successful in being able towhile we may only do
outreach and have a foster care program, we can get counseling,
we can get other kinds of job training programs very quickly and
access them very quickly with the kids and are finding it success-
ful, and I think it is project that OSAP is looking at to possibly rep-
licate.

Senator DODD. Terrific.
Ms. Smite. I would just add that this is such an underserved pop-

ulation, so there are lots of young people who can avail themselves
of particular services that already exist, but the young people that
we really struggle so much with are the kids where there aren't
the basic services for them. So, utilizing some of the other, comple-
mentary services is a secondary issue to some extent. If you don't
have a place to live, it is really hard to maintain a job, and it is
really hard to go to a training program.

So I think that it is the kids who fall through +he cracks that
sort of cannot access whatever exists because the basic things are
not there for them.

Mr. SMALL. In Kansas City, about 80 percent of the young people
that we see come from the metropolitan area. If there is one bar-
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rierbig harrierin regard to working with those young people, it
is the State line. Kansas City, KS is divided by the State line of the
Missouri River which runs between the two Kansas Cities. So
sometimes that becomes a barrier to working with young people as
they crosa back and forth across the State line.

But we feel real good about the networking services that we do
have. We have linked up with probably the two biggest entities in
our particular area, the mental health association, and the family
and children's amy. One of the things that we try to do is to
break down the ers of communication and the barriers of big
agency versus little agency, "We got it all versus you have a
little"we try to work very hard to do the very best for the par-
ticular family

In our particular case, every young person who comes to our
door, especially those who are in the surrounding counties or areas
of Kansas City, will be hooked up with one of the family and chil-
dren's services in that area before they leave our doors. That is to
ensure that services will be rendered to them, so that helpsalong
with the police department. Again, I can't say enough about the
police in our area. We have police departments in the outlying
areas of the metropolitan areas, as far away as 60 miles, whc, will
bring youth to us and will supply a counselor from their staff to
assist our counselors to help work with that family.

Senator DODD. That is very encouraging to hear that; that is good
news.

I don't know if all of you were sitting here when I raised the
question with Dr. Horn about the data issue, but I don't want you
to leave without quickly giving me an assessment of that problem.
He hasn't made a decision, regarding the return to mandating the
collection of data from shelters. The question of what sort of infor-
mation you collect and how the information should be analyzed is
still outstanding. But I wonder if you might quickly comment on
the notion of mandated data collection, what your reactions are to
that and related issues, just quickly.

Mr. SMALL Well, as far as mandated, we are one of the partici-
pating agencies that do the Youth Information Forms, and we do
them on a regular basis. It would not be any problem for us to con-
tinue that, whether mandated or as at present, as a voluntary situ-
ation.

Senator DODD. You don't feel like you'd run the risk of having
some people that you might otherwise want to be serving, since
they come in voluntarily, getting nervous about data being collect-
ed, that fear that is raised by some that you'd discourage the very
population that you are trying to encourage to come in?

Mr. SMALL. At this particular time I would not see any problem
with that.

Senator DODD. All right.
Mr. Behrens.
Reverend &ARENS. Well, we are not involved in that particular

data collection process. We have just begun to get some of that
money, and I have not figured out all the forms yet.

I'm not opposed to giving data. I think it is helpful in policymak-
ing and informing the policymakers. And we have for the one
OSAP project provided data, and while my staff have been particu-
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larly resistant to it, they are also now beginning to see that there
are some positive results to it as well.

Senator DODD. OK.
Deborah?
MB. SHORE. I have no problem. We have participated ever since

we've gotten funding in giving data, and I also agree that it is very
important in terms of policy. I would say that in terms of how you
might do it, there are ways to collect that datanot necessarily sit-
ting down and directly interviewing a young personif there is a
concern about conficlomtiality.

Senator DODD. I would be interested in your thoughts on that, all
of you, and would ask Ms. Price as well the same question. But I
sense that Dr. Horn is very interested in getting some direction
from the Congress as well as to how we might best work on that, so
some practical ideas you haveI think we all realize how impor-
tant it is to have that data so that we can start making intelligent
decisions about some of the very questions you have raised here
today.

Ms. Price, what is your experience?
Ms. PRIM!. We have not had any difficulty in providing the data.

Part of it is that we also run a long-term substance abuse counsel-
ing program that has much, much more stringent data require-
ments coming from the State Department of Public Health, so that
the Federal forms are not nearly as difficult for us.

What we do find is that it is sometimes hard with it to capture
the true picture of this kid, because very often they are not disclos-
ing information to us until we have known them for quite a long
period of time. So that, for example, if we look at what is the inci-
dence of sexual abuse among our runaways, if we look at it during
the first week or two that we are working with them, it is very low;
and yet if you look at who is in our residential program after we
have been working with these kids for 6 or 8 months, it begins to
approach 100 percent. And I believe it is because the kids are not
going to tell us that information until we have gained their trust.

So that in that sense, I don't think it is really totally accurate,
but I don't know any way around that problem.

Senator DODD. Well, again, any thoughts you have, all of you, on
how to improve that, I think it is an important issue, and I sense
the Department is interested in moving forward on that, and that
is a good sign. They just want to make sure it is done right and
done well.

I'm sure some of my other colleagues will have questions for yot
I apologize, with votes occurring, and other committee hearings
going on, it is always difficult for my colleagues, who very much
want to participate, to come by.

I mentioned Paul Simon earlier, my colleague, who has done a
great deal of work already with the General Accounting Office
report, and numerous other people on this committee have a deep
interest in this subject matter, and they may have some questions
for you, and we'll submit those in writing to you and ask if you
could respond to those in the appropriate time.

Again I want to thank you for coming in, some of you from some
distance. Deborah, you had the easiest trip, I guess, just across
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town, to be here, and we'd like to stay in touch with you as we
work on this legislation.

I might suggest as well that in your respective States and others
from the National Network of Runaway Youth Services who are
still here and will carry the message back, I would hope you rxght
during the recess periods this year in Congress invite members of
the Congressional delegations in your States to come by and see
what you do. These can become subjects of hearings, but to actually
go down and spend a couple of hours, maybe in the evening, at
peek hours when people are coming in, maybe in the van in a place
like Bostonyou will find my colleagues are very receptive to
being helpful in these areas. The difficulty arises in what best to do
and how best to do it. I think if they get a chance to see and talk to
some of these young people about why they have run away, why
they are in a homeless situation, or what has caused the situation
to reach the crisis point where they made the decision to leave
home, could be very, very helpful to them in getting a feel for this-
complex problem.

So I would urge you to that, and urge you to extent that invi-
tation to your colleaguee during this National CAmference week,
that sometime during the year, that in their respective C.ongrea-
konal Districts and States, they extend an invitation to the mem-
bers of CAngress in those States to actually witness what goes on in
the programand Deborah, you can do it with every member of
CAngreas here in Washington; you have no excuse at all.

Ms. Swam I hope that you will facilitate that.
Senator DODD. Absolutely, I would; I think it is important that

people see these programs, and I think they would like to see them.
A lot et times, it takes just an invitation to come down and make it
available to them.

sva.t to thank Ruth Wassen, of CRS, who has been tremendous-
1, Api'u' to us; Nexus Nichols of the National Network of Run-
rwey Youth, who has been very, very helpful putting together this

aie7; and Ellen Radish, of the Gene7ai Accounting Office, also
for all the help we have received up until now on this matter. It
has all been very worthwhile.

We thank IN veryone for their participation today, and those of
you who have waited P long time in this room. We will stay in
touch with all of you as we proceed forward on this matter.

[Additional statements and mk.terial submitted for the record
follow]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARY N. kW-ER

"Never in the history of this country has the Importance of
sheltering children from the risks and demoralizing atmosphere of
street life...been less in need of argument."

(Government Report, England, 1915, Schatz, 1988)

IIITRODOCTION

Runaway youth shelters came into being in the late 1960's
'...to provide - without stigma or constraint - temporary food,
shelter and counseling..." (Gordon, 1978, p.92) to the many youth
who left home to "find themselves", explore the country, express
dissatisfaction with current social norms, or to those who found
it impossible to remain at home because of physical or sexual
abuse, neglect, psychiatric illness of their parents or their own
emotional problems. Since that time, youth shelters have
increasingly served the needs of the last group, the abused,
neglected and 'thrown away" youth with their resultant psychiatric
and emotional problems (Engel and Lau, 1983; Farber and !finest,
1984; Schatz, 1988).

Youth who enter shelters enter for a variety of reasons. Some

come from their own homes (often abusive or neglectful) or foster

care, some from other institutions (detention facilities,

psychiatric hospitals, residential treatment facilities, other

shelters) and some come from the street. Some are on medication

for physical or psychiatric problems, some are pregnant, and some

have diagnosed or undiagnosed potentially contagious diseases

(etaph infections, sexually transmitted diseases, or possibly

AIDS). They may suffer from conditions such as malnutrition, poor

hygiene, lice and dental decay (Engel and Lau, 1983). Some move

immediately on to another institution, specifically to the

psychiatric unit of a hospital, while others may do so after a few

weeks in the shelter. Others, perhaps awaiting entrance into an

already crowded residential facility or group home may stay at the

2
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shelter for as long as three to four month.. Some of the youth are
able to return to their homes after a "cooling off" period during
which individual and family psycho-social supports are put into
place by the child

protective agency or the shelter staff. Some,
the "urban nomads", drift to the otTeet, to a friend's hose, to
another shelter, taying wherever they can survive physically and
emotionally for a while.

The services that shelters provide are varied according to
size, location, financial

support available, and the criteria each
e stabliebee for admission to the shelter. All provide at least 24-
hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week emergency services, ("tt's** hots snd
cot") access to educational

services (although not all provide
clamses that receive credit), and some type of crisie intervention
counseling. Some shelters additionally provide social work
services and peychiatric evaluation (or psychiatric

consultation),
recreational services, and medical/nursing services. Outpatient
ervicee and "day treatment°

services, alcohol and drug abuse
counseling, and follow-up care may additionally be provided at some
shelters. (Gordon, 1974)

Although homeless and runaway youth have historically been a
part of society and romanticised

in literature by authors such as
(lark Twain and Charles Dickens tRufelot and Nimmo, 1987), the
problems of this population are more evident as the mtructure of
the family and mociety changes and social institutions outside the
family take on a larger role in caring for children and youth.
Additionally, the neds of the youths who currently enter shelters
have become increasingly acute a the psychiatric and mental health
systems have changed. Inpatient unite now only serve the most
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severely disturbed youth and the hew, nt lack of appropriate after

oars now forces children and youth th.ough "...the same revolving

door ... which adult chronic mental patients have been cycling

since state hospital discharged much of their populations in the

early 1970's." (Jemsrlin and Phillips, 1908). Given this

changing shelter population, it is important to define the role of

youth shelters on the continuum of Dxt of home care for children

and youth, and to describe the spect:4m of Services that shelters

should offer. The Connecticut Department of Children and Youth

Services (DCYS) Residential Study/Work Group, in 1900, issueu the

following recommendations regarding the role and functio., of r-uth

sheltets in Connecticut:

'The Work Group strongly recommends that there
be clarification of the _purpose of shelters
and the populations for which shelter care is
appropriate, since shelters now serve a wide
variety of youth together. Resources are also
needed for clinical consultation, and it is

suggested that shelters be linked to

residential treatment programs or other

community agencies with clinical back-up

capability. ...Services are also needed for
populations currently underserved including:

special needs children, firesetters;
assaultive youth; sexual offenders; and out-
of-state runaways, who are usually placed in

corrections settings. A clearer definition of

the use of shelter care and the addition of
family-based care sight aid in meeting the

needs of these underserved populations, but

other mechanises may need to be considered as
well.° (DCYS, 1908, p.14.1

The above group also recommended that:

30 to 60-day diagnosis and assessment
services should -be developed in each region,

operated by DIMS. Because of the lack of beds

specifically designated for short-term
diagnosis and assessment, the Work Group
recommends that this capacity be developed in
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each region tor children who are non-
committable (to Hospitals) or non-detainable
(at Long Lane). ... It is envisioned that
this would be a short-term service lasting 30
to 60 days. In order for this to be
successful, however, there must be ways of
insuring movement through the system so that
beds do not become backlogged with children
awaiting placement at other facilities.'
(DCYS, 1988, p.16)

As some shelters are currently serving a population in need

of diagnostic and assessment services, a logical step would be to

provide these services at youth shelters in each service region.

One shelter which is currently attempting to provide these services

but which is severely hampered by lack of definition of it's role

and by inadequate financial and programmatic resources is the

Douglas Nouse.

MENTAL HEALTH CONSULTATION AT AN EMERGENCY SHELTER

The Douglas Nouse Emergency Shelter, a thirteen bed co-ed

facility for youths aged 12 thru 17, is located in New Maven,

Connecticut. in an inner city, generally poor, minority

neighborhood. The shelter has been in operation since 1981, and

is owned by the Youth Continuum of the Training Research Institute

for Residential Youth Centers, Inc, (TRI-RYC), a not-for-profit

organisation, which also operates two adolescent group homes. The

&colter receives funds from DCYS, the Departrant of Health and

Human Services, and other sources. The shelter is staffed by a

project director, a social worker, a part-time crisis intervention

worker, a part-time special education teacher, and child care

workers, .h varying degrees of education, training and skills.

In the Spring of 1986, the Yale Child Study Center was asked

5
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to provide mental health consultation to the shelter. Through the

use of naturalistic methods consultants were able to learn about

the "culture" of the Shelter by xperiencing the day to day

operation first hand. As a result of consultation with the staff

and eirect interaction with shelter residents the rate of

unplanned discharge was decreased from 43.5% to 18% over a six

month period. (Grigsby. Nagler. Adnopox. 1987, p.10.)

The initial consultation agreement covered only a 6 month

period. However. the initial results were favorable enough that

funding was made available on an on-going basis (in December. 1986)

and the consultation resumed. In the interim. the agency Executive

Director. the Shelter director. and the Shelter social worker left

the agency. as did several staff members who were employed as

resident advisors at the shelter. When the consultation actually

resumed, many of the "players" were persons who had recently been

hired. This presented additional challenge as the routine of the

agency and of the shelter were in transition.

As planned, the consultant from Yale Child Study Center

reentered the shelter in a manner that was similar to that of a

field researcher or ethnographer who enters a "foreign culture" as

a participant ob This was somewhat asier than the initial

entry, as some staff were familiar with the consultant and were

pleased (and relieved) that the consultation was to resume. Since

that time, the consultation has continued for more than two years.

An additional faculty member from Yale Child Study Center has

assumed the responsibility of providing clinical supervision to the

crisis intervention worker and the social worker. The "in house"

consultant has continued his role at thw shelter on an almost daily

6
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basis.

Since the beginning of the consultation in April 1986, over

SOO adolescents have been placed at the shelter. The rate of staff

turnover has been high; most of the staff have left the shelter for

other positions, or for graduate education, but few persons are

still employed as resident advisors. In some ways, the in-house

consultant has provided historical continuity within the shelter,

as the consultant has been involved longer than any of the

professional staff (director, teacher, social worker, crisis

intervention worker) and longer than most of the resident advisors.

Through this day to day, intimate relationship with the shelter,

the staff, and the residents, a much clearer understanding of the

shelter and of the population served has been reached. Again, as

described in the initial report of this project:

*The shelter program is got treatment -tThe
consultation] is a use of clinical
consultation skills, insight, and knowledge to

rt those who are on the front line - -to
llierthem understand the strengths, as well as
the pathology, of the individual clients and
gain insight into the group dynamics within
the Shelter in which staff, themselves, are
important elements. The immediate goal of
such work is to stabilise the child's
placement and reduce what we have
cheracterized as the "Ping-Pong" of multiple
placements and removals."
(Grigsby, Nagler, Adnopoz, 1987 p.12.)

As the work has continued, the learning has continued. Daily

involvement in the Shelter has provided a "feedback loop" that has

helped to bring co light the limitations of the current shelter

program. It has become clear that the present shelter care program

is inadequate. In order to provide a shelter care program that is

7
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more responsive to the needs of the children that are served, major

changes will be necessary. In light of this, a model for a

prototype shelter program has been developed and is presented in

the following pages.

cescriotion Of Youth Currently Utilising Douolas Souse

The diversity and multi faceted need. of the population

sheltered at Douglas Souse ars reflected in the monthly data that

is collected by DCYS on all shelters in the state (including the

State Receiving Roue). Based on a 8 month Ample from the year

1988, Douglas Souse admitted approximately 150 youths;

approximately 43% were females, and 38% were males (19% Missing

data). Approximately 39% of the youths were white, 33% black and

7% were hispanic (19% missing data); 67% were in the age group 14-

17, 39% in the 14-15 age group, and 28% were in the 16-17 year old

age gromp. (19% missing data). The Region II DCYS office, the

region in which the shelter is located, referred 27%, 23% were

referred by DCYS out of the area, and 9% were referred by the DCYS

Caroline. Parents accounted for 9% of the referrals, 8% were

referred by the police, 3% by hospitals, and 3% were referred by

a court or attorney. Regarding the living situation of the youth

prior to admission, 12% were admitted from detention or jail, 10%

were admitted from another shelter, 8% from the street, 4% from a

hospital, 2% from a resident'al facility, (21% of the data was

missing from these statistics.) 26% were admitted under the DCYS

status of "abused/neglected/committed", 23% were 'not DCYS", 15%

were under the "protective service" status, 1"% were under the

enon-committed treatment plan status', 1% were 'family with service

8
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needs youth*, and 22% of this data was missing.

Programmatically the data indicates that 17% of the youth

admitted to the shelter came from a highly structured environment

(residential facility, detention/jail/, or hospital), and 35% came

from their own, a relative's, or friend's home. 53% of the youths

have *abusee'neglected/committed, protective service or non-

committed treatment status" indicating that they may have the needs

that. require substantially more than "Ciree-bots-and-a-cot*.

The on going, naturalistic involvement in the day to day

operations at Douglas Rouse has helped to confirm that many of the

shelter residents experience acute mental health crises as part of

the "life crisis" that has necessitated their admission to the

shelter. Many of these residents have experienced psychiatric

hospitalisation and many have had previous placements in

residntial treatment programs. Their "acting out" behavior often

calls for a behavior management program that is not offered by the

shelter. Because of the high rate of resident turnover and the

relative lack of structure, an incentive based, behavior management

program, such as a levels system can not be implemented in the same

way that such a system could be used in a residential treatment

setting. Referral agencies do expect, however, that the shelter

program will be able to maintain residents who exhibit behavioral

probleem and who are often awaiting placement in residential

treatment programs. The present shelter program is not adequate

in that the expectations of the program surpass it's abilities to

meet them. In order to adequately serve the young persons who

nter shelter placement, a more effective shelter program is

needed.

9
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Duildina A Better Shelter Proaram.

Based upon our experience in the shelter environment, we

recommend that the model shelter program provide for both shelter

care and for adequate diagnostic and assessment services. Many of

the youths who are served in the shelter program have psychiatric

histories. An appropriate shelter care program should adopt

admission and discharge criteria that aro reflective of the needs

of a population that is diverse and that presents with bfthavioral

problems that may call for intensive intervention.

To assure that the shelter doors are to be opened 'as wide as

possible to permit those most in need to enter, and to create an

environmint that is tolerant of the youths' culture, behaviors,

beliefs, and life style choices a non-judgmental philosophy is

required. 'Intake staff should be trained to seek information from

a wide variety of sources familiar with each youth. The child care

staff should be trained, supported, and supervised to work with a

diverse population, such as that seen at the Douglas youth shelter.

For the purpose of our Model, it may be appropriate to delicribe the

types of youth that should g21 be admitted to the shelter.

Children who are twelve years of age or younger should not be

admitted to the shelter. In cases where younger persons are

admitted they are at risk for exploitation by older more 'street

wise residents. At best, they may become the group's 'mascot".

Some twelve year olds who are more advanced in their physical,

social, and emotional development nopear to do fairly well in the

shelter setting. Even some thirteen year olds are not physically,

socially, or emotionally developed to the point where shelter

10
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placement is successful. Physical development appears to be a

useful guide. If a child is not a physically mature adolescent,

shelter placement is probably not indicated.

Children who are being discharged from hospitals, (especially

psychiatric hospitals) should not be directly admitted from the

hospital to the shelter. Such an abrupt change in the level of

structure and staffing appears to present too rapid a transition

for most youths. Persons coming from hospitals are often taking

psychotropic medication and the shelter staff may not have the

level of training that is necessary.in order to adequately

administer and monitor medication.

Persons who have had previous placements at the shelter and

have been discharged after violently assaulting a staff member or

peer should be carefully re-evaluated for repeat admission. These

youths will tend to be unsuccessful if re-admitted. At times,

however, persons have returned successfully even after an unplanned

discharge due to arrest for assault. Support for shelter staff and

carefully individualised case planning can sometimes result in a

successful readmission of this type.

Persons who are actively homicidal, suicidal, or assaultive

should also be excluded from admission as the shelter facility and

program can not adequately deal with this level of violence. In

this case, "actively assaultive youth is defined as one who openly

threatens serious injury to other persons, either verbally or

physically, and it is determined that the person is sincere in the

threat. A history of assaultive behavior or psychological reports

that indicate assaultive ideation and intent would confirm this

sincerity. "Actively suicidal' or homicidal defines a condition

11
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in which persons openly or covertly threaten to kill themselves or

others.

Persons who have a history of fire setting and who are thought

to be at risk for actively setting fires should also be excluded

from admission. Persons who have been involved with fire setting,

but who have bad several years of more appropriate behavior since

the fire setting incident should be considered for admission.

Finally, youth with serious medical problems that require

special medical care or equipment can not be maintained in a

shelter care situation. Por example, asthma should not disqualify

someone from admission, but a person with asthma who requires a

respirator could not be adequately cared for in the shelter.

Other than the situations described above, the shelter should

be able to accept any child as long as the physical plant, the

program, and the level of staff training and supervision are

adequate.

Bqual to the importance of admission and discharge criteria,

are the daily program of activities and the guidelines for behavior

that is expected of the youth. Both need to be structured and

clearly outlined, to provide as nuch predictability as is possible

for their currently chaotic and ambiguoum lives. It is likely that

many of these youth have experienced erratic and unpredictable

responses to their behaviors in the past by their families, which

may have contributed to some of the disturbances in behavior that

they currently exhibit. Additionally, many of the youth entering

the shelter lack the internal controls to moderate their impulses,

and require external controls to help them maintain appropriate

behaviors. A structured program helps to provide thete youth with

12
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at least a temporary sense of security. The program should also

have the flexibility to meet the needs of youth unable to fully

participate for such reasons as suffering from the side effects of

peyobotropic medication, illness, pregnancy, or severe responses

to external *tremors in their lives (recent rape, death of a

family member etc.)

The description of the types of youth entering the shelter

reinforces the importance of the skills needed by the staff in

working with these youth. The child care workers have 24 hour a

day contact with the residents of the shelter and consequently have

the greatest opportunity to make a positive impact on the lives of

the youth. Barrington and Honda (1986) have defined four roles of

the group home direct care worker which are applicable to a youth

shelter. These roles require adequate training and supervision if

they are to be implemented. The first role the authors discuss is

that of the therapeutic counselor. In this role the child care

worker combines the skills of active listening, problem solving,

describing behavior, and providing feedback to clients. The worker

helps the youth to understand bow his or her behavior impacts

others and supports the youth to make constructive changes.

The second role the authors discuss is that of the manager.

This involves managing activities of daily living (getting the

youth up and dressed, supervising meals, shopping, chores etc.)

and managing individual and group behavior. In this role the

worker needs to have organisational skills along with a thorough

understanding of group dynamics.

The third role delineated is that of teacher and role model

for appropriate behaviors and respon.:es to others in the
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environment. This requires self awareness on the part of the

worker and conscious responses to others in the environment. The

fourth role discussed is that of a relationship builder which,

although more nebulous, is probably the most important. The worker

helps the youth to build more healthy relationships with peers as

well as with adults and family members. This role encourages the

youth to obtain support and caring from others who can continue to

support the youtn after he or she leaves the shelter. These roles

not only require a high level of energy and an understanding of

adolescents, but they also require' supervision by trained clinical

staff and opportunities for regular continuing education. It is

important that staff members have the basic skills necessary to

make use of this training and supervision or it will be worthless.

The child care workers need to have adequate facilities in

which they can carry out their work with the residents. This means

a building physically designed to permit the residents freedom of

movement while allowing the staff to easily supervise them .nd

observe behaviors. The building must be sturdy enough to permit

the discharge of healthy adolescent energy, and to allow for group

activities as well as areas for retreat and privacy. Indoor and

outdoor recreational facilities must be available to the youth

(Sec. 17-411-711. State Statutes on Operation of Child Caring

Facilities), and staff trained in recreational therapy should be

available to work with them on at least a part-time basis, to teach

healthy ways of coping with stress and facilitate group

interaction.

The shelter needs to provide classroom education for which

the residents may receive credit from their own school. These
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ducational services should be provided on site at the shelter for

those residents from other regions or states. For resiaents from

within the helter school district, transportation and ongoing

contact needs to be available between the shelter and the school.

because shelter residents are often from school districts that are

too far away tl permit on-going participation in their home school

programs, the on-site ducational services should be structured so

that residents continue to arn credit for the course work that

they complete while they are in the shelter. This could be

facilitated if the educational programs in the shelters were made

part of the 'Unified School District' which includes such State

institutions as Long Lane school and High Meadows. This would also

offer some degree of quality assurance.

Service And Triage In The Shelter Environment

An adequate emergency shelter should provide for the medical

and dental needs of residents who are in need of these services.

Often children who have been living on the street or who have had

less than ado:pate care in their own home or foster homes are in

acute need of medical evaluation and treatment. Many female

residents enter the shelter with the suspicion that they might be

pregnant. Kale residents who have engaged in 'hustling" are often

concerned that they may have contracted sexually transmitted

diseases. In recent times, concern about possible HIV infection

is mentioned more frequently. The shelter should have immediate

access to appropriate services so that children do not remain

without treatment if they are at risk. Provision for in-housx

treatment and adequate follow up should also be an integral part

15
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of the shelter program. Appropriate hygiene and body fluid

contamination procedures must be routine rather than the exception.

The shelter needs to be a-A. to provide management of medication

administration as part of its basic care to the youth. Often,

either prior to admission or during their stay at the shelter,

youth are treated for medical problems such as infections, or

seizure disorders, which require medication as part of the

treatment. Some residents may require an antidepressant or other

psychotropic medication. The administration of the medication and

observation for therapeutic effects and side effects needs to be

monitored. This can be done eitner by nurses on the staff, or by

nurses contracted for through the local Visiting Nurses Association

(VNA). The state statutes permit medication by unlicensed

personnel in shelters but require that these personnel be trained

to carry out this responsibility. (Sec. 17-46-74, Statues on

Operation of Child Caring Facilities). While this is not the ideal

way, it may be the realistic way in light of the cost of providing

round the clock nursing services. The shelter should provide

education for staff in this area, and have clear criteria for

training and monitoring.

The diagnostic and assessment function of the shelter requires

access to clinically trained professionals. social workers,

clinical nurse specialists, and psychologists need to be in contact

with the youth and the staff on a regular basis (as in-house staff

at least on a part-time basis). /t is not feasible to consider

transporting residents to other agencies outside of the shelter

for evaluation unless necessary (such as in cases where a resident

needs to be hospitalized). Health and mental health evaluations
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should be completed in-house when shelter residents present with

ymptoms that indicate that such valuations are necessary. It

would not be appropriate or cost fficient to systematically

valuate very resident upon admission. In fact, mental status

xamination of ach resident would be intrusive. Clinically

trained staff would have the knowledge base that would allow them

to make the appropriate decisions as to whether a resident's

problems and behavior can be dealt with "in house" or whether a

resident is in need of help from a resource outside of the shelter.

In order to facilitate timely referral and treatment by outside

sources, hospital based psychiatric and medical evaluation services

need to be contracted for with clear guidelines for their usage,

and available on a 24-hour, 7-day-a-week basis.

Close team work is ssential between the child care workers

and the clinical staff in order to carry out the diagnostic and

assessment portion of the shelter plan. Brief team meetings (daily

during the week) should be held to review the individual and group

behaviors, plan for the shelter care program of each youth, and

discuss problems that child care workers are having in caring for

the youth. This would not only provide the clinicians with input

fow their assessment of the youth, but would also provide support

and ducation for the workers.

Administratively the shelter needs to have clear lines of

authority, with a professional trained in clinical as well as

management skills directing the shelter. This person needs to be

able to work not only with staff inside the shelter, but also with

the surrounding community and other child caring agencies.

Case management serviced need to be based in the shelter in
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order to connect the shelter services with outside .jencies and to

coordinate the plans for the residents after they leave the

shelter. This may require a DCYS worker, who functions as care

manager, to be placed in the shelter on at least a part-time basis,

with that person coordinating the care of the youth who nter the

shelter ven if from another region. This would reduce both the

time DCYS workers spend traveling to and from the shelter, and the

time that shelter workers currently spend trying to make contact

with DCYS workers who are in the field and often from other

regions.

Case management should involve the resident to the greatest

extent possible in the decision making process with regard to

placement. It is imperative that all parties involved in planning

for placement following discharge from the shelter work to develop

a permanent plan for placement in a timely manner. it should be

stressed that the shelter is not a placement. Three years of daily

involvement with the shelter have taught the lesson that a shelter

stay is seldom a positive or even neutral experience. The youth

who is placed in the shelter is often in the midst of a negative

xperience and the shelter stay is a continuation of such negative

experiences in the youth's life. It is important that the

emergency youth shelter be more than "three hots and a cot". /t

is an opportunity to engage in a sssss ment of and planning for the

best interests of the youth. Diagnostic and assessment services

should be part of the "work" that is completed while the youth is

in the shelter and used in the important work of planning for more

permanent placement. Shelters can perform a vital "triage"

function that would allow for appropriate case disposition in a
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timely manner, usually 30 days or less. Stays of over thirty days

often result in the resident asking to leave, being asked to leave

because of negative behavior, or in unplanned discharge to the

juvenile 'ustice or mental health systems. Active visitation by

the family, peer group, and other persons, from the youth's

community should not only be permitted, but should be encouraged.

In summary, the development of more effective shelter programs

will require that the Youth Continuum, DCYS, and Yale Child Study

Center work together to enable the shelter experience to be an

important lemant in the child welfare/child mental health

continuum. In order to do this, the present shelter care system

will have to be upgraded so that it includes the following:

-Adaissior and discharge criteria that provide for the acceptance

of the widest population as possible.

-Shelter based assessment, diagnostic, and placement planning

services which provide for case "triage" as well as for safe

respite care and behavior management.

-A clearly structured program that utilizes a non-punitive behavior

management approach and offers residents incentives for appropriate

behavior.

-A staff that is clinically informed and trained in adolescent

development behavior management principles and group dynamics.

-On site case management for residents who are under DCYS

supervision.

-Case planning that facilitates timely discharge (in most cases,

30 days or less).

-An adequate physical plant that allows residents freedom of

19
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movement, yet also permits easy supervision by staff.

-Classroom education that offers school credit to all students.

-Access to appropriate medical and dental services, including

shelter based mental health services and medication supervision.

-An administrative structure that facilitates positive

relationships with the shelter staff and with the larger community

outside of the shelter.
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On the suburban peninsula south of San Francisco. California.
recent studies have shown 700-900 homeless youths on the
streets any night. Ninety-percent of these children, ranging
from 12-17 years of age. are Actin's of family substance
abuse, sexual abuse and family violence. The primary need for
these youth is shelter or a place to live. Currently. Youth and
Family Assistance operates the Community Living Room, a
daytime drop-in center for these homeless children Efforts
to re-enroll these youths in school, find them jobs, develop
job-related skills. deal with substance abuse and other mental
health issues, are hampered by the lack of housing or shelter
opportunities

Them youth also have unaddressed health-related problems.
such as teen pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases
including Aids. In addition, they struggle with undiagnosed and
untreated learning disabilities, low self-esteem, and poor
impulse control. which cannot be addressed when lack of a
place to stay remains their primary concern

A group of eight women from the Junior League of Palo Alto
have spent the last nine months struggling to address this
tragic situation. working in collaboration with Youth and
Family Assistance We have been developing a shelter to serve
lhose teens who cannot return home The courts and foster
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care system are overburdened and they therefore focus on
those youths under 12 years The Your House programs, also
located in San Mateo County. are designed to reunify runaway
youths with their families If family reunification has failed
and the teens have not committed crimes, they wander the
streets. surviving on drug sales. prostitution and panhandling

Our vision for the Daybreak Shelter involves more than a

Band-Aid approach, but rather a comprehensive network of
support services to place the children in schools, provide them
with job-training and teach them independent living skills so
that they may successfully make it on their own It is an
ambitious undertaking: especially difficult when we have to
work without parental consent.

Our partnership has relied heavily on the private sector to
make Daybreak Shelter a reality Though we have secured two-
thirds of our funding for the first year of operation. we have
only partially achieved our goal of secunng committments
from foundations for three years of funding. Foundations
prefer to offer first-year funding to new projects. but they are
reluctant to tie up their funds for a longer period, knowing
that the multitude of social needs will elicit many other
requests in years to come While our project has wide-based
community support. there is a great need for long-term
government funding

We are working to confront legal issues which face any

shelter, in particular, the gaining of city pei.nits and the
approval of the neighbors There needs to be future planning by
cities as to where they prefer zoning for group homes such as
these

We are finding it very difficult to find health care for these
homeless youth They have no inconi,. and in addition, the lack
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of parental consent raises liability issues for health care
providers.

Following their three-month stay at Daybreak, these youthswill need low-income housing with continued support from
their mentors as taxy stnve for selfsufficiency The lack of
affordable housing is. c, course, a major problem in our area:
especially for these children who must assume
responsibilities for schooling as well as employment in order
to have a future in our society

We thank the Senators for their interest in homeless youth.
Perhaps some of the problems of these children will be
addressed by you in the near future

Respectfully.
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Carol Welsh
Chairman. Homeless
Tuk Force. Junior
League of Palo Alto

(1+15-9Y1.- 5511)

ichael Hutton
Assistant Director.
Youth and Family
Assistance

The subcommittee stands adjourned until further call of the
chair.

[Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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